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One Hundred and Forty-First Convocation 
For the Conferring of Degrees 
Saturday, May the Ninth 
Two Thousand and Nine 
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Order of Exercises 
For the Conjerr111g of Degrees 
DR. SIDNEY A. RIBEAU 
President of lhc Univcrsll}. Pre.11di11g 
THE PROCESSION 
/The Assembly Standing/ 
ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL MUSIC 
NIKOI..A,Y A"-DREYEVICH RIMSKY- KORSAKO\ 
.',1/ada 
"Procession of the I\ ob/es" 
The Howard University Choir with Orchestra 
J Weldon !\/oms. Conducting 
THE PRESIDENTIAL FANFARE 
The Chief Marshal and Bearer of the Mace 
The Candidates for Degree, 
The Faculty 
The Class of 1959 
The Officer~ of the Universi ty 
The Trustee~ of the University 
The Candidates for Honorary Degrees 
The Reverend Member~ of the Clergy 
fhe Visiting College Presidents 
The Welcome Oratn1t 
The Chairman of the Board 
The Convocation Oratrix 
The President of the University 
The Bearers of the Colors 
The audience will plea~e remain standing for the ,inging of 
fHE NATIONA L ANTHEM 
and 
LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
THE INVOCATION 
Dr. Gene Rice 
Profe.1.1M. Old T,•siamenr la111111a11e anti liternture 
Howard University School of Divinity 
OPENING REMARKS 
President Sidney A. Ribeau 
THE GREETING 
Mr. Addison Barry Rand 
Cha,rma11 of the Board of Trustees 
THE WELCOME 
Ms. Chinuc Turner Richardson 
Juris Doctor Candidaie in the School of Law 
THE MUSIC 
NIKOLAY ANDREYEVtCH RlMSKY-KORSAKOV 
Glory 
The Howard University Choir with Orchestra 
J. Weldon Norris. Co11,/11c1i11g 
l .t'<1d1·nl111> f11r Amuicu und the Global Commrmity 
THE CONFERRJ~G OF THE DEGREES, HO!\'ORIS CAUSA 
For the Dev·a of D()( tor oj H11mant· Lerra., 
DR. JOH\''\ETTA BETSCH COLE 
The Candidate ~ 111 Be Pre,ented b) Chan~,,.. R L11hc. F:.,q . 
Member. Boc1rd "/Tr11.~ru., 
Dr. Johnnena Bebch Cole wa, appo1n1ed d1rcctN of the 
"lauonal :-.1u,eum o l African Art in \1arcb 2009. II is the onh 
museum in the Lnited States dedicated to 1hc colkc1101i , 
consersa11on. s1ud) ande~h1b111on ol trad111onal and comempor.lr) 
African art. The curren1 collecuon ol 9.000 obiecis repre-cn1s 
nearl) e,ery area of the conunent of Afnco and coniams a ,ane1, 
of media and an form, - te;,.ules, photograph). sculpture. p<>11er) 
parnung. Je"clr) and , 1dco an- da11ng lrom ancient 10 
comemporar) ume:.. 
She sene, on the Schol;irly ,.\d• isor> BoMd ol 1he 
Sm11h,on1an !'\;,tional Museum of African American H1>tOr) and 
Culture and shc ha, \\Orkcd w11h a number of Smithsonian 
programs since 1he mid- 1980s. She is the cham,oman ol the 
board of the Johnnena B Cole Global D1,ers1tv and Inclusion 
lnsutute founded at Bennen College for Women· m Grecn,boro. 
~ C The oonprotn institute creates. communicates. and 
conunuousl) ,uppon, the ca.,c tor dl\emt) and mdusion m the 
workplace and '"the worldplace" through education. tr~mmg, 
re,ea.rch. and publicauon, 
As pre~idenl of Bennen College for Women from 2002-:!007. 
,he is credned "nh the rc\ltaliLauon of the re,cred ms111ution 
She completed J $50 million capnal campaign. opened an art 
g"llery. and 1n11ia1ed programs m African:, women's ,tudie, and 
gll•l>al \ludie, She served as Prc,i,lennal Disttngm,hed Profc"or 
of Anthropolog) . Women· s Studies .ind African .\mc11c,tn Sm,lie, , 
from 19QS-:!001 ,u Emon Unl\CNI) She wa, pre,idcnt of Spelman 
c,,llcge in Atlanta from I QS 7- I <N7. ,tnd her appomtm,·nt i:cn,·mtcd 
a $:!O million gift fr,,m Bill and Camille Co,b) Loder her 
leadership. u SI'-' 6 million capital campui)ln "a' compktcd aml 
Spelman Colleg.- wa, 1umed the numt-.:r-one rnnked liberal art, 
college 1n the South. 
She h," conductcu re,e.;reh in Africa. the Cariblx,111. anJ the 
l'nucd State, .md ha, authored ,c,ernl h<>1•k, and score, of ,chol,1rl) 
umde, She h:t, bt,cn a,-.1rde<l 5-1 hom,tJ[) Jciree, rrom college, 
and uni,er,iue, ;ind "'m numerou, a" .1rd,. She "a tell<'" ol the 
Amen,an AcnMm) of \11, dnd Sc,cnec, .1n,l the •\mcnnm 
Anthrop<>log1~al -\"o.:1a11on. ha, ing dclncrcd 1h di,tingu"heJ 
lecture in :!008. She ,cne, on a numhcr l•I h<lard,. including 
Tran,Africa Forum and The t'sa11<,nul \'"iom,f) Lc"Jcr-h1p PnlJCCI 
She earned a d,>etora1,• degree ( IQ67) and a 111.1,1cr·, degree 
{ 1959) in an1hropolog) trom North,,.~,tcm t1111,·er,il). ,ind a 
bachelor' , degree ( 1957) 111 ,ociolog) rro111 Oberlin Collej_!<" She 
is married to James D. Staton, Jr .. 1hc) h:i,c three ,,Ht, anJ 1wo 
granddaughters 
For the Degree of Doctor oj H1111u111i1tes 
l\lR. LAURENCE JOHI'- FISHBURNE Ill 
The Candidate Will Be Pre,ented by Mrs. ~ anc C Johns 
Member. Board of Tru\fee., 
Wurldw,de prai.e and adnowlcdj_!mcnt or Laurence 
Fi~hburne'> work as ac1oriproduccr/dircc1or is reno" ned .ind a 
testament 10 the gcniu, or hi, talent. He recent!) signed on 10 the 
CBS-TV hit prime-time ;how, "CSI· Crime Scene lnvc~1iga11on." 
Joining the cast as a former patholog1>1 and Lro,ehng college 
lccwrer who is now a le,el-one CSI. In addition. he has a hrsr 
look production deal. , ra his Cinema Gypsy Production,. "ith 
CBS Paramount Network Television. Cinema Gyp,) film credit, 
include Akeelah and 1he Bee, Five Fingers. Ahl'll\'S 01111111111/,aed. 
Hoodlw11 , and Once i11 thl- Life, which he wrote. directed. and 
,tam.,d. In 2008, he wa;. featured in Blac4 F.111npri.11• magazmc 
and idenufied as one of the "go 10 people'· in Hollywood 
He was la,1 ,een m the box office ;.ucccss "21" wnh Kc\ln 
Spacey and also ha, several films in pos1-product1lln and ,luted 
for upcoming releo,c. The,c include Oav.1 o/Wwrltopposllc Amber 
Valetta and Wilmer Valderrama. and Tortured w;th Cole Hauser 
and Jame, Cromwell. He" 111 abo be ,een ,n 8/a,·4 ll'ar.-r r,-,,,,.;, 
the MOr) of the connictmg agendas of crimrnals. cops. and la\\ }Cr>. 
and in Armoud. a heist film invol, mg the stealing of 510 mil hon. 
Most rccemly. ht signed on to star. direct. and produce 71!,• 
Akhn11i.u for The Weinstein Company. IL 1, the story or Santiago. 
an Andalusian shepherd boy who )Carns 10 ua,el in search of an 
c"ravagant worldly treasure. 
Major film cred11s include: 81>/Jby, Minion lmp<1.t.11hle Ill , 
Auau/t 011 Prt•C'i11cr 13 (with Ethan Hawke): The Millri.t , Rdoaded; 
The Matrix. Revolurio11s; Mysric River (directed by Clint 
Eastwood). with Sean Penn, Tim Robbins. Kc,111 Bac(ln, Marcia 
Gay Harden): Biker Boyz: £,•e111 Hori~o11 (with Sam Neill , Kathlccn 
Qui nlan. Joel) Richardson); Min £1•ers /Joy.1. Fled: Orhl'l/o; Bad 
Co111po11_1 ("ith Ellen Uarkm). /11.~hu l.rnm111g {" rut,·n and 
directed b) John Singleton. 'lAACP A"11rJ). J11:.r Cu11.11· (\\llh 
Sean Conner)·): 71,e Cnlr>r Pmpl~: S""' h111~ Ji>r llobhr Fi,dll'r, 
Deep Co•·cr (" ilh Jeff Goldblum): IJ<>,~ 111 th,· fi,,u,l (\\ rincn und 
directed b) John Single1on); Cadr111..- (directed b) M.111in Sheen). 
Apocall-p1e Now Cnmlireod. For/ and Mc Cf,,.~ Acwm · A. iflg of 
Nell' York. Rrd Hr<ll. Ni_qhwwrr "" F./111 S11«·1 3, C""''" C/11/,, 
nnd R111111>/e Fi.,/, 
He returned 10 Broadwu) 111 April 2008 for the one mnn ,h,m, 
"Thurgood." about the hie of reno\\ ncrl L .S Supr,·mc Court Ju,11<:< 
Thurgood \.1arshnll. at the Boc,th Theatre Fm thl' portrnyul. he 
won both a Drama Dc\l.. A\\urd and .in Outer Critic, ( 1rde Awurd 
for Outstanding Solo Performance. nnd a T,1n, nonrnw11on lor 
Best Pcrformuncc by n Leadmg Aclor 111 a Piny For hi, rare 
tckvi,ion performance in the 199, prcnncre cp1,odc ,,f ' Trihcl'a" 
( Fo , TV). he won .m Fmm) And lo ,·omplctc a trir,lc crn" n, he 
"a, nommatcd for an O\Cnr a, Best Actor of I 9'l~ l,11 hi~ ponrnyul 
of Ike Turne, 111 the lilm. l\'lwr .,· /.m·,· (iot T n /Jo " 'ith // In 1992, 
he wa, 8\\ ardcd a Tony l(1r Hc,1 f·calu1<•d Ac101 ,n .i Play a Drnmu 
Desk Award, .in Outer Cn11cs Circle /\" uni. and a Tlw111c1 World 
'\ward. all for h,, wc,rk on Bwadway 11, S1crl111g John,nn 111 
August Wilson', 'Two Tra111> Runn1t1!! • 
He conunuc, to "pa) 1t for" ard," ,er-111~ a, an Arnba,,adrn 
for UNICl:.f. among ,cvcral 01hcr bcncrnl<-111 cllort,. In 2007, 
Harvard Un1ver>1Ly honor,•J him ,\Ith the Arri11 a/ 1/11 Y,•w ·\ll't1rd 
for h" nuts1and111g contnbuuon, 10 Amcr1c:m and l111e111.111nnul 
Performing A11,. a, wel l a, his many hurnan1tan:111 rnn111b1111ml\ 
He 1\ marncd 10 a,trc,~ Ginu I orrcs, and they hcl\ cu Jau~l11cr 
Delilah . lie" al~o the father of tcenugcr,. lung,1011 and Montanu 
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For lhe Degree of Doc:1or of laws 
HIS EXCELLENCY MR. FESTUS G. MOGAE, NYB, MCC. PH, MP 
The Candidate Will Be Presented by Mr. Frank Savage 
Chairman £meri1us, Board of Trus1tes 
Hi, Lxcellency Mr Fe,tu, G '-'logae wa., pre~1den1 of 
Boh.,..ina from 1998 10 2008 Throughout his tenure. Boi,wana 
ho, grown ,n strength as a mulu-pany democracy, and ,s known 
world11 ide for 1" "1st: management of abundant resources. h is 
one of Africa·, nche,1 counint\ and i, a model for the ContincnL 
In the area of HIV/AIDS. the current plague of Africa and the 
world. Prc"den1 Mogac led I.he way with enlightened national 
policies and practice,, attracting a11enuon and investment from 
the Gate, f'oundat1on and the Center for D,,ease Control, among 
OlhCI\ 
He conceived and 1ni11a1cd the building of a university of 
'>C1cnce and technology. rca'iOning 1ha1 Africa and Bol\wana should 
not be left behind in the 21 • ceniury He chose Howard University 
to forge a partnership ,n th,, endeavor. and the Botswana 
ln1crna1ional l1nivcr,i1y of Science and Technology (BIUST) ,s 
s,hcduled 10 open ,n 2010 
H,~ career a, a public officer began 10 1968 a~ a planning 
officer He wa~ Permanent Secretary, Minmry of Ftnance and 
Development Planning rrom 1975 to 1976. and served ,n 
Wa,h1ngton. DC a, Alternate and the Executive Director. 
ln1emationol Monetary Fund for Anglophone Africa from I 976 to 
19110. lie wa, Governor of the Bank or Bot~wana from 1980 10 
1981. I rnm 1982 10 1989. he wa~ Permanent Secretary to the 
Prcs1dcn1, SccrctaI) to the Cabinet. and Supervisor of Elections. 
He joined poliuc~ in 1989 and \\as appoin1ed M1nis1er or Finance 
and Development Planning and later became Vice President or the 
Republic or Botswana in 1992. 
In Oc1obcr 2008. His Exccllenc> Mogae was awarded 1he Mo 
Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in African Leadership and Good 
Governance. He has receivc:d a number of honors such as Naledi 
Ya Boowana • Gaborone (2003): Grand Croix• Madagascar (2006): 
Offic,er de !'Order Na1ionale du Mali ( I 977): Global Marketplace 
Award by 1he Corporate Council on Africa• Houston. TX (May 
1999); Distinguished Achievement Award for AIDS Leadership 
in Southern Africa by the Medun~a Trust - Washington, DC. 
(June 2000): the 2002 Congressional Black Caucus Annual 
Legislative Conference Weekend Chairman's Award. Washington 
DC (September 2002): The Knight Commander of the Most 
Couneous Order of the Kingdom of Lesotho (2004): Honorary 
Fellow - University College Oxford (2003): 10 mention a few. 
A native of Serowe in 1he Central Dis1rict of Botswana. he 
studied economics at Oxford and Sussex universities in the United 
Kingdom, and earned a Bachelor of Ans with honors in Economics 
at Oxford. 
He and his wife Barbara arc the proud parents of three 
daughrers. 
For the Degree of Doctor of H1111wni1ies 
MR. RONALD A. WILLIAMS 
The Candidate Will Be Presented by Mr. Earl G. Graves, Sr. 
Member, Board ofTrus1ees 
Ronald A. Williams is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of Aemu Inc .• ;, leading diversified health care benefits company 
which huJ revenue of approximately $31.6 billion 111 2007. Under 
h,- leudcr.hip. Ae11111 has sought 10 make a positive impact on 
health cure in Amenca by ,ervmg as a curnlys1 for change. focusing 
the inou,iry. public policy lenders, phy~icians nnd employers on 
,_,uc, mmed a1 incrcasong access and affordability. 
Sonce J011ung Aetna ,n 200 I, he has focused on creating 
onnov111ion 1n the industry. especir,lly through information 
lcchnolog). and bringing new level\ of 1ron,parcncy 10 the health 
cure ,y,1cm. In September 200 I. Aetna became the first Mtional 
111,urc:r 10 Mier u con,umcr-directcd health plan. In August 2005, 
II launched a nc" onlone consumer 100110 view physician-specific 
pncc rnform1111on. which wa, widely recogniLed as the beginning 
ol ,, new cm of' 1ran,parcncy in the health care marketplace. More 
recently, the company led the effort to develop industry s1andard, 
ror clcctron,c pe"onal health records which provide a new way 
lnr consumer, 10 be more engaged in their health care. 
In 2()()2, he was named Pre,idenl and joined Aetna's Board. 
lie w,I\ numcd CEO m February 2006 and Chairman or 1he Board 
111 Oc1111>er 2006. Throughout his Aetna career. he has been 
oui;pokcn ,n making the bu>1ncss case lor quality in health care. 
lfc cu1ded t'1for1, In crcou• ANnA·~ AP~rrl ""''"'""~ I(\ .nr,wi,.,. 
access I<> co,t-cffoc11vc. quality care 1n high-cost spccialt,cs. 
He i, ulso u ,11ong proponent of meaningful health care 
rclonn. und wu, an curly advocate for an individual coverage 
rcquorcmi.:nt to expand nccc" 10 health care and provide assistance 
Ll'<1d('l's/11p for America and rhe Global Comm1111i1y 
10 the underserved, He has championed specific reforms in op-cd 
anicle, authored or co-authored in The W"/1 S1ree1 Jo11mal, The 
IVllshi11g11>11 Post. Fi11a11ciul Times. and the Seattle Pos1-
l111elligencer. 
He lends his time and expertise to a number of organizations, 
such as the Council for Affordable Quality Healthcare, which he 
currently chairs. He is a trustee or The Conference Board and 1he 
Connec1icu1 Science Center Board, In January 2007, he was elected 
to the Board of Directors or American Express Company. and in 
October 2008, he: was elected a vice chairman of The Business 
Council. Al the Mnssachusens Institute of Technology. he serves 
on the MIT North America Executive Board. He is a member of 
the Alfred P. Sloan Management Society, Business Round1able. 
ln1erna1ional Federniion or Henhh Plans, Healthcare Leadership 
Council, and National Intelligence Senior Advisory Group. 
Prior 10 joining Aetna. he was Group President or the Large 
Group Division al WellPoint Health Networks Inc., and President 
of !he company's Blue Cross of California subsidiary. He began al 
Blue Cross of California in 1987 and accepted a series of 
increasingly prominent roles. He was co-founder and Senior Vice 
President at Vista Health Corp .. group marketing c:xccu1ive at 
Control Darn Corp .. and Presidenl and Co-Founder of Integrative 
Systems. 
n..: •~ d grdou"u;. oi Koo~evt!U umver!l.1ty. and earned a Master 
of Science degree in Management from 1he Sloan School of 
Management at the Massachuscns lnsti1u1e of Technology. He 
and his wife Cynthia h(lve one son. Christopher. a senior at Eastern 
Connecticut S1a1c University. 
For the Degru of Doctor nf H111no11e Leuers 
MS. GWEN !FILL 
The CandidaLe Will Be Prc.cnLed b) Mr. Addi,on Barr> Rand 
Chairman, Board of Tr11s1en 
A distinguished JOumalt,1 for o,er three decade,. G"cn Ifill 
is moderator and managing editor of "\\'a,,hington Weck" and 
senior correspondent for "The Ne" sHour" ith Jim Lehrer ... Now 
in it, 40th year. "Washington Weck" is the longest-running ne", 
and public affairs program on public tele, ,,ion. It,, broad(a\l b) 
most of the 306 PBS stations nation,..idc and rcache, 97 ~rccnt 
of U.S. households. She bolMered the program's JoumaliMic roots 
and 11s commnment 10 pre<enung the reporter,, who actually cover 
the major weekly news storie<, During the 2008 poli11cal campaign 
season. she took "Washington Week" 10 Ii ve audience, around 
the country as pan of a 10-city tour 
She joined both "Washington Week" and "The New,Hour" 
in 1999. interviewing newsmal.ers and reporting on issues ranging 
from foreign affairs 10 politics. She 1s frequend)' asked 10 moderate 
debates in national elections. including the Vice Presidential 
debates during the 2004 and 2008 election ,. Also. ;he is the 
author of the bestseller. "The Breakthrough: P olitic, in the Age of 
Obama.• 
Before coming to PBS. ,he ,pent fhe )c.ir, JI NBC Ne"' a, 
chief congre,"onal and poh11cal ,orrc,pondcnt, and ,1111 appear-, 
a, an occa>1onal roundtabk paneli" on "Mee• The Pre-, .. Sh,· 
J<)ined 'lBC Ne"s from The \eh l'r>rA T1111e.1 "here ,he co,cr<'d 
the White Hou,c and politic, She aho ,o,ered nJl1<1n.1I ,ind lo,:,11 
,1ffa,r, for Tire \V111h111~ro11 P<>M, 8<1/t1111nr, F, nung S1111 • .1nd 
BMtott Htrold Amerirnn · 1 ah, 3), l.ne\\ I "a111cu to IX' a 1num,1h,t. 
and m) first IO\'C wa, new,p.1pa<.· ,he ,n,J ·au, puh11t· 
broadcastmg pro\ldc, the bt-,t ol hoth worlth-combinmi! the depth 
of ne" ,papering with the 1mmed1a1e 1mp,1,t of brondc.,,t 
tdcvbion.· 
A na11vc of New Yor~ Cit) a nd a gruJuatc ol Simmon, 
College in Boston. she ha, reccl\cd more than ,1 do,cn honorury 
doctorates and "the re,·,p1cn1 of ,everal broadca~11ng e , cellencc 
awards. She scf\cs on th.:, board of the Hnn nrd L'mvcrsu) ln,111u1c 
of Poliuc.. the Commiucc 10 Protect Joumnli,ts. the Ncw,cum, 
and the Philip Merrill College of Joumali,m n1 the U,mcrsit) of 
Maryland 
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THE CONVOCATION ORATION 
Dr. Gwen Ifill 
Moderaror a11d Managing Ediror 
"Washington Week'' 
THE SPIRITUAL 
J. Weldon Norris, Arr. 
Thank You Jesus 
Leon Clark. Te11or Soloisr 
The Howard University Choir 
8 leaderl"hip for America tmd rhe Global Comm1miry 
THE CONFERRING OF DEG REES IN COURSE 
l..ea,ler.1/rip for Amerin1 and the Glohal Cm111111111i11• 9 
FACULTY MARSHALS FOR COM2\1E CEMEP\'T 2009 
L '-1\ ERSJTY \1ARSHAL 
Dr Gary L Harri, 
PLATFORM MARSHAL 
Dr Constance Elll'on 
FACl,LTY \1ARS IIAL 
Dr Beverly C \1im, 
ASSISTANT FACULTY '\1ARSHAL 
Dr Joan C. Payne 
ASSISTANT l,~IVERSJTY MARSHAL 
Mr Clint Walker 
COLLEGE OF ARTS A D SCIENCES 
Dr Sha\\n Abernathy. ChcmiMry 
Dr. Gregory Carr. African Studie, 
Dr. Patrick Goodin, PhilO\ophy 
Ms. Dcn,~c Han, Theatre An~ 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Mr. Samuel S. Pa~chall 
JOH H. JOHNSON 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
Dr. Rochelle Ford 
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY 
Dr. Jame\ J::. Palmer 
SCHOOL OF DIVINITY 
Dr Delores Carp<!ntcr 
SCHOOL 0 1<' EDUCATION 
Dr. Wilfred Johnson 
COLLEGE OF ENG i EERI G, ARCHITECTURE ANO 
COMPUTER SCIENCES 
Or Gra111 Warner 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Dr. William Eckberg 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Professor W. Sherman Rogers 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
Dr. Earl F. Bloch 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, NURSING AND 
ALLIED II EALTII SCIENCES 
Dr. K1ishna Kumar. School of Pharmacy 
Dr. Joann Smith. Divbion of Nurs ing 
Dr. Thelma Baker, Division of Allied Healih Sciences 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Dr. Andridia Mapson 
10 leaclersl11pjor America and tire Global Community 
THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE 
The ortfu of I' ,•'<nf<11ton c,f k~, "" ,,, J ( ,/fr~,·• J, ,, rht n"'/• rr11,- f tf,·~rt n , h,BrJ >n I>< > f,10,,, , _ th, 1,·t11 r>/ nwl>/i,hm, 111 
,,J th, Sch,•ol ,,, Coll.-g,• <1nd the d11ttnctwn bt'tn an ~r<1J1wt,· anti 11nder11rnd11arr f''O!lr<lm, Th,· fir,, .11, S, hot>/., and Ct>/1,·g, ,, 
b,-~1nnin.!I "ith 1hr C1,l/egr of Art, 1111J Scunn , und .. ,,J,11 ~ K'llh th, Co/J.-~e 1'.J P/11ir111,1n. \ """'~ ,111,J Al/1nf lit-a/th ~,·1,11n <. 
tt·c•rf" c·Jtohluht·d bcnu·rn tht' .,ror!i. /868 ro /Y9;'. LnJ,·r~r<1tfllt1tt' pr,,1,;ranB t1rr prnlomin,1111 w th<"H . . \I\ Sclw,,t., and ( ,>l/(g,,, 
Th,· next fh e Srhoo/, a111J C,,/1,~n. he~111111ng " th the Sch,>1•/ of On·1111" and rnJ111i: "tth th, ~, h,,,,/ , I ~''" •11/ \\ ,.,~ ... ..,,. 
riwbli<ht·d her" cen tire 101t1 I 868 ttnd /9-15 . Their St'hr•oh ,mJ Co/1,•g,•, t•Jfrr {'rt,j,· ,.,w11<1/ ~raJ1111u Ind f'"'!I"'"', I h.- la.sr 
School liHeJ, the Graduat, Schot1/ 1 '" eHab/i.,h,J ,n I 9.1./ ,111J ,,fj,•n !I'•"'"'"' lr1·d f''"!lra,111 <' 1< lu ,11 ,·/\. 
IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCIENCES 
The Ca111Julutes will be prc~e111ed bv 
JAMES A. DON.\LO~Q:,,, PH D .. D,.A,\ 
DIVISIONS OF HUMANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES A D NATURAL SCIENCES 
Sakrnah Abdul-Hakeem 
c11m /mule 
Michelle Sika Adabla 
Brafi Adomako. Jr. 
Lauren Serwaah Agycmang 
Adcron!.e Joanne AJala 
Craig Dion Allen 
c11111 luude 
Adna Yveue Anderson 
Jonathan Eli Arm,trong 
c11m la11de 
Shaun Randall Arms1rnng 
Kamcron AnlhOn) Kyle Arnell 
Gera ld Alan Ashby. Jr. 
(·11111 laude 
Kri,tcn Vane,~a Askew 
mag110 cum lo11de 
Rayna Rashida Atkin, 
mttf(11<1 /"11111 /aude 
S1cphanie Abigail Audain 
Kali Danisc Baile) 
Tosin Misturat Balogun 
Brittney Eli,abcth Bank, 
c11111 la11de 
George Douglas Baptist 111 
Kellsie Nakiya Barton-Millar** 
1111111110 c11111 /aude 
Aliya B. Bash1ruddi11-Cancr 
Ja,minc A~hl<:y Beard 
Andre' Ricllardtl Beel-ford 
Adi.a N Bckoe 
Michael Alphonso BcnJtmin ll 
mag11a cum laude 
BA CHELOR OF AR rs 
BntnC)' Aline Bcnnetl 
Andre,\ RO) Be,t. Jr 
Natasha Danielle Blod, •• 
SIIIIITIICI Cit/II latule 
Aaron Marque, Boos.: 
Christopher Wells Brad,ha\\ 
Counnu.' Valc1ia Brazier-Barrett 
Tiffany Nicole Bright 
lllllJIIW Cll/11 laude 
Adcyele O lnniyi Bro\\ n 
Ake) la Bnana Bmwn 
C'rys1al Lequana Brown 
Keisha Lance' Brown 
cum /mule 
Leah Nichole Bro" n 
Lloyd W1n,ton Bro" n 11 
Simon Jason Bro,\n 
c11m l<t11d, 
Jasmin Tyanna Bro\\'n-John,on 
SaJdah Da'Wudah Bryant 
Nina-Serena Fallh Burl..cu 
111ag11a c11111 ln11d,· 
Kri\ten :\drrannc Bu,hncll 
111111111a c11111 laud, 
Takei~ha R Carr 
Lindsey Marie C'ar,on 
Felicia ')eneua Carter 
s,,11111111 c11111 /111ule 
Nicole Renee Chapman 
111ag11a c11111 /011d£• 
Sheila Denise Chca1ham 
111agt1(1 ,11111 lt11u/c 
Ashley Nicoll- Clark 
Tarn Orlanda Clemon, 
Ttii LaSha\, n Clifton 
Cll/11 /a11c/,, 
Bruce Norvell Cobb 
Michelle Alc,,m<lna Cod) 
Merrell Y\\mnc C'olc 
Ra,hc Breann Coleman 
Sha) na Nu:olc Cook 
s 11111111a ,·toll lc11uft1 
Unique Rti:.1nna Cooper 
llllll(/1(1 CUI/I h111d1· 
Britney Nichole Cra" ford 
krrnh Raheem C'rowdcr 
';hcril} n R.matha C'umm1ng, 
mt1g11tt cum la11dc 
T) lah Dc t... untcc Da, 1es 
Simt,nc Nata,ha l)a\ 1<l,on 
ma.~,w ,·11111 la11d1• 
Tcrunda I .• 1Kc1,hu D,m ,on 
JJ,on I :11110111 l)ougla, 
J u,un Pl')tOll Dunll,l\ ;lilt 
N1cok Ty111,c Dur:1111 
kss1ca L OUl\l'. l>)l' 
111(1,1/ll<I c11111 luudt• 
Leah \11a11c I kot·k 
nm, /o11d1 
l '.honiquc J. Lili, 
Arma C'h1m:1 l.ni.:nan 
cum /(111dl' 
Uchechukwu Kcl..:,·h1 l:n,~~1c'U/ll1 
Ohcd l·ugcnc 
JeVon Kenan r~uropc 
The appe,,mnce of a ,wme in this Program is pres11mf1(1w• ewdencl' of grad11mim1, b111 II 11111st ,wt III an\' 101.1r ,,,. rt•11arr//•tl t/\ 1w1d11.m•,•. //,, 
d1ploma 11f tlte U1111·ers11y. si11ned and sealed b1 11s proper officer,. remaim tltt• 11Jficit1/ 1e.11im11111• t,j the ('t>.\ll'.,.11,111 of t/11 tlr,:rr, A ·""!(le 
a.11eri1J. (*} _f11/low11111 a 11ame denotes ti po.11/1111111111~ tfel(ree rn11didttte. A tlouh!t• 11.11u11/. ( • •} fi,l/11ll'i11g 11 ,u,1111• d1•1wt1•1 " 1/11t1/ tl1•p_r1•1• 
gracluare. 
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Chloe Bnana Von Evan\** 
Jame~ Fawolc 
Jordan Taylor Ford 
Roben Jonathan ford 
< um la11de 
Rana "11chelle Francoi, 
Jordan Pamck l·ra,ier 
Ra,had Ell,, l·r:111cr 
Gerard hyar 
fallc,in A\hlc1gh Gabnel 
Grego') Jerry Ganth1cr 
Hnuany Ciharelle Gate, 
Darcel Sa,h,1lc1gh George 
Jamila Amanda Gladney 
c11111 ltitule 
An:qancy Gurne, 
Tear:, Micha Gray 
Sh,ina Marte Green 
I'll/I/ "'""" Michael Ja,on Greene 
Jonathan Male, Grc~ham 
Chir,t111a Gabriella Griffin 
Jovun\la Renee' Guidry 
U/111 fatllfr 
Runako AdJ'a Gulstone 
Brianne Alaura Gurierre, 
Grc,hum Winfred Harklcb~. Jr. 
Blake Sheridan Harness 
r11m /mule 
Ra,hon Alv,, tl iirris 
Athur lla,1;cb11llah 
I ti Ill Ill ii C' II Ill I a,l(i(, 
Aie,ho lla,,un 
Kiunna Patric,:, J lawkms•• 
111/1/(/1(1 C/1111 lattd(' 
Michael DuShan llcndcr~on 
Erran Anwaa Henry 
Kc1,ha Kailua Hcrberi 
111llf<11a ,·11111 lillule 
Jarrel Dennard llinson 
Shuncka Shante Ruby Holdman 
Mclun1e Renee llolM-Col lins 
111ax11a c11111 loude 
Monique Tyanne Howard-Owen 
Anon Kshcwn Gibson Hun1er 
111111(11/1 C/1111 /a11de 
13ruiany Simone llut'lon 
c 11111 ltw dt• 
Melon1 Nwnduuo Igwe 
BACHELOR Of ARTS 
Lita \1ary Jachon 
Mariah Qua,elah Jackson 
Chri,uana Quinnett James 
Ronald Jean-Bapu,te 
Britney .\1echelle Jenluns 
Juhu, Evan Jcnkmb • 
Khalila Ra,hecda Jenl..m\ 
Lauren Eltzabeth Jenkins 
George Edward Johnson III 
111a/(11a cum laudt 
Todd Harve) Johnson 
Melanie Chame Jones 
cum laude 
Sondra Renee Jones 
cum laude 
Olukem, A.A. Kam,on** 
Brittan} Danielle Keppel 
John Davb King 
Jusun Douglas Knigh t 
Rachel Miriam LangMon 
Bri11any Ra,ia Lanier 
Tarressa Crysral Lee 
Li1a1h Charelta Lewis 
mal(IICI 111111 /a11de 
Tir1:1h Selena Lewis 
Amanda Althea Lockc11 
India Dcauna Lyon, 
Matthew S1even Manning 
Paul Ma11hew McClellan 
c11111 laude 
Kelly Melrose McCray*• 
11wg1111 cum laude 
Paul Lawrence McGehee, II 
c11111 laude 
Murk A. McGlone 
Alexis Nichole McMillon 
,·11111 laude 
Mikhaila M. McNicolls 
magna cum /aude 
Randell Clifford Means 
Scan Eric Mickens 
s c1111111a c11111 laude 
Caneisha Lynncc Mills 
RaShawn Angelic Mitchner 
mag11a cum laude 
Christian Montgomery 
Amber Nicol Moody 
s,11111110 c 11111 /aude 
Folasade Anastasia Moonsammy 
Irene Cassie Moore 
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Kortnei Elai \.1orrh 
J..:~\lca \1oriime 
lllmma cttm /aude 
Ob111na Ehzabe1h Morton 
mag,w n1111 /a11d1: 
Saffiyah Omara Muhammad 
Shamira Akilah Muhammad 
mcigna cum laude 
Carlestle Kylandi Mullen 
111ag11a cum /c111de 
Jessica France~ Neal 
Erica Lorraine Nelson 
Richard Nelson 
Robyn Alexb Nelson 
Phillip Michael Newman 
lmhotep Atamebo Newsome 
cum laude 
Toni Olivia Ng 
cum laude 
Lauren Michelle Nickson 
T,a Solcil Neither 
Chandra Denise Noble 
Maryam Mohamed Noor 
Oghomwcn Ruth Obaseki 
cum laude 
Shaquita Shirell Ogletree 
Michelle Lisa Okyere 
Adedamola Folake Omijore 
mag11a c um laude 
Khamal Rashieq Panerson 
Laura Roanne Perez 
cum laude 
Jessamyn Sara Perkins 
Damien Lee Andrew Phillips 
Mi lea Inez Pickell 
Momque Larrice Pickell 
Soshana Pierre-Louis 
c um laude 
Dana Danielle Plai r 
Chrisrian Lamar Plummer 
Timothy Jerome Powell , II 
Kimberly Renee Ramseur 
cum /aude 
Chelsea Niecole Rasberry 
Dwayne Eulas Rax 
Charlanna D. Ray 
Konrad Nelson Reese 
cum la11de 
J1m1,ha Iman Relerford 
cum /1111de 
Bnnan> Alexa Reynold, 
Ronald Cah in Richard~on. Jr. 
Ta~heede Kameela Roberts 
ma f{ /111 cum /nude 
Dominique Fauma Saint-Fon .. 
summa cum /mule 
Shard'e '-icole Savior) 
J ahaan Aki !ah Ruth Shaheed 
m11R11a cum lar,de 
Sharday Marie Geneva Shelby 
m11g11a cum laude 
\Varren Eugene Simmon, • 
nwxnu cum latule 
Je~s1ca Lynn Sinkfield 
cum lu11de 
Alona Melanie Sbtrunk 
11111x1111 c11111 /nude 
Majahn Small 
Angela Malaika Smith 
Peter Winston Snipes 
Darrel Albert Stroman 
Brinan; Alexandra Summerlin 
U,man Olawale AbolaJi 
Sheriff Oluwaseu Abudu 
s11111111a 01111 faude 
Deonna Nacole Adams 
Aderonkc Olutosin Adcfisayo 
111ag11a cum laude 
Carisse Marcia Agard 
111a111w cum faude 
Anika Rowena Agostini 
Kelly Akah 
magna cum fa11de 
Oluwabunmi Dorcas Akintonde 
Ayana Allard-Picou 
s11111111a cum laude 
Vyron Paul Herbert Durant Alexander 
Gregory Eugene Allen 
Kristen Janay Alston 
J1m1111a cum /aude 
Falone Effie Sapong Amoa 
James Andrew Anderson 
Racheal Samantha Anderson 
Neilabh Avasthi 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Brandon Alderman$\\ am 
Ha!T) >\ vcn Chaucrs Tl!) tor 
summa c 11111 lciud,• 
Stephanie :--:i.:ole T,1) lor 
A,hlec Brionne Temple 
cum la11de 
LaPorsha Charicc Thoma, 
mag1111 c:1111 /11111/e 
Austin Lee Thomp,on 
ma .e,,a c r,m lwult 
DarcC) Mal') Thompson 
c11111 laud,· 
Dencsha Chantel Thornp,on 
Stanle) Ama1 Thompson. Jr. 
cum laruie 
Valencia Carolina Thurman 
111a11na cum /aude 
Jane W Togba 
Jenna Felixcia Toussa1n1 • 
Jlll/111111 Cl/Ill fatuJe 
Dion Terrell Townley 
Jessica Rene Trent 
Gabiel O'Hara Tuck 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCI£ 
Brittney Na'Cole Autry 
cum fat11le 
Charicll Denae Baisden 
Veronika Anu-Oluwa Bambo 
Norell Sade Belle 
Frank OPoku Berch1e 
lllnl/fl(l Cl/Ill lm,de 
Traci Danielle Bessard 
Julian Anil Boodram 
111ag11a c:11111 fattde 
Anais Leorne Booker 
Mykle Bernard Bouie 
Ryan P. Bourdeau 
Megan Nicole Bradley 
Edson Adebayo Breed) 
cum fa11de 
Antoinette Australi Brod. 
Brittany Jenay Brooks 
cum laude 
Candice Michelle Brown 
Charity Lovette Brown 
cum laude 
Kc1,ha L. \\ akott 
Debbie: P.:tn,na \\ .iltcr, 
Marcu, Antwon Ware 
K) ,1 Terne \\ mhu,h 
Britt.in) Alexia T1.1p;u Washmgwn 
Jordee \lam.:th.1 \\ di, 
, 11m111<1 c11111 ftwd, 
Ja) na Dahnelk \\ hue .. 
Rennell Joo,- \nn \\ 1k, 
Monto) a LaSha~ \\ 1111.1111, 
Shana L,,i, \\ 1lh.m1, 
C/1111 /,,r,J, 
Shant.-1 L,1tn,e \\ tlham, 
K) nJal 1'11:hclle \\ ,Ison 
1·11111 laud, 
Poma R1chac Wilson 
IIICl811fl I 11111 f<111tfr 
Sulida Sade\\ il,on 
11wg11a cum fll11d,· 
Kya Terac Winhu,h 
,\lisha Antoinette \\. mtlcr' • 
Mahiri RodnC) Wi,c 
lmani Jamila Win,h1rc 
magnfl 1· ,,,11 /11111/t-
Jcnnilcr L) nnettc Wright 
Michael Bradlc) Wynter. Jr 
( 11111 f,1111,h 
Mah!ka Shaunucc Brown 
m11g1111 n1111 lu11d1• 
Michael Jaro)<l Brown 
Britney Ahern Buggagc 
<·11111 faudr 
Ka) nfa Nico ya Ter~, Buncomc 
Mcli\,a Joy Burtor<l 
Cll/11 /1111dt• 
Nina-Serena huth Burkcu .. 
11111.~,w ,·11111 l,wde 
Crystal Jayanna Buxton 
Zanifa Donna Mane Campocll 
Cystal Nicole Carter 
Michael fame, Ccncola 
1·11111 /mule 
Cri\tln Cain Chall 
IIW/1,1111 ('11111 /a11d1• 
1,hmael Changa Childs 
Robert Launston Clark 
Christine Antonnettc Clarke 
Ian Gregson Clarke 
.\11111111e1 c-11111 far,de 
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Tiah Phylicia Clarke 
Shannon Cald\\t:II Clemon\ 
maJ<na cum luude 
Niye,ha Janine Coleman 
h,ie l.a1nce Colhn, 
JJ,man.: Deana Colqu111 
Kcn11e1h Ahraham Connell 
t\bcni Camrla Cooper 
Evclcni, Cecelia Cousm-Pet.:r,on 
rnmma , 11111 /aude 
Rachel Dianne Crouch 
A,hlcy Shen Crump 
.111mmu t 11111 /mule 
Darah SJm1rn Crutcher 
Kn,ten Jennel CudJ<>C 
Tyrone Delong Dash II 
n,m /mule 
01110 Arman Davi~ 
n1111 lt111de 
Kc:cnia Cry,1al Davis 
Renee Alecia Davi, 
,1111111w cum ltmde 
I ura Lenee' Uav1, 
Jhcanellc N1ckalc Dawkin, 
1u111111t1 01111 lmu/1• 
Porsche Li,Kci-ha Days 
Lauren /\ llrson De Berry 
, 11111 /aut/1• 
K,1v11a Soci I Dcon.irrnc 
111111111a cum /mule 
Daniel Gregoire Dc,rivicr, 
Norman Dav,d Dockeu 
K ,lie Dorm cu, 
Arond1> Liiwrcncc Dougla, 
Kanmna Michele Dowdy 
C'url Nevin J:clcn 
C'tur,11na Candasc Edward, 
cum /mu/(• 
Jc,,1ki1 /\rlcnc Edward, 
bnma11ucl l~~uncm 
Cit/II l1111tlt 
Brooke /\shley 1::1 Anun 
fmuni Lydia Adele bllmu 
/\muri, Ch11na bncnuri 
t 11111 /aut!,· 
h~t:n.: B Engdnscw 
magna c 11111 lr11u/(' 
,.,, ••. ,~t" .. ko- l.u, 1 j l , .. l~~"'O 
n1111 lautlc 
P,crr.: Uric li11cnnc 
11111111111 , 11111 laru/1• 
BACHELOR OF SCIEl'iCE 
Lauren Mil.el [:van, 
summ<1 cum laude 
Por,che L.ak1yya Evan~ 
cum laudt 
Eyoma Ekong Iba E.yoma 
Chybria Eun1que Farmer 
DiMarqucs Anthony Floyd 
Ashley Nicole Foster 
Samuel Peter Francis 
ma1111a cum la11de 
Porsha Mane Freeman 
Desiree Nicole Funderburk 
Marshca Nicole Garland 
Andrea Donel Garner 
James Garvin, Jr 
Joy1resc Inez George 
Tameka Denise Glenn 
Alcxb D. Gore 
Valin1 Gancsha Gosine 
c11111 /aude 
Ke~hia Michal Goss 
Danyelle Nichole Cowie 
mag11a cum laude 
N aneue R 1chcllc Gregory 
<'11111 /a,ule 
Chuhwuw1eke Uchcnna Gwam 
cum la11de 
Jennifer Anane Oyamfi 
c11111 la11de 
Cohn Howard Hall 
Jc.,sica Marie Harding 
Travi~ Thcon-Xavier Harmon 
Dom,niquc Gabriella Harp 
Lydia Candace Harp 
Srncy Ann I farris 
Michael A. Harrison 
Aji, 8 Harvey 
c11111 la11de 
April Shadac Harvey 
11111g11a c11m /aude 
Tiffany Nicole Hatfield 
Kianna Pacricia Hawkins** 
111ag11a cum laudl' 
Am11nda Kay Haye~ 
Kourtney Amelia Sanders Haynie 
Rt:ney Anthony Henderson, Jr 
,\IIJIUIIU C '"" ,auctt,; 
Bianca Rcn6e Henny 
11w111w cum /mule 
/\ ruhony William llcyward 
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Adnna Amaris Hmton 
EdwarJ Le\\ i, Hollowa} 
El)SC Chevon Holtz 
S1e, i T. Hooper 
c 11m /a11de 
Shelby Briuen Hoo, er 
Andrea L) nnene Howard 
Chak1a Lauren Howard 
mag11a c 11m laude 
Constance K. Howard 
cum /a11de 
Larrica Denise Hubbard 
cum laude 
Diego Sebasuan Humphrey 
Benita Joyce Hurd 
cum laude 
Veronique Shcri~a Hutchinson 
Ellen Michelle Jackson 
Erica Sharon Jackson 
Frederick David Jamison 
mag11a c11111 laude 
Bosede Oluwadamilola Jegede 
Julius Evan Jenkins** 
Brian Johnson 
cum laude 
Kendra Renee' John5on 
Lamar Kei1h Johnson 
c11111 laude 
Todd Michie Johnson 
Tonasha Ale1ha Johnson 
s11111111a c-11111 laude 
Tyrone John~on 
Acdra LaShae Jones 
c 11111 la11tf,, 
Chad Micheal Jones 
cum laude 
Derck Ramon Jones** 
Hannah Carmen Jone~ 
maxna c11111 /nude 
Rachelle Victoria Jone~ 
s11111111a cum laude 
Alicia Michelle Jordan 
c um lo11de 
Akecm Jean Joseph 
Ted Reginal Joseph 
Nana Kofi Karikari 
cum llllule 
t..\JHh,,V IHVHll.fl.H,,.; 1'.\.,lltG)' 
Veronica Monea Kirkland 
cum /a11de 
Tamara Noelle Knoll 
cum laude 
La 1-. a.,hea l)a~ 1c 'I-' KU) kenda II 
F.umce Maamc Poku4 1-. wak)C 
maf?nc, ft1t11 lc111de 
Afua Aninboaa K" ancng 
Tai~.1mum Lalla 
~umma cum laude 
Briltan) Ra,ia Lamt'r .. 
Janae Saran Lcath 
1111/fo:TICI Cll/11 la11d1· 
Ashle> :'\1colc Leonard 
Kiera El> ,sc Leonard 
\1arlC) Henr) Lisboa 
111t1~11<1 c-11111 /c,11dr 
Byron Eugene Lockhari. Jr. 
nm, lc111de 
La Toya A~ha Luce, 
.111111111(1 c11111 /mule 
Jennifer Danielle Luckie 
Sabrina Capric:e L) nch 
c-11111 laude 
Kevin Quine~ Maclnlyrc 
c11111 laud,• 
'Jidda Asif Mahr 
Anya Jon1que Malcolm 
111agnC1 c11111 laude 
Rainatu Nata,ha Mansara) 
Dougla~ Malcolm Man,cll 
cum /mule 
Nicoh: Rene Manu<'l 
Aaron Wilham Marcus 
Makeda Muralinc \1ar,hall 
Janicllc Petrolia Maynard 
.rnmma c11111 laucle 
Rolanda Cele~te McCall 
Jarred Dwayne McKee 
c11111 la11de 
Latonya Tiffany McPhoy 
Eden Dcsbclc Mcsghcnna 
Shanna Le'Sharr Mile, 
cum la11de 
Briuney 01eha Miller 
Lauren R. Miller 
Kendra Veron ica Mingo 
111ag11a cum la11de 
Angela Elai ne Min10 
Alicia Tranae Montgomery 
cum loude 
Adr ian Thoma~ Mood 
c11m /aude 
Irene Cassie Moore 
Flor Maria Morales 
s11mma cum /a11de 
Ta'Kedrian Shanie lle Morgan 
BACH El.O R OF SCI F"'l F 
l·a11mah Sha"n) "c :\los, 
\lar) am K arnm.1h :\luhamm.1J 
c 11111 IC11ufe 
.\dc(1la Gatn1) at ~lu,rnph.i 
ma~na n1111 laud, 
Damion Anihon) \l)er, 
~ u11tn1a cum laud,• 
DcAnna \laric '\ara 
m<l/?110 C/1111 /1111,fr 
Gabriclk '-.on)a \'i.:11I 
Gregor) Alan '\unel 
Cha,il) C1nenyc 'I" ol-.ocha 
l"ijt~un1m1 John Oddx•dc 
\/1111111t1 c 11111 lc111de 
BolaJol-.o Ayodamola OJc11m1 
Mon,ura1 Olufunlola Odu 
Tolulola Olu10,1n OJuko) a 
ma~110 cum laud, 
Uchcchukwu Ofoha 
Onyck;1ch1 Hcnr) Ogbonna 
rnmmu < 11111 laud,• 
Catherine A, idcde Oka1 
Law rcncc Y Oka11ah Asarg 
Ugochuk,,u C Okeke 
Celia Okcrekc 
Ngo11 Chuk"uka Okoba 
Xiomara IJcoma Okonk\\O 
Adanna Uwabukconyc Okoro 
Okubunn11 r<1J..unh11h Okus:ln) a 
Oluwatomi Olndunni Oluwarnla 
.,11111111a < 11111 loud<' 
Alicia Monique Oman, 
11/ll/?IICI 01111 /(llllfe 
Khari lfoma O Marcie 
V1clor Nna111di Orack1 
Justin Douglas Ortiquc 
Jeanette Eileen Owusu 
Sharqui1a Aimee Park. 
Makeda Passley 
Vini t Pali! 
mt1f(11a c11111 lt111de 
K iesha Monique Paucrson 
n1111 la11tle 
Tanisha Rashae Pancrson 
mog11a c11m la,u/e 
Shelley Victoria Peele 
An1onia Lennis Joyanne Phill ip 
s11mma c11111 laude 
Markeiya Tre'Nise Po li te 
summa c11111 /a 11de 
:\ndrc '\,id Po11tr 
Ch,·n, c L, ,,nnt' PMt<'r 
Chr1'1al J Ralph 
Dan1t"llc \k,andm1 Ram,a~ 
Bryan Jo,eph R.1ms.1n 
c,1111 laud,· 
Rnrnl Dan1d Recd II 
\nl,in \farquc, Rcn,kr 
8 r111.111 y L,· lj! h R 1dMrd,011 
01111 laud, 
Phocnl\ •\11an.1 Rick, 
O,,mc1114uc :-t.1m· R,11'cn, 
nan1d Robt.•ris,111 
\mhr,t Shl,ntdc R1>t>11i-on 
1--n ,tk GJ R,1h1n,011 
llltl.l;lltl fl/Ill f.1•1e/c· 
(}uad1cr.1 Ju,1111-c Rohin,011 
\,hky J1ha11 Roth<: 
C/1111 /1111,h 
1\lt"111 ( .11uda Rollm, 
\'lHlllllCI < 11111 /cJlltfr 
1\ nJrc D" ,I} 1w Ro,ario 
11/i/.(:l/cl f Ill// /011,h 
k,S1ca Ro" 
~klba Nicok Ro" 
cum laud, 
D11m11114uc Falllll,l !-,;11111 hHl** 
s11111111a cum loud, 
Quadn Scqun Sarum1 
11111~11<1 C/1//1 lt111d,• 
\nrnnda Nicole Scan101 
n1111 lmult 
Swrnne Anthon~ Shcph,·r<l 
st111111111 c. um laud<► 
Stephanie M1,·helc Shl11 t 
Tcnnc"a Gil,1111 Simmon, 
A,hky Tcnae Simpkin, 
13ri11ney Rene,• Sim, 
Jcnn1lcr I .(1ri Smkficld 
Alicia Nata,ha Smalling 
A,hlcy Dene Sn111h 
Chris1opher Nathaniel Sm11h 
n1111 lt111rlr 
Darren Michael Smith 
Dominic Alan Sn111h 
11w1111e1 rum /nude• 
Vince Mmthcw Solomon 
11/0f?IIU C l/ Ill /audc> 
Cryw1I LaRac Sp:mn 
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Rachelle: Ali,h Spencer 
Kendra Nicole Stephen\ 
Kand•~ Mane S1ubblefield 
magna cum /aude 
llca1her A\han11 Sullivan 
Amecna A\ha Swee1ing 
magna cum la11de 
h:wd1tu Ge1ahun Tades\c 
cum Ja11de 
Valerie Akang Tambe 
Brian Jame~ Taylor 
Paige Yvonne Taylor 
cum /a11de 
Wh11ney Daniele Taylor 
Jennifer Nicole Tiller 
.1umma cum laude 
Jenna Fclixc1a Tou~sainl .. 
.1111111110 , um /mule 
Ariel Caire Triplell 
Con\tance Monique Trower 
Aolbar T\egaye 
Kai Ad1a Turner 
.11111111111 < 11111 /"'ule 
Brion M. Blake 
Lauren Emily Brewer 
c11111 lmulr 
Famara fi1uwi Cham 
Leslie Ann Colvin 
cum la11de 
Wanakcc Cook 
lllll!/IICI Cl/Ill fa11d1• 
Chiara L. Cooper 
Nino M. Crowclle 
c-1011 /111ule 
Sha1011 Tcyonna Annelle Dove 
Jessica L. Dye 
11111g11<1 c11m /a11de 
Ngoti C Ejim 
Alcxandna Theresa Franklin 
.11111111111 c11111 laudr 
BACHELOR O F SCI E 'CE 
Andrea l,goch1 Uradu 
rnmma cum luude 
Cares, A U,hry 
c·um laude 
Ayo~ Van1erpool 
Erikka Burnell Vaughan 
summa cum laude 
Brittan} Lenae Vickers 
cum Jaude 
Le11~ha Beatrice Vinson 
Danielle Tanisha Walcou 
Oa,,a Alison Teresa Wallace 
Ebony Noni Walls 
Jonathan M. Watkins 
magna cum /aude 
Tomara Rachel Wa1kins 
Kelly Kristina Wa1son 
Chas111y Marie Weaver 
Jordee Marric1ha Wells** 
.wmma cum /aude 
Shannon Marie Whitaker 
magna cum laude 
Brian Daniel Whi1e 
Tanika Irene Whiting 
DIVISION OF FINE ARTS 
BA ClfELOR OF ARTS 
Briuncy Rac~hcll Gilber1 
magna cum Laude 
Kashayia Griffin 
Ebony Joi Hicks 
Nadene Alliene-Mai Howard 
magna cum /c111de 
Thelma Althavia Nicole Howard 
Janaina S. Isaac 
Alena Jirsova 
summa cum /aude 
Tracie Lanita Jones 
Jana J. Lockey 
Slllll//1(1 Cl/Ill /aude 
Tarke1uala Renee McCoy 
cum la11de 
I 6 / Nu/at/rip far America and the Global Comm1111i1y 
Chel~ea Alexandrea Whittler 
summa cum l<wde 
Amee Alexis Williams 
C)nth1a Charmaine Williams 
cum /aude 
Danielle Chene Wilham~ 
maf(n(I cum laude 
El1zabe1h Kcllisha Williams 
111t1g11a cum laude 
Kimery Lemark Williams 
cum laude 
April Nicole Williams-Martin 
Michelle Mon1inez Wilson 
Salida Sade Wilsonu 
magna cum laude 
Liesl Candace Windsor 
.rnmma cum Jaude 
Brendez Sade Janel Wineglass 
cum laude 
Jason Manhew \Vrigh1 
Michael Edward Yanscn 
Safi ya Sherra Yearn ood 
magna cum la11de 
Ralston Sylvanus Yorrick 
Ramy Said Zamzam 
m(lgna cum /aude 
Jasmin Larissa McMillon 
Angelique Nicole Momon 
Sasha Bionca Ramsey 
cum laude 
Sade Nai lah Rigsby 
Genec E. Robinson 
Tooba Rosha11 
sw11111a cum /(l1tde 
Bassem Shaaban 
magna cum /aude 
Jasmin Solrzano-Dove 
magna cum laude 
.R . .-nsh,ru, -~ .C:,ruu"' 
Antionelle Marie Stone 
True Minh Vo 
Ashley Donee Wright 
Candice Alesha Alamenda Adkin, 
Faqir Alt Abdul-Hakim 
cum la11de 
Talibah-Auya "laJee .\quil 
cum laude 
Hector Bardeguez 
Tsege R Barros 
Johnnie K. Be~,. Jr 
Ste,en Julian Brown 
Brandon Scott Burford 
c11m laude 
Shukura Burrell 
Srudiya Iman Chiphe 
c11m laude 
Michael Alexander Craighead 
Casey Linden Crawford 
Teisha Monique Duncan 
mag11a cum laude 
Ashley Blaine Fcather~on 
cum ft111de 
Terilyn Marshelle Fleming 
India A. Gray 
Jillian M. Green 
Deidra J. Bell 
B.F.A .. Howard University. 1972 
Pamela F. Burris 
B.F.A .. Howard Universit} I 993 
Shawn G. Hart 
B.F.A., Howard University. 2000 
CaShandra Jamlle Bacon 
cum laude 
Matthew Alexander Caraballo 
cum /nude 
Cam1ela Jean Daniel 
Patricia Ann Ables 
Joel V. Holmes 
BACHELOR OF Fl~E ARTS 
~1ichelle EJ.,1ne Harper 
mugno c11m luude 
Randall .\. Holloway 
Kendall A. Hughe, 
Lydia C l's John 
mt1~1w nun l,wdt· 
K) le A Jone, 
cum /aude 
Shcx:cara S. Marcus 
R<·nee Irene Marshall 
Qarrianne Bia> r Mc:Clellan 
Mark Anihon) M.:Kinnon 
Mike Eugene Obuob1 
Chada B. Phillip, 
Dre" Paul Pose>. Jr 
Lanen Tachel Proctor 
magna cum lauclC' 
Kenneth J Ray 
Lynne1sha "1-lanna Ra) 
cum laude 
William Christopher Ra) 
Shola Katrina Robe11, 
MASTER OF FI NE ARTS 
Taiwo Adedoyin Odeyale 
B.A .. Uni,ersuy of Maryland, '.!006 
Trudy F. TroLz 
B.F.A .. Howard Unl\ers11y. 2005 
BACHELOR OF MUS IC 
Richard Jov.:lle Grant 
Seth David Ree~ 
cu111 /aude 
Damien Sneed 
111ag11a c11111 /aude 
Tremain.: Robin,on 
cum l,wd, 
Pnuhne Ja,minc N1colc Ru,,cll 
M1.-hael Jame, Sha\\ 
rum laud,· 
Counne) .\k\andria Thoma, 
111u.~11n <'11111 larufr 
l\ 1ckola, A;um \ aughan 
mag1111 .-11111 laud,• 
Zurin L \lillanue,a 
.rnmma cum Jc111dr 
Dametreu, D. \ mccnt 
111,,gna cum laud,• 
Deyana M Walker 
Evette Mane Wh11e 
me1g11a cum /1111dt• 
Eh,e Maria Wh1lltngto11 
.\/UIIIIIU C/1111 /mu/,· 
Brittan) Arielle Willu1m, 
Zoma G. Wallace 
B.A .. Spelman College. 2004 
Nada M Zaidan 
B.A .. Maryrnoum Um,·er,it}. 2003 
Janay Nicole Turner 
111<1((11" ""'" J1111de 
Alistar Watkms 
111ag11a cum laud1· 
Kinya Charleua Young 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Phillip Henry Gozales San Gabriel 
cum laude 
Jeremiah Wright-Haynes 
mag1111 cum la ,ule 
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\-JASTER Ot \1USIC 
Brandi Latrtce Pace 
8 . .'vlu<,e., Ho"'ard Un1ven.11y, 2006 
MASTER OF \,f USJC EDUCATIO'-
Richard E. MIiburn. Jr. 
8.A. Umver.1ty of Maryland, Eastern 
Shore, 2006 
I ~ IA•t11lt'11l11p Im Am1·n1 a 1111d the Global C 0 111m111111y 
IN THE SCHOOL OF Bl:SlNESS 
Tiu Ca11d1dateI II ill bl' prc,enred b., 
8\RRO/\ H. H AR\ EY. PH.0 .. D&\,\ ' 
B .\C HELOR OF Bt:SI,ESS \0\1111.ISTR\TfON- A<. COl '\'TING 
Toyiba1 Omotola Abiola 
rrl/ll!na cum laude 
Tai\\O Ad.:peju Ade}emo 
Aaron ~ AJiduah 
Tt:ewa D. Akel'\ 
Habakkuk E~ie Appiah 
Jame\ Jabtr Areago 
Tiana L. ~ Ba\ler 
magrw cum /a11de 
Gre,celle Corene Been 
William Erroll Blanden II 
Nkos1 0. Brook& 
Danne\hia Lakelia Brown 
Ronneisha Shareen Bro" n 
Corrine Annelle Campbell 
\rtesia Nicole Cauley 
magna ('11111 /aude 
Kendra S. Clark 
Aus1tnt: Lenae Clopton 
cum /1111de 
Aria Nicole Collins 
Sharine Deni,e Daniel 
Lill ian Nicole Daniels 
cum {mule 
Courtney Noel Davis 
magna cum faude 
\I ictoria Lynncl Davis 
David Lamar Dover 
Sierra Nichelle Edwards 
Keith 8 1:.lliott II 
Da\ td Chark, Freeland, Jr. 
l'l/111 la11,le 
Kenneth \ in..:ent Gatewood. Jr 
Shemc Faith Ga~ 
111ag,w cum lt111dr 
Thoma, Randolph H,11np1on 
Stephanie Altc:1a Hams 
Royden .\ Henr) 
01111 la11d1• 
Courtne) Nichole Hergu, 
Walter Hemani, Hem,mdez 
K1yesha Shante Holl1da) 
Brianna Nicole Hurt 
c·11111 /aude 
Titilopc Olubukola Ibrahim 
magna c11111 laud,· 
Ale1~ha Sha1on I vc> 
Jennifer An 11a Jac"-son 
Tyler I. Jad,\0n 
Sianley B. Johnson 
Shante A,hle) fohn,on 
Martine Nann.:uc King 
Victor Oh\ er Kirk Jr 
Michelle Serwa Men,ah 
mag11<1 c·um loutll' 
Briuany Nicole M 111cr 
c11111 laude 
Ryan Jo,hua M11chcll 
Cl/Ill { <1111/c 
LI.'\\ am ,\ ft:\\ ,,,k '-k r.1) o 
Hmww , 11111 lwtdt 
Domin11-1uc T '\,•ule~ 
111c1i:1111 cum l<111d,· 
William ,orth I\ 
Kendra '\ icole Oat,·, 
Aladt D. Odagbah 
CoJh,:is Ch1c<lu OJ,,g,\ u 
, 11111 1,11,d, 
Opco)u,\ ,1 O)U\\;ll,"-ill Oladap,i 
11101111<1 , 11111 loud,· 
kss,: (),car Rh a, 
Marits,t El~ ,c Rui1 
Cl/Ill /,111,/1 
i\ , hlt,· R.:n~ Ru,,cll 
Cor.:cn An1omcllc Simpson 
Si1m1nc l\ luri.: Sla<l,· 
Cit /II /a11d1 
Ch,1rlc, \<l1ian Taylor 
, . 11111 I mufr 
Dcdna Rene..- !'a) l!lr 
Megan rlrn1p 
DcJhU X. Wrighl 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINlSTRATIOI\ -COMPUTER INFORI\I ATION S \ S l'l:'\IS 
Shannon Danielle Ba,. 
Randall Jamaal Blackman 
Abdullah Mohamed Diak11c 
Gcnai N. Greenidge 
.\111/IIIW Cl/Ill /mule 
Jason C G ro,, 
,\ndcr,on T. Hayne, 
Mark Dougla, Howard 
Sdo Steven Kibona 
Mary Modupc Kis'-tcdu 
Da,id Jerome \11c Kinnon 
M<lololc Slcvcn Moyo 
Ch1zoba On) 1nyc Ng1111 
.11111111111 c 11111 laud,· 
La 'Tricia An1on,•11c Pi:ur,nn 
Sacha Ma11 1n.i Sand1c1 
n1111 ftt ,uh 
Mary Lcon.i Shchon 
\11/11/I/II Cl/Ill /1111cf1• 
Shari Aman<l;i Tiwari 
J,eaclenhi{l j,,r Americ11 1111d tltt C,lobal ( 1•111111111111\ I 'I 
BACHELOR OF BUSJI\ESS AD~11:-llSTRATJO'.', -Fl!'\A '\CE 
Omowunmi Ade-Fo,udo 
Mario Jamael Antwine 
Je~\1ca Michelle Art1\ 
111111ma c ,1111 laude 
Vikram Nahal Arya 
, 11111 laude 
Nana Kofi Ay1rcbi-Akomeah 
mugnu c-11111 luude 
Sicilia Renee Baldwin 
Magen Danielle Barnell 
Aaron W Bell 
Wilham A Brown 
s11111111u cum la11de 
Chantay Ashley Buie 
Jerry L Burton. Jr 
111(11(110 cum laude 
Kahlil Samuel Bu,-kwofie 
Ja,mmc J CaMccl 
Jason Marcel Coles 
Albert Peter Conan, Jr 
Cam Eddana Cowan 
ma1111a cum /a11de 
K waku K1ss1 Dompcre 
Emc,t Kwobena Dwomoh-Appiah 
.rumma ('Um la11de 
Juliet Chanel FoMcr 
Jiffu Kofi Gborgla 
George E. Gee. Jr 
Aaron David Gibb, 
,111111111a ,·11111 laude 
Alex Vin,on Goff1n 
David Crn1g Ham,on 
Delmar Amaudi Harri,on 
cum lu11dt 
Victoria Ro~e Hooh 
Jayronn Orlando Ho,e) 
Aisha Zahka Jack~on 
magna cum laude 
Gurlamc Marc Jean 
cum lu11de 
Andre Mark Jeffers 
swrmw cum la11de 
Kenneth H Johnson 
summa cum fo11de 
Ricardo O'Neal Johnson 
cum laude 
Kimberly Briana-Maria Jones 
cum /a11de 
Aderinsola Olayem1 Kehrnde 
,·um laude 
Dauda Kondeh, Jr. 
Joy Marshawn Lindsay 
.11111111111 cum /a11de 
Ronald Richard McGriff 
Jo,hua Maurice Myers 
cum laude 
Kayla Danielle Norwood 
Richard D. Norwood 
Ari Aisha Okonofua 
Nana K wame Oteng-Gyasi 
Akwaso Gyamfi Owusu 
Adia Kathleen Reed 
cum la11cle 
H ram Reid 
01111 /a11de 
Rhea Whitney Reid 
Derr) K. Sandy 
.rnmma c11m laude 
Hasani Seale 
wmma cum laude 
Cas~andra M. Se! von 
Ameer 0. Sherard 
Rajesh Navindra Sieuraj 
summa cum la11de 
Jerem} Adam Speikes 
magna cum laude 
Corwin De'Andre Stephens 
cum laude 
Gerard Andrew Stephens 
Cassandra Michelle Sylvester 
Arthur Lee-Jr Talley 
Zindzi F Thompson 
s11m111a cum la11de 
Mark Anthony Toran II 
magna cum la11de 
8 . Nicole Triplett 
Cll/11 /attde 
Krystal Stacey Ward 
Jonathan Alexander Webb 
Annie C. White 
magna c11111 laude 
Omari Kareem Williams 
Ayana R. Woodson 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION- HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 
L1\11 Nichole Alexander 
<'11111 /asu/c 
Anno-Mane Gretna Ashe 
Cristina Nu:ole Byrd 
Alexis M1chclle Flakes 
Renee Chcrcse Hunter 
Theodora Joseph 
Cordell Edward Nelson 
Yetunde Nairna Osun 
Kehinde Veronica Oti toju 
Lynelle Camille Vidale 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-INSURANCE 
Tu1sha Patril'ia Ferguson 
Kendra S Houston 
111t1.l/lltl c11111 lmttlt• 
l"Y Nicole Pittman 
.wmma c11111 laude 
Patrick Kevin Spence 
::W L;,adenhip for America and tltt' Global Community 
Brittany Denise Wince 
BACHELOR OF BLSl,ESS AD\ 111\ISTRA no,-J'.\TER!'i.\TIO\A L BlSl!l, ESS 
o,1nlomo 'l.afi,at Ablllla 
.,1'erc) \\iuraola Adetula 
OJolade Omotola Ajayi 
\'i,toria Andrea Aljoe 
Elnora \nto1nene Allen 
Leca \'onQuiet.l Allen 
cum /aude 
Da"n Cornelia Caner 
Ronme T. Chandler 
summa cum /nude 
T}rone Michael Clemons 
cum laud,· 
Adam John Edgar Cooper 
Rashida Aisha Co'< 
Dwayne Jo,eph Franklin. Jr. 
Amoy Yvonne Fro~t 
Marcella Nadine Gad,on 
cum /a11de 
Sierra Atlanta Georgia 
Alicia L} nn Hannon 
Kenn T) rone Henr) 
Khendi Murrie Hume 
ma.11na cum l,wJ,, 
Sha} la :-hl·helle Johnson 
111,1gna •·11111 /mule 
Hanbo Kamara-Ta) lor 
Daniel Lee Kinne) 
c11111 la11de 
Ismael Ahmed Koua 
De, tn T. May, 
Amy1a Saihra McCanh) 
Lauren Ashley McNar; 
Candace Lynne Mos, 
summa c11111 lc111de 
Zalit:i Zoe ,eel) 
Lumnw1 \1.irltne '-S''-l•Suh 
cum /,.,11d,· 
Juliet Chinenyc Okafor 
Krntul Aticno Onadhu 
Franci, \I Roberts\' 
Carll'y Tanw,ha Trotman 
cum /a11,i,· 
Stc:ven \ 1ctor \ a,qutz. Jr. 
Encka I aurcn \erda 
Pans Rene<' \\ al!,,cr 
Edward H William, II 
rum la11tle 
BACHELOR OF BUSJNESS AOMINISTRAT10 1' -MANAGEMENT 
Michele J. Akinsanya 
cum lautle 
Karis Erica Belfon 
Yvonettc Latavia Broomes 
Jeffrey D. Chance 
James Edward Cole 
Rashida S. Collins 
Derwin O'Shae Cox II 
Asa Ramu Davis 
Rachel Marie Elkey 
Melyssa Jane ll Flythe 
Taquil Nnquass1a Foster 
s111111m1 cum /nude 
Gary William Freeman. Jr. 
Yasmine Marie Hill 
Amber LaVonne Holt 
Ian Gabriel Hood 
Tamara Michelle Hughe, 
Veronica Bnnany Jackson 
Janel Lauren Jame, 
cum la11de 
Elizabeth Ann Johnson 
E\11011 II. Johnson 
Soma Noel Jones 
Ashleigh Elizabeth Mannrng 
Tori Ryan-Michelle McGee 
cum /aude 
Oscar Wyman Merrida IV 
cum laiule 
Roniesha Monchelle Metoyer 
cum loude 
John Byron Minor 
Jane6 G. Morris 
Raa,ikh Y. Muhammad 
Nina Onu-\.\ogu 
Kendra Nicole Pnttcr,011 
Lauren "11colc Pedro 
Terr) Tyrone Perr) 
Tenea,ha Mur~harn Picr~on 
Oa\'td Cornelius Point, Ill 
Tiphanie Chnshon Richardson 
Pierre Stephen Rouchc 
La,Hcncc Kenneth Rob111,on 
Pri,c11la Simon 
Lenore ,,nn Sm11h 
Chanel Lyn6e Suuon 
Shaolin Tori Walker 
Will 1,1111 Btcnden Whitted 
('/1111 /r111clt• 
Kri\t1n Dence W1\11a111, 
1· 11111 lcmdi· 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION- MARKETING 
DeJanellc Abena Aggrey 
cum laude 
Candice Michelle Alleyne 
Ezekiel Daniel Arrington 
Joshua Frank August 
Rebecca Anne Avery 
Bcdiah Marie Bell 
William Haye, Bender 
Brillncy Monet Blackmon 
cum la11d1• 
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BACHELOR Of BUSl ..,ESS AD\11:"i l STRATIO~-~IARKETJ~G 
BaJ..er Caruthcr, Blanding 
C'hn,topher Page Bow,er 
Ra,had William Bn\banc 
L .. von Ryun Coker 
Jc\\ica Felicia C.ole 
Lmdsey Caner Cox 
1-lilal H Cuni, 
Alexi, (.atrcana Dav rs 
Andrea Danielle Oor,ey 
1·11111 lcmde 
A111lah \.fonfk Dulaney 
Kathryn Harriett Epp, 
Pan, Sophia Fontanelle 
Erica Danielle Freeman 
111/l}(flil l'Utn lu11de 
Channin M Griffan 
Rce1nald Guy 11 
Sydney Eli✓abc1h Hargrove 
111111111a ('Um laude 
Diamond Ahl.ina Harri, 
Jcrod D. Harns 
La'Trice R. Hemphill 
/'11111 la11de 
Chri,tophcr David 111II 
Chri\lopher Michael Hines 
Brianna E\tl}n Hooper 
James Alle11 Hogue fl 
Laron Dewa}ne Ho"'ard 
Chnsuan Michael lnsh 
Jennifer Alex" Jennings 
Antonio Aaron Jules 
Keisha Tonya Kendall 
Christine Kowarowsk, 
Ruth Dorothy LaToison 
Jasmine Cie Lipford 
Anane Menit Lumumba 
Charlene Phen,cious Ann Mack 
cum /a,u/e 
Millicent Mercedes Macon 
Natalie Renee Mapp 
Rona Lucia Mauhew 
Camille Alyse \llay 
Ellzabc1h Lou,,c McDaniel 
Gary Wade McIntyre. Jr. 
Nicole Donn McQu.:en 
Ryan W. Melonson 
Medina Candis.: Mercer 
111ag11a cum laude 
Kimberly Alexi, Mhoon 
E'-'Ura Arna Ketos, \llichel 
Ashley Natalta Millar 
Kelvin E. \111ller 
Marcus A. Miller 
Shannon Michele Miller 
c·um laude 
Ja~on Nzuma Mutua 
Karl Dante! Phillip~ 
Tenea~ha Marshaia Pierson 
Ronne! Kieran Pinheiro 
Brann Demse Poe 
magna cum laude 
Ja1'iMl Jaline Poner 
Alicia Rosa Rodrigo 
Nyaisha L. Shaheed 
LaTique Mon Cherese Simmons 
Brandon Clinton-Che Smith 
Marissa Loren Smith 
Christopher Taylor 
Michele Lynelle Taylor 
Jazzmyne Khrystyna Townsend 
Austin Mitchell Travis 
Creadell Shawn Webb 
Kelley O'Neal Williams 
c11111 laude 
Ashton Mia Wilson 
Larry 0. Wright II 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMI NISTR ATION 
Akrnwalc Adam~ 
H.A .. Brown Umvcr,ity. 1991 
l'clntund Adduc Konadu 
B.Sc .. Kwa111c Nkrumah Univen,ity of 
Science and Technology. 2000 
M.Sc . Un1vcrs11y of Binningham, 
2001 
Ro,urr" J\1doo 
R.A. Kwumc i\krumah Universny of 
Science and Technology. 2002 
( )Vt'tH'tl\\.1•11 Fru th \i rhi~,vh1~rf• 
13.Sc .. C'lcorgc 1\1",(>n Untvcr-..11y, 200--1 
l.111d.1 I AJ...111h 
ll B 1\, lltmurd llnncr,ity. 2001 
lkcnna Felix Akubueie 
B.Sc .. University of Nigeria. 200 I 
Emmanuel D. Andrew-Jaja 
B.Sc .. University of Ghana. 2003 
Abram Gamba Baker 
B.Sc .. United States Air Force 
Academy. 2000 
Alr~a T. Balwant 
B.B.A .. Howard Uni,crsity. 2006 
N!lr~..:h:-t I\ Rnlc-t 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 2008 
1,y L. Bryant 
B.Sc .. Virgmia Tech. 2003 
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Raiquel Angel ique Erica Cole 
B.Sc .• Howard University, 2004 
Kristen Leigh Cooper 
B.Sc .. University of South Carolina, 
2004 
Jimmie Curt is 
8.A .. University of Maryland College 
Park, 2003 
Sheila Darling-Ampofo 
B.Sc., Oxford Brookes University. 
2005 
::,a~ha M 1tchell Ucsdunes 
B.Sc .. The College of William & 
Mary, 2000 
M.S. W., Rutger.,, The State University 
of New Jer,ey, 2005 
\I \STER OF BLSl ,ESS \O\lt,ISTRATIO, 
Fawu Mbacke l/1cng 
B.B.A .• Ho"ard Um,crsu~. '.!008 
Jo~eph Carl Edward Doug<"*• 
BA .. Rutgers. The Suue Uni,er,ity of 
'-:cw JeN!). '.!005 
.\rhngton Ste\en Duncan 
B.Sc . Howard Unh crsit). 2007 
Mo~es K '"ame Dz.meku 
B.Sc .. Kwame Nkrumah Lni,eNty ot 
Science and Tcchnolog). 2003 
H l\aylor Fitzhugh. 111 
B.A .. University of California. Lo, 
Angele~. 200 I 
Mildred Ga para 
B.Sc .. Slipper) Rock University of 
Pennsylvania. 2002 
Mauhew Len Goin, 
B.8.A .. Ho"ard Univer,ity. 2002 
MA. Howard Uni,cr.ity, 2006 
Horace Green 
B.Sc .. Howard Universit;. 2000 
Donna R Griffith 
B.B.A .. Howard University. 2002 
Barry K. Harris. Jr. 
B.Sc .. Virginia Union Univcr.ity. 
2003 
Omar Ahmed Hashmi** 
B.Sc .. California State Univer,it}, 
Fresno, 200 I 
Christopher Norman Howard 
8.8.A.. Oal,wood College. 2004 
M.P.H .. Emor) University, 2006 
Knstian L. Hurst 
BB.A .. Georgia State University. 
2005 
Ch1d1 lmala 
B Sc .. \\ e~tem \1i,·higan Unl\erstt). 
2006 
Zabud R John,,,n 
B S.: .. L nivcr,11) of llhn,,i, .11 Urt>,ma 
Champaign. 2004 
Latrice Diane fonc, 
B B A . Ho" ard L nh ers1t) , 2008 
Jo. \nne Eh,c Kc) 
B .A. . American UniH'TSII). 20(µ 
Lori \ ' Lincoln 
B.A .. Ho,,ar<l Uni1er..it). 1993 
Adebowalc A. LufadeJU 
B.Sc., Howard Uni,crsit)-. 2006 
Xa,cnc Nadia Mahop 
B.Sc . Howard Un1ver..1t). 2002 
Alepndro Lu1, M:1rk 
B.Sc .. George Ma,on Un1vcrs1t). 20()3 
Bernard Mere1gh 
B.8.A.. Howard l!nt\ersll), :!007 
Vincent Alan Moorehead. Jr. 
B.Sc., Howard University. :!007 
Muteba Desacre Mukend, 
B.A .. University of Mar) land College 
Park. 2003 
Stella U. Odogwu 
B.Sc .. Bradley University. 2006 
Afia Dawn Wilhams-Opan1111 
B.A .. Umvcrsity of California. 
Berkeley. 2005 
Mark Anlh0ll)' Nathaniel Parker 
B.Sc .. Medgar Ever, College of The 
City University of New YMI-.. 1995 
Fera, R. Pereira 
B.B.A .. Howard Unl\Crsity. 2006 
1-..anncr R,.>nt'e Petc.'r, 
B 8 \ Htm .ml l1nl\ crsit). :!llO~ 
Curle.in Th.-rt,a P,arc 
B.A .. Uni\ er-, I) of \bf) l:u1d C,,lk!,!C 
Park. :!00:! 
Cr) ,tal 1 Ramdial 
B B A .. Ho" :lrtl l 1m ,'r-1t) . ,;>()()(> 
'ISi IC r Rct ,l 
B \ . Se.lllk Uni, ,tr-,1t}. :!00~ 
ChtforJ Snnth. Jr 
B ·\. S1 L<l\\,irJ ', Uni,cr-,11y. :!OCll 
Arknc S" ab) 
B Sc .. !\'or1hca,1cm L1mcr..ll). :!00:! 
Ernc,1 G,'orgc Talbert. Ill 
B.A .. Un1ver,it) ,,f Dcl,I\\Jl'I.'. :!llll-1 
Dariu, Rohi111on Tcngr,1 
B .5c .. ~km ard U111, er.;it). 2007 
J:unic M1chek Tar) 
B.B A .• Ho" ;1rd Um, ,•r,it). 2ll0!> 
Ben) am Te,fa1 
B.S.B.A .. Ln1vcr.;1t) ot M1,,ouri -
Columhm. 2(l05 
Joi A. Thomp,on 
8.Sc, Hampton Un1,er,11y. 2004 
Moloko Thapclo Tlou 
B.B.S .. Monu~h Unl\'CNt). ~0011 
Mi,·hclk Ocni,c Triplcu 
B.Sc .. 11111101\ St.He ll111ver,11,. 2005 
Clinton \I Tm ncr. Jr 
B.Sc .. V1rg1111a State UntH·rs1t). 1991 
Rhcyna Water, 
B.Sc .. Hampton Un,vcr,it}. 2002 
Rt)dncy Bernard Willia,n, 
B.A. & 8.Sc .We,t \'1ri:111m 
Univcr-,11y. 2006 
M.S .. We~• Virg1111a lJni,c~11y. 2008 
Lead,•rs/11p for, \mericn am/ rhe Globn/ Cfl1111111111111' 2., 
Oluwamayowa Akinyele 
Jennifer Renee Bien-Aime 
Keisha Nadine Blount 
Charlene T Brown 
m11vu1. rum l1111de 
Britney C Caner 
m<JJ(ll(I cum /mule 
Kristina Su\ana Cordova 
Leon &!ward Dixon 
Tricta Oougla~ 
nlUl(llll C/1111 laude 
Nicole Robin Edwards 
Shawndra Antyllia Allen 
B.B.A., Howard Univer~ity, 2006 
ChriMen D. Batten 
B A., Howard Univcr~ity. 2007 
Tocarra Jcrmilla Bell 
B.S .• Florida A & M Umven.ity, 2003 
Chcl\ia Ins Berry 
B.A .. Dillard Univcr~ity, 2006 
Eric R. 811l1ps. Jr. 
B.A .. Nonh Carolina State University, 
2007 
Roscoe W. Brown 
B.S., University of the District of 
Columbia. 200 1 
Nicole Annette Carey 
B.A .. Mills Col lege. 1994 
M.A., Teachers College. Columbia 
Univen.ity, 1999 
Lauren Danielle Chisholm 
B.B.A .. Howard University. 2007 
Cory Andrei Coward 
B.A., HowRrd University. 2006 
lN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
The Candidates 11 ill be presented by 
LESLIE T. FE!\WICK. PH.D., DEAN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Aly sa D. Fonune 
cum laude 
Jasmine Nicole Jack~on 
magna cum laude 
Ligaya Renee Jackson 
cum laude 
Jamelle Brooke Lacey 
Regina Elizabeth Mapson 
Chikaod1 Dion Matthews 
Bnuany Jacquin Mitchell 
magna cum laude 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Camisha Michelle Davis 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Anneil Lauretta Edwards 
B.S., Bowie State University, 2004 
A. Tyra Fennell 
B.A .. The New School University. 
1999 
B.F.A., The New School University, 
1999 
Shalena L. Heard 
B.A., Spelman College, 2007 
Adora Burdette Hicks 
B.S .. Howard University. 2007 
Shannon DePriest Hooks 
B.A., Howard University, 2008 
Brian Edward Howard 
B.S .. North Carolina A&T State 
University, 2007 
Carlette R. Huntley 
B.A.. North Carolina Central 
University, 1992 
Latisha Michelle Jackson 
B.S .. Purdue University, 2003 
Ashley Jonae Marie Sims 
Sharna P. Smith 
Alana Tiffany Speed-Harns 
Bri&nna Sharde Swan 
Lindsey Margaret Sykes 
Michele A. Thomas-Minor 
Elyshe lmani Voorhec~ 
N1kkole Esperanza \Villiams 
magna cum laude 
Danielle Shareem Youngblood 
cum laude 
Cheryl A. Jamison 
B.A .. Spelman College. 1983 
Sofia Esperanza Kusmirek 
B.A .. Western Washington University, 
2003 
Todnie LaRae Lotharp 
B.S., University of Nonh Carolina al 
Greensboro 
Coreea Antionette McCoppin 
B.A .. Johnson C. Smith University, 
2006 
Tiffani R. O"Neal 
B.A .. Morgan Stace University. 2004 
Shivonne Avyell Astrid Odom 
B.A .. University of l'vlassachusetts, 
Boston, 2005 
Tiffany Redford 
B.A .. Howard University. 2007 
Jamila Ayana Rivers 
B.A .. Spelman College. 2006 
Allison K. Smith 
B.A, Howard University. 2007 
2-1 leadaship far America anti thl! Global Comm1111i1y 
\ all) n L. Smnn 
Br A. Ho,,ard l nl\Cl'Sll\. :!003 
Ka1h,.1 De\'0nne <;1u-. l\an1 
B S . \ 1•gin1a C , mvrn l'lhh 
t.:n ,.:r,n}, 2006 
\ndr.1e LaDcll To,,n,d 
B.S . !lo\\ ard Cnl\ e"'ny, 2007 
:\l.\Sll R OF fDl (" \no, 
\\ hnne~ D \'cal 
BR A .. D,:\ I) Um,er,,11~. 200~ 
Chn,t11a -\nn \ 1d,l·r, 
B -\ • Geori,:c \\ a,h1ngK>n l m, cr,11,. 
~006 
\.khna Juh"a \\ 1l11>ughb, 
B <; Ho\\ arJ L ni, crsil\ 200~ 
l ,a \ ,.,re 1.1 \\ lll>J\'n 
B s llt"'arJ l·n!\ersll\. '.!lXl., 
\l \ 'TFR <H -\RTS l'\ Tl- \ CHI'\(, 
Spencer Chenio:r 
BS .. Howard Cm,er..11}, '.!00• 
Dan1elk Renee Cooper-Wilham, 
B.S. Hm,ard 1 'nl\CT\11). 2008 
Candace Lorraane Da\l, 
BS .. Howard Um,ersi1y. 200~ 
Derrick [)..-Angelo Denni, 
B.S .. Howard University. 2006 
L) nn Hoang 
B.S . L'nivcr,il) of Mal) land. College 
Park. 200-1 
Lauren D,m1cllc Holme, 
BS .. tl1"'·•nl Un,,cr-.il). :!008 
Kendra Elyse Hl>rton 
B S . Ho"ard l nl\ .:rsll). '.!008 
Ayesho :-:icole Jeter 
B.S .. Hli,,ard UmvcNt) . .:!(Xl 
\1i\ ah Janell~ John,on 
B S Ho\\ ard l ni,eNI\ ~('Oh 
Tiffani Je ralan Jone, 
B.A .. Howard L'ni,cNI} W06 
8.A. Ho"ard Unl\cl',il\ 2006 
Shcn1,he l.c,,•11c t-.l'II) 
8-A H '"·•I'll l'ni,er,il), :00s 
8 -\, lit•\\ ard l'111\ C<sll), '()()l( 
\u!!u,11nc S1,on,h111 P.11-I.. 
B.S. l,;nt\<.'1',it) ,,r 111,,f\l,md. College 
Park. :!.Oil-I 
"\orn1a 6s1her Ro,.1 
8 'i I loword Lni,c"'1l). 2(1()8 
l--cis,1 \ngcltquc Tr.11 is 
B S .. Ho" ard Uni\ cr"t}. 2008 
CERTIFI CATE OF ADVANCED C.RAD L ATE STLlD'r' 
Grace A. Reid 
B A .. University of the West Indies. 
1986 
M.Ed .. Howard University 1996 
Ph.D .. Howard Uni,ersicy. 2000 
\.'a lrie A. Brown 
B.S., Howard University. 1991 
M.S .. Uni~crsuy of Nevada. Reno. 1998 
Ebenezer Sylvester Olounfeh Colli.:r 
B.S .• Uni,cr<:ity of Sierra Leone. 1977 
M.Ed .. University of Birmingham. 
U.K., 1986 
M.A .. George Washington Universil). 
1999 
Sharon Marie Lennon 
B.A .. University of thr West lndie~. 1986 
M.S .. University of the West Indies. 1990 
P.Dip .. Aero~pace Survey & Earth 
Science, (The Netherlands). 1995 
Sara rrmtin l..nog"u 
111.S Lund l,m,cr,11}, 1999 
DOCTOR OF EOLCATIO~ 
"A Sludy or Selcc1cd \J1b,rn Ucmcntar) Schmil 1 l":tchcr,· 
Percep11011 ,1f the Leadership Style, or Prinl'ipah and the 
Impact on chc Teachers' Job Perlormancc" 
"A Comparative S1ud~ of the l.lfech of Educnt1onal 
Policies on Pnmary and Secondary 6duca11011 in S1crrn 
L.:onc Dunng Colonial. Po,1 lndepcmll-ncc. and Po;,i Civil 
War Eras" 
"An Exam111acion of lhc Perceptions of Sdec1cd Special 
Educa11on Teacher, on Auri1ion Fac1or, in Public and 
Private Schools 1n 1hc Wa,hington Mctrop<1l11an Arra·• 
L<'(/(ie, 1hip for Ami'/ ira a111/ tlu Global Cl/1111111111111· 25 
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IN THE JOHN H. JOHNSON SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
The Candidates wilt be presenred by 
Aniehca Doroth1a Adam~ 
Che1ckh Mou,taine A1dara 
Tamara A~hley Alexander 
Terrell A. Alleyne 
Daniel M Al,ton 
11wl(11<1 r um /(lude 
AJeenah Sahar Amir 
Brandi J Amo~ 
l·.rin Rachel Ander,on 
Tylon Samuel Ax\on 
, um /audl' 
Deborah Olay1nka Ayormdc 
cum luude 
Chr1s11na Regina Bank, 
1·11111 ltwde 
Diana 1 a'Sha Bank\ 
Nailah Oni Bank\ 
UrunJon l.amont Barber 
Cicely Ryan Barber 
A\\at,1 Nailah 13.inon 
Shmcc Tempc,t Bcevm, 
Hnuany An'M1nena 13.:11 
Dorothy I:. Bell 
lcn,y Gurrcu Bctcers 
Adia Jani Beu, 
Sh.inka La1a,h11 Renee' Biven, 
Kc,h1a l)akonh:c Booker 
l.aShondra Marie Booker 
Kcvm Anihony Booth 
J,,yc.: Marpu Bowicr 
Jcvonnc Alc~andna Bowman 
llnrniniquc L Boyd 
Remonc Terrell Bradley 
fon1ol Irvin 8ruthwa11c 
Britney Marie Hrewingto11 
Carter fucker Brewington 
Am.inda Mackcn,ic Brown 
I'll/II /a,1(/(, 
'itcph.inic L Brown 
cum laud1• 
Tiuru Nicole Brown 
Alyssia J.inay Bryant 
111111/IICI Cl/Ill l1111de 
Oti, Chn,wphcr Buckner 
Inn" Brandon Buggs 
C/1111 la11dt! 
Wlutncy Meenan Buggs 
JAN1'ETfE L. DATES, PH.D., DEAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Valeua Arshae Michelle Burge5s 
cum /a11de 
Chnwna Louise Burton 
Donnetta Denise Butler 
Kcyanna Jana, Burn, 
s11mma cum laude 
Robert Lee Cabbagestalk. Jr. 
Kia Stephanie Cam 
maf(/111 cum laude 
Jon!>CIIC Nichele Calloway 
maf(n" cum /aude 
Allcxthea l'dell Carter 
Marissa May Carter 
Chan Chanipcll 
Malaika Amini Church 
mal(tW n1111 /1111dl' 
Conney Felisc Cleveland 
magno cum l(l/l(/e 
Cedric Vincent Coard 
Ryan Andre' Cole 
Chantal L Cmten 
Princess LaRon<fa Craig 
Rhonda Alicia Crichlow 
\1111111/ll C/1111 la11d1' 
Shan~c Nicole Crumley 
c-11111 la11de 
Heather Marie Cunningham 
Rodney M. Curl 
• Dom1111quc Monet Curus 
cum la11de 
Zanso Men-Uhm Dali Ii 
111111111a c-11111 /a,ufe 
Bree Monique Davis 
mogno cum foude 
John Whittaker Davis. IV 
Glovi1a Shamel! Dear 
Zena Sasha Dennis 
Jessica KiKi DeTiegc 
Clifton Paul DiCocco 
magna c11111 la11de 
Veronica S. Dingwall 
Joshua Joseph-Keith Dodds 
Sherasa Z, Dokes 
RaKenya Chanel Downs 
c-11111 la11de 
Carla Durandisse 
mog11a cum lt111de 
26 u111lrr.1h1r> fnr America mu/ tltr Global Cnmm11ni1y 
Enc Jeremy Eddings 
Dora Ranae Edge 
Jesu,cmenga Osaluese Edoro 
Courtney Bruce Edwards 
Derrick Steven Edwards 
Nicole Chrisuna Edwards 
Charita Renee Elmore 
Laurenn Paige Fenn 
Khalea Lyn Fields 
Bntcany Victoria Fitzpatrick 
mal(tW c11111 laude 
Olarinde 0. Folarin 
Melanie Diqnnc Forehand 
Rashon E. Forrest 
Jennifer LaShundra Foster 
111(lg11a c11111 laude 
Sh1von11e Monac Poster 
cum /a,ule 
Zachary Ercel Francis 
Ean Mi kale Garrell 
Jame; Alexander Garris 
Corinne Rochelle Gilliard 
mogna cum laude 
Lawrence S. Goodwin 
Kia Francine Graham 
Shari' Vernac Graham 
lll(lgrw c11111 laude 
Caryn Jenee Grant 
Rayneka Yvette Grant 
lmani Chantel Greene 
magna c11111 /aude 
Shana C Griffith 
cum la11de 
Reyna Lanae Gross 
Virginia Frances Hall 
Jul ianne Peyton Haneke) 
Danielle Mariella Hanks 
Britton Bari Hardin 
Ajene Maroua Harley 
Claudia Nicole Harrington 
Kamirria Charlyn Harris 
Stephen Craig Harris 
Stephanie Kristina Hay 
Brianne Jhanclle Hayes 
Tanara L. Haynes 
cum laude 
Rhonda Danielle Heel.stall 
Lawrence Wesley Hellams 
E, 1e Mikad Hightower 
summa cum /a11de 
Saki1a Prec,ou~ Holley 
c11m /aude 
Theo Omar Hollmgsworth 
Chanee Daunielle Holmes 
Denise LaShawn Hom 
cum la11de 
Andre Lionel Howard 
Tiffany M. Howe 
Jazelle Ashley Hunt 
cum /a11de 
lmon 
mag11a cum laude 
Christina Blaire Jacke 
Danielle Nicole Jackson 
Jai Keon Jackson 
Sasha K. Jackson 
mag11a c11111 /a11de 
Arando A. Jamison 
Chablis Chianti Jenkins 
Alesha Chanel Johnson 
mag11a cum /aude 
Derek Anthony Johnson 
summa cum /aude 
Jabari Lateef Johnson 
Jessica Rene Johnson 
Saran Anika Joyner Johnson 
Xzavian Quiozel Johnson 
Alan Robert Jones 
Kierra Chartise Jone~ 
Qayoe Q. Jones 
cum laude 
Briuany Desire' Judge 
Tamara Jeanine Kelley 
magna ,·11 111 laude 
Yic1oria Diane Kirby 
111ag11a c11111 la11de 
Antoine11e Rayvin Kirkpatrick 
magna c11m laude 
Danielle Afua Kwateng 
c11111 lc111de 
Andre Marcus Lane 
Michael Bradley Lawson 
Briuany Michele Lewis 
magna cum 1<111de 
Jessica Marie Littles 
c11111 laude 
BAC HELOR OF ARTS 
Lamar Rm,a Loci.ridge 
Mano Lionel Lo, mg 
Chantel Monique Lowe 
Bnuan) Marie Luse 
Ce1dricl. Marcelin 
Ashle) Dawn Man.hall 
Michael L. Mar11n 
Raquelle Marie Shepherd Ma,oral 
cum la11de 
Brittani Marcell McClure 
Camille Sheree McDonald 
Charde' Dominique Miles 
Devon C Miller 
Dex1er Walker Mills 
magnu cum /a11de 
Joshua Lloyd M11chell 
cum laude 
Skylah MaryAno Mitchell 
s1m1ma cum laude 
Heleena Laren Moon 
Kenya Donyelle Morri~ 
Kristal Ashley Morris 
Erica Whitney Morrison 
Cl/Ill la11de 
Leonard Jamil Muhammad 
Hauwa Ripka1 Mukan 
Ashley Danell Mumford 
Alexandl!ria Damellc Murph 
Aminah lmani Murphy 
c11111 latulc 
Ashley Monique Murphy 
111111 lt111d1• 
Meghan Chelsea Nick 
Brent Alexander Nisbcll 
Amaris Hadassah Noble 
magna cum /aude 
Aprille Kali Nulan 
cum laude 
Jeri Lene Ogden 
Erica Drew Ohver 
Sabrina Yveue O'Ncal 
Nicholas Omar Owen 
c11m laude 
Lauren Leslie Owen 
mag11a c11111 /mule 
Brittani Janee Owen, 
Steven Maurice Page 
Andriana Leigh Palmaro 
Danae Gabncllc! Parke 
cum /a11de 
Ti) ana N1J..ol Parker 
Brandi Lynn Pcten. 
Anthony Leon Poole 
cum laudt 
Sharncc Taren Pnnce 
cum la11de 
Jarm,ha Nikole Purdy 
s1m111w cum laude 
Javier Rn.shod Ramos 
George Vernon Red,, 
Christian Nicole Richardson 
Courtney Conez Robm\on 
cum /aude 
Mnrcus Lang~ton Robinson 
William Derck Rogen; 
Vanessa Nicole Rozier 
cum laude 
Shaunta Ayesha Rush 
magna cum laude 
Shanay Ashlee Russell 
Amro Jamal Salih 
Francesca Nichole Smiley 
Conlandt Alexander Smith 
Tamika J. Spaulding 
Raymonda Raynell Speller 
Leonard Antonio Stanley 
Jes$1 Ca L> nn Sturgi~ 
cum /mule 
Alfred Vermnlc Sutton 
Andrea Jeanette Talley 
Mi,chonvier Toniquc Talley 
Andr~a Michelle Thoma, 
Carla Yolanda Thomas 
Joshua Gerold Thomas 
Natalie Alycia Thompson 
C'om,iunce Nicole Thurman 
Sll/11111/1 ("11111 /1111d1· 
Sharmaine Gcnci,c Tramhlc 
Kevin Jo~cph Tusan 
Rodney C'osmo Valcn11nc 
l:.nd. Michael Vihon 
Ncbon Mykel Wull-.cr 
Simone Aman, Walls 
Leodora L1\a Wa,h111g1011 
Grace Wei 
111(1g11a c11111 /mule 
Kcnc,shia Terrel Wh11c 
KtyMina E Whtie 
u•adnship Jc r America and the Gln/u,/ C,1111111111111_1• 27 
Terri Lynn Whuc 
A\hley Lana Wilbon 
Tiara Chamcre Wilcox 
Tiara Monique Wiles 
A\hh:y Arreyll William, 
Brandon David William~ 
Bretl R. Wilham~ 
David Emer~on Williams 
OeAndra Kiel William~ 
m<11111a ,·um laudc: 
Deborah Ann William\ 
Deidre Laverne Wilhams 
cum lt111de 
1ab,a Sade Alexander 
, 11111 /1111de 
Tamcril l<(mha Brun,on 
Diane Carol Bryce 
Symone M Campbell 
f 11111 la11de 
Nyla Shaqua' Funderburk 
Kaila fili~e Iglehart 
Ashley D. Martin 
f3 .S .• Nonh Carol ma A&T Slate 
University. 2002 
BACHF.LOR OF .\RTS 
Jeremy Darnell William~ 
RJei~ha Khadiga Williams 
Dennis Williams, Jr . 
James Williams Ill 
rnmmll cum /aude 
Tiffany Charisse \\."ilham,-Coe 
.'vkrc1a AnJel Williams-Murra) 
11wg11a cum lt111de 
Brandon Tramel Willis 
Janay Michele Wilson 
Kounney ~lichellc Wilson 
Eric- Andre Wingo 
ma.~na cum laude 
BACHELO R OF SCIENCE 
Dianna Simone Jemmoll 
cum /aude 
Coretta Nicole Manin 
Shame Nicole Mcfarlane 
Bn:nec' Valencia Patton 
cum Laude 
Samara Pearson 
magrw cum /aude 
Valencia C. Perry 
cum /aude 
Pharrah 8. Poliard 
El i.ha Deana Purvis 
\'! ASTER OF FINE ARTS IN FILM 
Qaddafi I. Sabrcc 
B.S .. Redford Universuy. 1996 
18 l ,•crdcnl11p Ji1r \mcflcll and thl' Global C,11111111111ity 
Chn,tina Sa·\ .iun \\ ong 
Damon \lalik Woods 
Kendra Jancka Wood~ 
Ltnd,ey Rachell(! Wood, 
Sean :0-1. Woolford 
cum /aude 
Chri~tin~ \,1arie Wright 
Kendra Lea Wright 
Charloue E,elyn 'I oung 
maft.llU cum laude 
R'Kheim Y'miu~ Young 
Rodney David Young, Jr. 
111a1111a cum larule 
Ja~mine Niycma-May Sparkman 
magna cum ltrnde 
Shani Zakiya Still 
11wg11e1 cum laude 
Dana Marie Walker 
magna cum laude 
Paige Isabell Williams 
Whitley Monica William~ 
cum la11de 
Felicia Nicole Williamson 
,·11111 la11de 
~ THE COLLEGE OF E'-Gl,EERI\G, ARCHITf.CTl'RE \'-iD CO'.\IPUTER SCIFl\CES 
The Cw1d1du1t·s I ill be prt'st•11f<'d b, 
JA\IL.S H. JOH'\S0:0- JR., PH.D .. D£,t\ 
SCHOOL OF E:".GI"1EERl1'G A:"iD CO'.\lPUTER SCIF';\CES 
8 .\ CHELOR OF SCIE:\ CF 1:-,· CKE\llC \l ENGl'\FrRl'\G 
S1 a,c}•Unn Antoinene Beharie 
, 11111 lattde 
r Ana Dionne Brady 
Courtne)' C.:ordeha Burrell 
Lauren .\na,..- Copeland 
.rnmm<1 cttm lti11de 
Chi,1indu Chukwudum rm..-n:m 
C/1111 /a11dt 





S.1d1q ToluloJ"' OJut,;i) o 
11 11n11 , 11111 l,wd,· 
D13na \lnri,· Frun,·c, Phillinganc, 
Alikch K.trcn R1d1.1r,h 
BACHELOR OF SCIEl\C E l'\ CIVIL E."'GI\FERl'\C, 
Ahmadou Lansenou Bagayoko 
Alisha \ 1ane Buddk 
Genenc Hailu Gebreknsto~ 
111ag11a ,·um laude 
KriMoffor Ale>.1 Henry 
Alt>\andria Hope \kBndc 111:tk,•s, k Qua,h1,: 
Karel Antoine Camar.i \ k,rgan-E, an, 
\ 1organ Candice 'lea! 
rnmma cum la 11 de 
Ngozi Nwakachamma Okoro 
Kens\\orth •\ ustan S.1mud 
BAC HELOR OF SCIENCE IN C0\1PUTER F.NGl"IEERl"G 
Akintunde Wolcola Taiwo Abayomi 
Cyri l Ojo1ulc Acholo 
mag11a c11111 la 11de 
Shanika \1c,hae Brumfield 
mag11a cum /atl(/e 
Abdou \'- . Diop 
Etim Olam,dc Duke 
111ag11a cum /a11dc 
Clifton Rand} Lomax. Jr. 
('11111 /audc 
ldns Afcrcol..ha1 O,oi a 
D~md, M1chacl Rumhult 
Laurence Mylc, Wilson 
BACH ELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRIC \L t:NGl'IEERl:\G 
Tolulope Tara A k lll)'MOYC 
111ag/1(l C/1111 /aur/t 
1'.naemekn Henry Amatu 
Nichola, Jo,hua Baker 
Clarence Alexander Bell 
Iverson Charks Bc:11. Ill 
mux11" c11111 laud<' 
AnJrca Alicia Bcrl..clcy 
n1<1l(llll n1111 /u1uh 
P.iul Malcolm Akil Booker 
Seitu Mutema Brathwauc 
Henry Taft Cobb 
Endor Yanik Cooper 
Amanda M1chdlc Dean 
magna cum lt111dt 
Hn~,an Olarew,lJU D1su 
Chuk\,uemck.i Emmanud l:kcncha 
rnmma , 11111 laud,· 
Uchc,hukwuka Diana Monu 
rnmma c11111 la11d1• 
Uzoma Omcn1hu Nwagbu 
\11111/llfl ('Ill/I lc111d1· 
01111111a Oh1aka 
11111111111 n11n l,wd,• 
K,1) ,on l .1·var Pal111,·1 
l'.:1..-r Dam: Ra111,uma1r 
.11111111111 , 11111 laud,· 
Omolude Olusola 'ialu,1 u 
11111~11a n1111 lu11c/1 
,\ nwniu Kev iu Scot I and 
.111111111t1 , 11111 /1111d,· 
Kcmal Yanmck I loyd Si111p,011 
cum /,111d1 • 
l.clldenhip for Amairn mrd th, (iloba/ (",.111111111ury 2<1 
BACHE LOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENG INEERI G 
Abdoulayi Sy Kenntlh Wayne Tate. Ill 
Matthew Roland Taylor 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SC IENCE IN MECHAN ICAL ENGINEERING 
Kareem Jabari Kash1f Cupid 
Anthony Michael Duncan. Jr. 
John A. Garner 
Micah Lemuel Hayden 
LaMar Alexander Johnson 
Danielle Shante McGhee 
Robert Wesley 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Simeon Akintcm, Akm~ulie 
Segun Bethea Awokoya 
Billy L. Almon 
Chcnara Marie Anderson 
Helen Marie Avery 
Tiffanie Nichole Bernard 
Trenton Emil Brijbasi 
Jevon Shay Carrington 
lllllf(llll C/1111 /a11de 
Derck Lamar Cohill 
Ll\clle A Ian a Coker 
lllllf(nrl l'/1111 /a,l{/e 
Michael Chn\1ophcr Coyle 
Lawrence Oliver Dennis 
Michael Dis~ll~~a Dinku 
.111111111a c11111 laude 
Alic111 Dcni~c Dolaba1llc 
,11111111a ,·11111 la11de 
Norial Prince Bain 
Darrylin Deniece Brown 
magna cum frwde 
Alemberhan Demisse Getahun 
cum /aude 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE ANO DESIGN 
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
Geronne Florus 
Anton Isaiah Gladden 
Ptah lmhotep I-larding 
Victor Emmanuel Harris 
Jermaine Howard 
Chad Edward McCall 
c11111 /aude 
Anna Elizabeth McCorvey 
cum laude 
Ian M. Newborn 
magna cum laude 
Chinedum Cyril Onyemezikeya 
Tai Tan Pham 
magna cum laude 
Marcellius Richard Sample 
Eniola Oludolapo Shitta 
Harold Anthony Smith 
Tamisha Michelle Smith 
Otto Evans Stallworth 
Jamal-Rami Anane Stewart 
Javad Lamont Suggs 
Bence Szaloki 
Chinyere Evelyn Uku 
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DI THE COLLEGE OF PHAR~1ACY, NURSING AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
The Candidates ,, ill be presented h_\ 
Yi1barek Abebe 
'\'eb1yu Adenaw 
Akinj1de D Agbodo 
OlaJumoke O Apn, 
Arman A. Azari 
Titilope 0 . Akinleyc 
Olu" abukola O Akin,iku 
Marun N. Ab\en~10ge 
Pamela D. Allen 
Eric K. Apaw 
Ayodele Arewa 
Ka• ita Bahl 
Mitiku Z Berhanu 
Amber Y. Berry 
Navdeep Bhandari 
Ka~imir M Bo,ell 
Willine A. Boyo 
Anna L Bruce 
M. Norman Buster. Jr. 
Nicole J. Bun~ 
Misty Carney 
Zak1ya N. Chambers 
Tarina M. CharleMon 
Je W. Choi 
Mary Grace D. Concepcion 
Kevin L. Cummings 
Dionne L. Cunningham 
Maamc T. Dadson-Stanley 
Natalie J. Dearing 
Rod Dehprn 
Nikki Y. Dickerson 
Tinh D. Do 
Janine S. Douglas 
Andrea P. Dunn 
Chtnedu I. Ebonine 
t:dith A. Egnankou 
BEATRICE ADDERLEY-KELLY. PH.D .. DF-\"-
SCHOOL OF PHARf\1ACY 
DOCTOR OF PHARl\lAC\" 
Yetunde D FadO\\()le 
Gregl)l') 0 . Fakorede 
Jean M Fanba 
Farzm '\ Farid 
Cory E Fommaya 
Ursula -\ Forchn 
LaRi,~a 'I ro~ter 
Charles W. Gambill 
David M Greenlee 
Eugenia G)apong 
Latrice Y Hawk111s 
Allison L. Htll 
Bao T Huynh 
Van M. Hu) nh 
Mary-Attracta M lhegbu 
Alice L. Ip 
Ndidt S. Jack~on 
Dcnnb L. Johnson 
Na,ia R. Khan 
Ji H. Kim 
Han N. Le 
Jameb C. Lee 
Clifford F Lovett 
Carmen G Macias 
Gachomo J. Map,s 
Tameika L. Mapp 
Jasmin M. Mathew 
Joi w. Matu 
Chinclo A. Mere 
Jane J. Molckunncl 
Jultus D. Monkam 
Philomena 1-- Nana 
Thong Q. Nguyen 
Lcsltc D. Nkan~ah 
Chi nc ll, J Okc kc 
Chrhtmn:i H 01..oh 
11..c K 01..olt 
Ro,emar, 0. Onuegbu 
Ste11: 0 On) i lok\1 u 
l 1~•henna •\ O,u" a 
Linda C. Park 
John O Peach 
Clwrlcs A Peter. 
Truong D Pham 
FatimJ \\c,mtn Ri/\ i 
Darlene J Rom1ou, 
L) nettc M Sander, 
Jona, P. San11ugo 
Ju,1111 x. S.:h.11.t_LIC 
Marit>a T Scrlc1111ho~ Day 
Chttrnli J ShJh 
Sh.:t'}l A. Simp,on 
Pa,\ anprit K Singh 
Cctra D Thompson 
Ch1dcbcl11 C.A Ufod1k<· 
Netl H Vor:a 
'\ndrc11 J W,1tts 
Alben K Wawcru 
Karole I:.. Whitt' 
Radcliffe Wilham, 
Khrnna K. Willi> 
knntc L. Wong 
Kevan S. Wright J1 
·1ochukwuJ. Yaha 
Ju,ttn R. Ya,a)' 
Bc,.anc~h Yc,h1tla 
Ten,ae K Yiliknl 
Man111 Yoon 
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Malvi,, N Achonduh 
Ble,,mg (J Akh1m1cnmhona 
Tamara R Allen 
Alula Asscfaw 
Andreu I Azc,ro 
cum /mule 
Abiula ,\ , Bahalola 
mur,:11a cum laud" 
Nahni D Bairam 
Bruwny J. Bibb 
Hcnncuu Y. Hine} 
Bcrhnda A Blanc 
Sydomc S Bongam 
David P Bm:klcy 
V1ctona Y Buggs 
Cynihrn A Campbell 
I nka S Chambers 
cum /mull, 
Malone W Cineu, 
')andra D CC1opcr 
Vier on a 11 S C mwcr. 
Savannah A. Daniel 
11/llf./lltl I //fl/ lw1de 
Can1csha S Gardiner 
Ram K. Gohourc 
Pamela Guyah 
Grace 0. Akmpctide 
8.S.N. Howard University. 2005 
Oyesola Akintan 
8 S.N .. Bowie State University, 2006 
Surckhn Gorantla 
B.S.N .. o~rnunia Universit). 1989-
0JVISIO!\ OF NliRSI!\G 
BACHF.LOR OF SCtE;-;cE r:-. 'ilRSP..C 
La\honda S Harding 
Valencia D Hard1;on 
Ciara J Horton 
cum laude 
lbukunuoluwa A. lpola 
Aa,ta\shia L. Lacy 
Ethni U. Lindsay 
Kauiwa A Lubimbi 
Charles U • .\1artme.t 
Ccdrick T Mitchell 
/.ahara D. Mitchell 
Yolanda M. Muhammad 
cum laude 
Ehis N Ngwa 
Sochi U. Nkenke 
Bencdette C. NnaJ1-Aniekwe 
James 0. Okod<! 
Ncne N Onubogu 
Thelma Opoku-Agyem,1ng 
c11111 lm,de 
Danita R. Owens 
Jacqueline C Parker 
cum la11de 
Ntoge S. Penda 
Patricia J . Pemn 
Julius T. Prevost 
\11 ,hana J. Prophete 
ma,.:11a cum /nude 
Arna Quansah 
R..,,haunna K R.:dd 
cum laude 
Charlene S. Ree,e 
Camille S Renne 
cum laude 
Vanessa I. Rios 
Donald M Robb 
cu111 la11de 
Benwie P. Tamta 
Elizabeth N. Tatung 
Lenea V. Udoh 
Nia D. Wheeler 
Raven L. Wiggin~ 
Alicia V. Wright 
C/1111 ltmde 
MASTER OF SC lENCE lN NURSlNG 
Charmaine M. Hutchinson Taiye T. Oni 
8.S.N .. Howard University, 2005 B.S.N . Howard University, 2006 
Tancisha V. Jacson 
B.S.N.. Howard University. 2006 
Alice Ukaegbu 
8.S.N .. Howard University, 1995 
Deborah Okonofua 
B.S.N .• Howard University, 2003 
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I THE DIVISIO~ OF ALLIED HEAL TH CIE rcES 
BACHELOR OF SCIE:S.CE l'I CLl',ICAL L \BOR . .\TOR\ CIENCF 
Bolanlc: Ademke Kehmde A.bayom1 
summa c,1111 laude 
Leatha Gabrielle Da, i~ 
cum /aude 
Ketema Bikila De~i~~a 
cum /a11de 
Kam1-.e M Fauconier 
Abt) Tilahun G.:taneh 
Kimberl> Rcnet Goine, 
'eten111 :-.a,1.1,.:1a Gran, 11le 
Lche Jennifer 01. 1for 
magna cum ltwde 
Chmenye Franc.:~ O1-.olo 
rnm11w c11m l.1111/c' 
Fatima Erhum1o~c OZO) :i 
11111_1/ll(I t'l/111 l,111d« 
Daniel Zenabu Tarl'l,c~ne 
r-hn,un Tun,-1 Tt·ha,wm 
Rodman f.mm) Turpin 
Doct r-fonique \\ ahon 
BACHELOR OF SCIE!',CE I'\ HEAL TH CIE'ICES 
April Diane Robmson Adams 
s11mma c111,1 la11de 
MotunrJ)O 0. Adeniranye 
Olull'a1oy1n Tem11ayo Akinycle 
Hidaat Alern 
Whitney Alexis Ambu~h 
magna cum laude 
Aaril-.a Rose Ancelard-Hall 
Kyrah Latrice Bacote 
Orson Esaun Benn 
Marie Ra) monde Boiteux 
Byron Vernon Branch. Jr. 
Megan J. Brooks 
Katrina Myshire Brown 
Lal.esh1a Alexis Bryant 
Yvonne Damary Bulimo 
Nichole Monique Carpente, -Speller 
Anika Shamar Clarke 
Mabel Ann Claye 
Rosa Del'Shawn Crawley 
Bri11an) Coby Davis 
Tirzah Grace Davis 
Calvin Divinity II 
mag11a c 11111 laude 
Ignatius 0. Ezeigwe 
To~in Fagbemi 
c11111 laude 
Oluwaseun A. Fajemisin 
Fernanda Fernandes Goncalves 
Lareesha Charmaine Goodman 
Te, 1s Jerome Gordon 
Lakiesha Renfe GraH, 
La Sonya A Greene 
Ammanuel G1rmu H:ule Leul 
Mercy \1aria Harrison 
N icoi O Harrison 
Khaha Chantel Hart 
Whitne1 Brrnnna Ha" kins 
cum /a11d1 
Sha) la Renee Haynes 
1110~/ICI ('1/1/1 la11d1• 
Ma"us Aaron Hender~on 
Raynell M. Hich 
Elon M Hudson 
mag11n c11111 lm11/e 
Felicia La 'Tncce 1-1 utchcr~on 
Ayana Chanay Hypoh1e 
Malika F.laun Jackson 
Kendra Rochelle Jenkins 
Ashley John 
Tia Cymone John~on 
Erica Barnell Jones 
Paul Koulbo1 l\.ennedy 
Lauren Taylor Ashley Kem 
Tolulope Oluwatoyin Kuteyi 
,·um laude 
Erica Sabrina LeCounte 
111ag11a c11111 la11de 
Laura Andrea Marin 
Maxirnilienne M. Mbinack 
Shanay Denise McMillan 
R.t) mond ChJrlcs l\lr11g.cr 
Chai E~nrd Mt1111c1ro 
c11111 l1111de 
Ceil\ Lo1raine M0tlre 
Frumbi -\ Ndern 
On) eknch1 Jermaine Ndul-.a 
, 11111 la111/e 
I <)Uts l .orn,o Nowhn 
Marcus Jamaal unn 
Curr) LcAnn Oglesby 
Olufolake M Ogund1ran 
Sam,on Akinsola Omomyc 
Jenn111t• Avril Connell O,hornc 
La'hha Lu'Shonda Owens 
Teya L Peyton 
Xian Jae Randall 
c·11111 la1ulr 
Ariel Marcia Ranl-.111 
11101(11(1 Cllfll l1111d1• 
Doienne An"~a Saab 
Madison Savannah Shaw 
Z'Kcrn DeAnna Ahamese Sims 
Pamela Angilc1tc Sledge 
Carolynnc Cecilia Smith 
Ebony Maire Ann Smith 
Jasmine Monique Sm11h 
JuMin E. Spears 
Jcncria Nyosha Tapp 
mag11(1 c11111 lt111de 
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BAC HELOR Of SCI ENCE l N H EALTH SCI ENCES 
Je,,ica Fh1,abelh Ta1um 
Pnsc1llc Ann Thebaud 
Tonga Yvonne Turner 
Linda Ori Uchendu 
Mehs\a Oavona Varner 
Andre Maurice William~ 
A~hley Nichole Williams 
Jamal Quen1in William~ 
cum laude 
Ya-Ha1'n1a M1ckole1 Williams 
Michelle L. W1llis1on 
Arsiema A mare Ye1bio 
cum laude 
Dclhom Damal Young 
Frederick G. Younge 
BAC HELO R OF SC IENCE I NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES 
Chanel Cooper Gilmer 
tum laude 
Auname~ha Tanganyikia Henley 
Kash1ti Gen1kka Nicole Long 
magna cum laude 
Solitare Inez New1on 
BACHELO R OF SCI ENCE IN PHYSIC IAN ASSISTANT 
Saidal Ye1undc Awokoya S1ephan1c Nicole Hill Morgan M. Peuy 
c11m fttude Thu Ha Thi Pham 
Marqu1et D. Ballard 
Danielle Lcenora King 
Marshia K. Sandy 
111a11na cum (mule Xavier Dominique Lennon 
Shona Trea,hana Chandon 
cum laude Lu is Telles-Hernandez 
cum laude cum laude 
Kaye-Ann Ant0ne11e Chn,tie Arnee Latrice Miles 
Jihan Wray Clay cum laude Sheronda Shaunta Wans 
Clarence Andrew Cole Ana Maria Moya Jacqueua Ayanna Woods 
cum laude cum laude 
Counni Alexandra Guevara Walina Mushmy 
BA CHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RADIATION THERAPY 
Nkungu Kenne1h Fomengia 
Tanya Annelle Haugh1on 
Tracy Jayne Hauver 
Binyam Adugna Mesikir 
Janene Reyes 
cum /a,u/e 
Tsion Assegid Shenegelegne 
Shiesha Rebecca Wacson 
cum laude 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
lfetuyo Khalila Blisscu 
B.S., Howard Universi1y. 2007 
Rayshawn Michael Bonas 
8 .S .. Howard Universily. 2007 
Ngocnnh Carolyn Bui 
8 .S. Howard Univcrsi1y, 2007 
Tenisha Yveue Evans 
B.S., Un1versi1y of Maryland. College 
Pork, 1999 
Nkeiruka Kclechi lkpeama 
B.S., Howard University. 2007 
Aneta Miska 
B.S .. Howard University, 2007 
Senewa M. Moyo 
B.S .. Howard Universi1y, 2007 
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Olumide Adcdolapo Savage 
B.S., Frostburg State University, 2004 
Roshunda De'Eua Suuon 
B.S .. Texas Woman's University. 2004 
Trisha Michelle Williams 
8 .S .. Howard Universi1y, 2007 
Folo}em1 Opeyem1 Akms1lu 
B.S .. Uni"erstt) of Maryland. Eas1cm 
Shore. 2005 
El-Rico Jermame Ba1is1e 
B S .. University of New Orleans. 2002 
Ri~helle Nicole Charles 
B.S .. Howard Uru.,,ersily, 2006 
Naudia Ann-Marie Falconer 
B.S .. Universi1y of New Orleans, 2005 
Nolawi1 T Haile 
S.S .. Virginia Commom,eahh 
University. 2003 
MAST ER OF PHYS ICAL THERAPY 
Ja,on Jamar Le" i, 
B .S . Jackson S1a1e L nn ers1t). 2005 
Daniel Montut.' 
8.S . Coppin State Um,ef"tt). 200-t 
Te11eh-Adzedu Wayo Nelle) 
BA .. Columbia Lnion College, 2006 
Kyle Shen,ood Pmman 
S.S .. Howard Uni,ersll). 2006 
Irving Nortlin Riley 
B.S .. Universi1y of Tuba. 2004 
Theodore Ricardo Robcr~on 
B.S .. Ho\\ard Unl\crsit). 2005 
Mon1 Mar) Sanu,1 
8.A • Universt[} ot Marylund. 2005 
Tcoma LaSha\\ n Taylor 
S.S .. San Jo~ State U1mcr-i1y. 2005 
Oa)na Lemce We,t 
B.S. Ho"ard llnncrs11y. 2005 
Tcre,a Theo, Young 
S.S. Oak"ood Colkgc. 2006 
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Bernadeue Althea Armwood 
S.S .. Morgan State University, 1978 
M.S .. Morgan State Universuy. 1983 
Shaka Adu Arnold 
BA., College of William and Mary. 
1997 
Jeffrey EliJah Bank~ 
B.S., Syracuse University. 1996 
M.T.A., George Washington 
University, 200 I 
Jacqueline Jeanneue Bennett 
S.S .. Morgan State University. 1978 
Kendra Paith Brown 
B.A .. Hampton University. 2002 
Yveue A.H. Bryant 
B.A., California State University of 
Los Angeles, 2005 
John-Anthony Burchall 
8.A., Dalhousie University. 1992 
8.A., Universi ty of King's College, 
1993 
Susie M. Burgess 
B.S .. Shaw Universi ty, 1973 
M.B.A., California Coast University, 
1987 
Cheryl Louise Cook 
B.S., Arizona State University, 1987 
M.P.A .. Virginia Commonwealth 
University, 1994 
Horace Lee Daniel 
B.B.A .. College of William and Mary. 
1985 
Gary Du'Shon Davis 
8 .A .. University of Mississ ippi , 2006 
IN THE SCHOOL OF DIVINITY 
The Candidates will be presented by 
ALTON 8. POLLARD Ill, PH.D ., DEAN 
MASTER OF DIVlNITY 
Shea Anita Drake 
B.S., Grambling State University. 
1997 
M.Ed . Trevecca Nazarene University, 
2006 
Michael R. Fisher, Jr. 
S.S., Howard University, 2006 
Gerald Keith Posten 
B.S., Fisk University, 1999 
Eliot Eulion Franklin 
B.A., Hampton University, 2006 
M.Ed., Universi ty of Phoenix, 2007 
Faith A. Green 
S.S .• Morgan State Universi ty, 1986 
M.Ed .. WeStem Maryland College. 
1993 
Akisha Sharon Greene 
B.S., Bowie State University. 1998 
Ciara Gregory-Simonson 
B.S., Fashion Institute of Technology, 
2005 
Carl Barrington Headley 
B.A. , Rutgers University, 1997 
Ralph Ellis James 
S.S .. Strayer University, 2000 
Bruce Howard Johnson 
B.A .. University of the District of 
Columbia, 1977 
Nikeita R. Lea 
8 .A., University of Virginia. 2006 
Hollie Marie Lopes 
B.S., Northeastern University, I 989 
Nathanil!! 0 . Majekodunmi 
B.A .. Morgan Staie University, 2003 
Shirley 8 . Milton 
8 .S .. Jarvis Christian College. 2003 
Bonita A. Nsah 
B.S .. Coppin State College, I 993 
M.S.W .. University of Maryland at 
Baltimore, 1994 
Sarah Elizabeth Nuuer 
S.S .. University of Maryland at 
Baltimore, 1997 
M.S., Johns Hopkins Universi ty. 2000 
Jason C. Pearson 
B.A., The University of Memphis, 
2005 
Lisa Nance Robinson 
13.A., Universi1y of Maryland at 
College Park, 1983 
Dereka R. Ross 
B.A .. Salisbury University, 2003 
Valdes J. Snipes-Benneu 
8.A., High Point College/University, 
1984 
M.P.A .. North Carolina Central 
Universi1y. 1992 
Ph.D .. Capella University, 2006 
Kini Lazette Spady 
B.S., Jarvis Christian College. 2003 
Peter J. Spann 
B.A., Rust College, 1997 
J.D .. American University Washington 
College of Law, 2003 
Aaron B. Wade 
B.A. , DePaul University, 2005 
MASTER OF ARTS 1N RELIGJOUS STUDIES 
Yorri J. Berry Odis Braxton, Jr. Yolanda Ellison 
B.A., Loyola University, 2006 B.B.A. , McKendree College, 1989 B.A., Tuskegee University. 1998 
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MASTl!:R OF ARTS 1~ RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Lakeisha Raquel Harrison 
B.A.8.F.A., Uni,·ersity of Michigan, 
1995 
J.D .. Howard University School of 
Law, 1998 
George lmongo Kintiba 
B.A .. St. Augustine School of 
Philosophy. 1991 
M.A .. The Pontifical Urbaniana 
University. 1996 
Vanessa 0. Booth 
B.A .. College of Notre Dame of 
Maryland, 2000 
M.Div., Howard University. 2003 
Steven Gerard Blunt 
B.A .. Virginia Union University. 1996 
M.Div., Samuel DeWitt Proctor 
School of Theology, 1999 
Th.M .. Union Presbyterian School of 
Christian Education, 2002 
Agorom Constan tine Dike 
B.A .. Universiiy of the West Indies, 
2002 
Diploma M.S .. United Theological 
College of the West Indies. 2002 
Ollie C. Milligan 
B .A., Ho,, ard Univer.,uy. 1977 
M.P.A .. Golden Gate Unnersny. 1989 
Horace A. Morns 
B.S .. D.C. Teachers College. I 973 
M.A., Ho,,ard Un1vers1ty, 1975 
Ph.D .. Howard University, 1987 
DOCTOR OF MINISTRY 
Scott Sinclair Miller 
B.S., Morgan State University. 1984 
M.Div., Howard University School of 
Divinity, 1986 
Lula Grace Morris-Smart 
B.A., Universidad Autonoma De 
Centro America. l 986 
M.Div. , The General Theological 
Seminary, 1997 
Regina T. Scrugg~ 
B.A .. Universit> of the Distnct of 
Columbia. 1982 
M.A. Univer.,tty of the Oistncl of 
Columbia, 1985 
Yema Electa Stewart 
B.S .. Bowie Sm1e University. ::!004 
Jacquelyn J. Ranun 
M.Div .. Howard University School of 
Divinity, 2003 
Carl Tilghman 
B.S .. Wayland Baptist University. 
1991 
B.S .. Northwestern State University of 
Louisiana, 1984 
M.Div .. Howard University School of 
Divinity, 2006 
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Brandy Nicole Adams 
Oludayo A. Adeyefa 
Bilal Ahmad 
Soraya Ally 
lfechi D. Anyadioha 
Opeyemi Olubunmi Atilola 
Nchang Manton Azefor 
Mariama Jeloh Bah-Sow 
Rishi Balkissoon 
Osagie Bello 
David Michael Bennell 
Aashim Bhatia 
Danya) Bhyat 
Ulric Simbarashe Bigby 
Gina Bolnet 
Mon1el F. Bratcher 
Colville Brown 
Lynnelle Brown 
Jarcy MarTrisha Brown-Pe11ies 
Sylvia Leniece Budd 
Chris topher Keith Hogan Burris 
Sherila Nicole Chapman 
Tracy Chiem 
Aaron Cornelius Clark 
Karyn Denise Cowley 
Ronald Salamat Cristobal 
Alexis Allison Davis 
Kawao 'ta Fosler Durham 
lmudia Dekonte Ehanire 
Fariba Emamhosseini 
Morayo Irene Fakiya 
Enock Elie Faustin 
Abreham Saye Feleke 
Alaina Nicole Fields 
Jade Virginie Garee 
Amir Cyrus Gohari 
Michael Martin Buford Green 
Roland I !ale Green. Jr. 
IN THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
The Candidates will be presented by 
ROBERT E. TAYLOR, M.D., PH.D., DEAN 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
Steven Jame~ Harris, Jr. 
Naishai Renee Herrin 
Janell Glennette Hil l 
Sandra A. Ho 
Kareem R. Hubbard 
Enaruna lgiehon-Tychus 
Cleve Orian James 
Adrian Jefferson 
Kelly Della Johnson 
Jessy Joykutty 
Mona Athea Kaleem 
Adedoyin Olukemi Kalejaiye 
Michael Feren Katz 
Amal Lina Khoury 
Edward Kojo-Eyiah Koomson 
Bharat Kothakota 
Frantz R. Lerebours 
Joel Zebedee Lucas 
Christina Nicole Mack 
Daniel E. Mansour 
Angela Nicole Markham 
Sabrina E. 8 . Martyr 
Melissa Andrea Matthews 
Fredysha McDaniel 
April Aziizah Mciver 
Kenneth Paul Metoyer, Jr. 
Sara Alysse Mills 
Lennox George Mirander 
Janan Anissa Mohamed 
Decpti Muralecdharan 
Alcro Tosan Nanna 
Douglas Steven Nassif 
Rebekah Adia Neal 
Nechelle S. Nesmith 
lfeoma Yvonne Nwru1eri 
Beniah Nwankwo 
Pete K wabena Obeng 
Henry Tobechi Okafor 
Sadat Kristina Olatunbosun 
Yvonne Koyenhi Okoh Onyike 
Earl Chibueze Osuagwu 
Janae Elaine Phelps 
Farzin Rashti 
Geoffrey Lance Ray 
David Jamaar Rice 
Neil Kishore Roy 
Marlon Saint Steve Russell 
Nagcla Francoise Sainte 
Juliette B. Scantlebury 
Samyra Cherrie Scaly 
Khara M. Simpson 
Thomas Hamilton Smith 
Shaun Dane Villiers Smithson 
Elizabeth M. Stein 
Brent Corey Stephens 
Nipun Suri 
An Trieu Tran 
Tina Minh Tam Tran 
Natoushka Trenard 
Martin Ucanda 
Adaobi Ugochi Udenwa 
Folake Oluwaseun Ukuedojor 
Gabriel Charles Wade 
Michael Waudo Wangia 
Tiffany Denise Ward 
Mark Alan Washington 
Katreena A. Whi11ed 
Leslie Renee Wilbanks 
Deloran La'Gwen Courtney Wilson 
Tiffany Chanel Wilson 
Edom Yared 
Toni Shante Zink 
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Folasade Akereyeni 
Cori D. Ashton 
Chantal Mane Braithwaite 
Janel M. Canar 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEAL TH 
Nichelle LaToya Johnson 
Kelda Rae Lea 
Samuel Ebele Okeke 
Rotim1 Onagh1sc 
Lisa Le,se) Ros~ 
Andrella Dionne Smllh 
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Atiim Dia Abraham 
Janine Nicole Sharie Alston 
Sanaa Ahmed Ansan 
Deanne J. Arthur 
Shella F. Augusun 
Joi S. Buckner Belfon-Valentme 
Scan Bissoon 
Megan Den,se Boler 
Sariyah Sydalg Buchanan 
Genelle Alyse Burgan 
Tracy Burgess-Wynter 
Nyshel Gazette Burke 
Cameshia T. Caldwell 
Shara Marie Chang 
Leigh Meredith Chapman 
Priyanka Chaudhuri 
Monique Danielle Chenault 
Howard Cheng 
Kelvin Tse Kei Chew 
Moranne 0 . Clarke 
Kwesi Awenate Cobbina 
Shawn Ca~cy Collins 
Valerie Lisa Collins 
Stacy Danielle Cooper 
Kevin Guinane Cunningham 
Danielle Elizabeth Davis 
Ciji S. Y. Dodds 
Joseph Carl Edward Douge*" 
Gerald Delaney Duncan, Jr. 
Nicholas Quinn Elton 
Nicole Falls 
Christina M. Finkenhofer 
Ngelah Alyssa Fobi 
Yanique S. Pogah 
Christa Davies Forman 
Brashawna L. Funderburg 
Daniella A. S. Gayapersad-Chan 
Soudabeh Goodarzian 
Alexandra Grace Gormley 
Alexis Ruth Grant 
Ajana Marie Granum 
Marissa Lynne Gunn 
IN THE SCHOOL OF LAW 
The Candidates will be presented by 
K URT L. SCHMOKE, J.D., DEAN 
JURIS DOCTOR 
Christopher Dominique Gurley 
Nicole Theresa Guthrie 
Eron Lyndon Adrian Hackshaw 
Jennifer Nicole Hall 
Lindsay Brooke Hamilton 
Lois Antonette Hanshaw 
Omar Ahmed Hashmi** 
Bruce Rendell Hawkins. Jr. 
Anthony J. Hays 
Susan Henderson-Utis 
David 0. 0. Higgins. Jr. 
Kristin V. Holbeck 
Amir T. Ingram 
Udeme Victoria ltiat 
Cari Louise Jackson 
Michael K. Jackson II 
Sean P. Jamieson 
Marcus A. Joachim 
Jaylen S. Johnson 
Chervonti JaRay Jones 
Michele Lara Jones 
Jennifer Ethel Louise Jordan 
Mariam Katkhouda 
Anna C. Kayser 
Stacey N. Keenan 
Roy William Kelly 
Alcide de Jean King Ill 
Jennifer Shirevia Lane 
Denise M. Linton 
Alexis Charmaine Logan 
Chasity Armour Lomax 
Rhonda Kornegay Love 
Stephanie Danielle Maddin 
Charles R. Major 111 
Aaron Philip McAllister 
Charles E. McLaurin 
Davon L. McMullen 
Joy Cheray McNair 
Courtney L. McRae 
Maudisa S. McSween 
Christina Marie Melvin 
Natalia Roxana Meneses 
Marialisa Miller 
Clinton W. Mitchell 
Taryn L. Mitchell 
Jame~ Lawrence Moffett 111 
Baba~ijibomi Moore 
Jaida A. Moore 
James E. Nichols 
Anson Leo Iyare Obayuwana 
Shawn Joseph O'Brien 
Aaron T. O'Neal 
Jude Owusu-Asiedu 
Kapil Vishnu Pandit 
Mina! Patel 
Samit Kumar Paul 
Danielle Kristin Perry 
Dominique Price 
Lauren Pruitt 
Crysral Michele Queen 
Jenifer C. Queen 
Anissa Felice Reed 
Chanda A. Rice 
Rasheeda A. Richards 
Chinue Turner Richardson 
Erica Denise Roberts 
Crissi Robinson 
Damien G. Scot! 
Shaili Harshad Shah 
Antoine S. Shaw II 
Vernicka LaShay Shaw 
Derek Gavin Simms 
Tiffany Nicole Sims 
Nicole Rochelle Smith 
Sheldon Anthony Smith 
Shannon L. Stokes 
Mirlande Telfort 
Jennifer Dianne Thomas 
Justin Leigh Tolbert 
Tiffany Jackson Tucker 
Raymond G. Ward Ill 
Nikkia M. Wharton 
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G"endolyn Kele1gh Wh11by-Logan 
Jerome D Wh11e 
Tyechia LaShaun~ White 
W1ll1am Barbejat Barros 
El Hadi Ali Abdalla Bashir 
Charles Gumini Gimo~e 
JURIS DOCTOR 
Joel Lamont Williams 
Bashm BenJamin W1bon 
Diane W1bon 
:\!ASTER OF LAWS 
Suh Charles Neba 
Andrcina i-:,colo,i 
Ohv,a C ObaM 
Dorla D. \Voodring 
Brandon L W)all 
Serge \ . N}a Wan<lJn 
Dcmdash Wlmdimu 
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Adeyrnka Adeboycjo 
Boscde AdeJokc Aden1J1 
Riaaz Naeem Alic 
Tiffany E A,hton 
s~na Pa,ha AuguMu\ 
I .ydia Cecilia Ausbcrry 
Janyn K Baird 
Mid1acl llugh Balfour 
Eileen Kimberly Barfu,s 
Stephen P. Barker 
Nata\ha Camille Barrow 
Mi,1y Michelle Black 
Ackellia K Bloomfield 
Eric M,~hael Bradshaw, Sr. 
LaShnndia Rcn:1e Brooks 
Michael Cal leja, 
Thoma1, Boyd Carter 
Yveuc l..oube Cha,tane1 
Ncdceka S. Dawes 
David Martin Deni 
Florence S Edwards 
Akudo Laura Ekwem 
Mohamed M. Elnadi 
Elitabc1h Gidey 
Chiyo Anai1e Gmez 
Mririu Ro1,ario Aguilar 
RNil Ahmad 
Narecn M. Ahmed 
Bri111cy Anise Blad,shcar 
IN THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY 
The Candidates will he presented by 
LEO E. ROUSE, D.D.S .. DEAN 
DOCTOR OF DE TAL SU RGERY 
Alexander Hca1ricc II 
Donna L. Henley-Jackl,on 
Chri,ue Michele Hogue 
Enc Maurice Holme, 
Timothy O,agie lmafidon 
Rodlin Jerome 
Jared Storm Kenwood 
Nicolas Rafael Kindred 
Mark Sco11 Kubiliun 
Leanne Leal Tessandori 
Sidney Darryl Lenox 
Tashorn Ka-Shema Lewis 
Leah Rachel Luck 
Alee~ha Mary Maybury 
Karl 8. McMillan 
Kareem Jumar Merrick 
Tenille Nicole Mitchell 
Steven Anthony Myles 
Yisanio Elarryo Mukes 
Mitchell Floyd Nedab 
Hieu Phuong Nguyen 
Steve Hoang Nguyen 
Vy Ha Nguyen 
Fabiola D. Ortega 
Richmond Owusu 
Mayur Mahcndra Patel 
Hiep Dinh Pham 
John Laurence Quaye 
Murra) Mark Reefer 
Armando Emi lio Reid. Jr. 
Christopher Youssef Saba 
Chri~tophcr An1hony Simonelli 
Erin Amanda Smith 
Julian Scou Stewart 
Wendy Elizabe1h Pinale, Swanson 
Jeremy W. Tarver 
Darren Allen Thompson 
Diana Setchemin Christel Tonoukouin 
Huong T. Vo 
Alan David Walker 
Suffiyah J. Webb 
Ayana Candice Williams-Wood 
Adrian Johnston Wil~on 
Yasmina Danielle Wright 
Vahid Yahoodai11 
Jeanette l\larie Young 
CERTIFICATE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
Mehrnoosh Eshraghi 
Parisa S. Mahalafi 
llni-Uyen Nguyen 
Mahboobeh Sahrai 
Jess ica L. Salmon 
Wesley Nicole Thomas 
Jakeelah Patrice White 
CERTIFICATE IN ORAL AND MAXILLOFACJAL SURGERY 
AkbJr Muhammad, D.D.S. Sharon Sherise Ru,sell. D.D.S. 
CERTIFICATE IN ORTHODONTICS 
J:lrre11 0. Caldwell. D.D.S. Darryl Eugene Gilmore, D.D.S. Rhoda L. Lockell, D.D.S. 
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Mark S. :--'alband1c1n, D.D.S 
Claudia Nickole Conerl}. D.D.S 
Crystal Diana Ferguson. D.D.S. 
CJ::RTIFI C .\ TE 1, ORTHODO~TICS 
Ma)a \ 1.:wria Oh,cr. DDS Mells.a Lcua Rudolph, D.D.S. 
CE RTI FICATE L\ PEDIATRIC DE!'iTISTR\ 
Candace Alana Grace. D D.S. April Joy John,nn. D.D.S. 
Chn~hclle \V11lmms lkmphtll. D.D S Tarnsha Po,c) Pcnr,on. DDS 
CERTIFJCATE IN ADVA CED EOUCATIO'I PROGRA:\1 I GENERAL DENTISTRY 
Dinah Ab1oro. D.D.S. 
Ella DerMinassian. D.D.S 
Th1ago O Matias. D.D.S. 
Candace R. Thomas. D.D.S. 
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11' THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL V\'ORK 
The Cand1da1es will be presented by 
CUDORE L S'-ELL, D.S.W., DEAN 
Channon T. Adam~ 
8 .S W .. Salisbury Un1vers11y, 2007 
K1l..1 Dequincy Adderly 
BA Fl<mda A&M Univec,ity. 2006 
Kn'1ie Abimbola Adebayo 
B A . Universuy of Maryland. 
Bah1morc Couniy, 2006 
Lak1lta D. Ahmed 
B.S.W .. Buffalo State College. 2004 
Johnny Jamal Alexander 
B.A. , Morchou!>C College, 2003 
5aundre · Wilma Allen 
8 A .. Sa1n1 Mary's College of 
Cillifomia. 2007 
Nee H. All1~on 
B A .. Universuy of Liberia, 1996 
Markecta Nicole Barnes 
8 A .. Winston-Salem State University. 
2007 
Fonda Rene· Bcandcr 
BA .. Morgan Stale University, 2000 
Monique Norda Beckford 
B.A .. Rutgers Univclbity, 2006 
Michelle Lynelle BenJamin 
B.S .. Howard Un1versiiy, 2003 
Stacey Bernadcau 
8.A .. Univen.i1y or Mussachusem of 
AmhcrM, 2006 
Kim Sharl1,e Berry 
B.S. W .. University of the District tlf 
Columbia, 2007 
Shu11ea Monique Blount 
B.S W .. Delaware State Univcri,ity. 
20()6 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Crystal R. Bov. man 
B S W . North Carolina Central 
U n1 ver,ity 2006 
Kimya LaTreecc Brown 
8.S W., South Carolina State 
University. 200 l 
Raguel Francine Broy 
8.A .. Morgan State Univen.11} , 1997 
Fatima Chenee· Burton 
8.A . John Jay College. 2007 
Kanta Seta Cadogan 
8.S W., Delaware State Univer..ity, 
2002 
Latonya Elaine Rollins Callaway 
8.S. W .. Cleveland Stale University, 
1996 
Gregory Michael Carrigan 
B.S W., Radford University, 1999 
Amanda Miehe ' Carter 
8 .A .. Shaw Universi ty. 2004 
Laniece Marie Carter 
B.A., University of Maryland. College 
Park. 2007 
Corey Jamal Castle 
B.A., North Carolina A&T Stale 
University, 2007 
Jaltma Kula Caulker 
8.S.W., Bowie Staie University, 2007 
Azundai Zenea Chatman 
B.A .. Boston College, 2005 
Regina Teresa Clay 
B.S .. Mercy College. 1998 
Jessica Renee · Coleman 
S.S .. Old Dominion University. 2007 
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Amatullah Sabirah Craft 
B.A .. Unhers11y of South Florida. 
2005 
Marshall Tyrone Cupe 
B.A .. Alabama State Univer;,i1y. 1979 
LaReta Antrell Davi~ 
B.S .. Georgia Southwestern State 
Umversit)'. 2007 
Sonjiab Vonanette Davis 
B.S.W .. Univers ity of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. 2004 
Alexis Jamette Daye 
B.S. Tennessee State Un1\'ersity. 
2007 
David Andrew Dietz 
8.A., Brandeis Umversity, 1996 
Timonious Umar Downing 
8.A., Morehouse College, 1997 
Nicholas Dunson 
B.A., California State University, Long 
Beach. 2005 
Venustien Vivian Fears 
B.A .. University of Cincinnati. 2004 
Shernclle Ophelia Fullerton 
8.S, Andrews University, 2003 
Jeremy Paul Gates 
B.S.\V .• Taylor University, 2003 
Jason Lamont Harley 
B.A .. University of Ma11 land. 
Baltimore County. 2001 
Kalina Patrice Hayes 
B.A., Sha,, University, 2003 
Carolyn D. Hollinger 
8.A .. Lincoln University, 1977 
Yl'onne .\,1 Jacl..,on 
B.A .• lJn1\er;11y of Mal) land. 
t:nivcl'liHY College. 1989 
Shell} Vanderpool Jack,on 
a.A .. Hov.ard Univcrslf)'. 1983 
An1oneue Y'"onne Jefter~on 
B.A . Hampton Uni,ersity. '2004 
Amory! S. Jerome 
B.S. W. Cniver..it} of the D1,trict of 
Columbia. 2007 
Brian O'Neil Johnson 
B.S. East Carolina Unive~it), 2000 
Joyce Michelle Jordan 
B A .. Voorhee~ College. 2007 
Ar,ctta Marie King 
B.A .. Universi[)' of the Di~tric1 of 
Columbia. 2005 
Kesha Doncce King 
B.A , Shaw Unin:rsity, 2005 
Robert Earl King 
B.A .. University of the District of 
Columbia. 2000 
Novlen Yvonne Lewis 
B.S W., University of the District of 
Columbia. 2004 
Lorraine Edna Lynch 
B.A .. University of the District of 
Columbia, 1996 
Jihan Rash1dah Madyun 
B.S .. Univen,if) of Maryland. College 
Park, 2006 
rrances Ellen Marion 
B.S W .. University of Wisconsin-
Madison. 2007 
Kimberly Lea Manin-Crute 
B.S .. Bowie Stmc University. 1993 
Kenya L Mattox 
B.S.W .. Bowie Staie University, 
1998 
\ !ASTER OF SOCIAL \\'ORK 
Azalee \1anc ;1..1cCvrm1d: 
BA Voorhee,College, '2007 
Kamia Kizz)- . \nn \lcKenzie 
8 P.S Metropolitan College of '-ie,\ 
'tori.. :006 
Pearl An) ele:, \lensah 
BA .. \\'e,1 \ 'irgmia l.'ni,e1,1t), '200:-
D1an11 Hays Milam 
B •\. \lerce1 L'ni,er:,if), J9Q~ 
Michaele Danielle Moffett 
B I\ . MorgJJ1 State L niwrsn>. 2000 
Rodney "1omgomery 
B.S. Ho\\ard Um,ersll). 19'l4 
Odelia Barika Muir 
B.S W .. Universi1y of Mlll)·land. 
Bahimore Counry, 2001 
Karmana Ann Robinson Negron 
B.A .. Uni\ersi1y of Virginia. 2002 
Dennis Lamont "=elson 
B.A., Univei;ily of South Florida. 
2002 
Charrisse Dianne Nelson-McIntosh 
B.S.W .. North Carolina Ccntml 
Universi1y. 2007 
Charles LaM0111 Nolan 
B.A .. Howard University. 2006 
Laurentia Obeng-Fnmpong 
B.A., Elon Univcrsil), 2006 
Paul Richard O'Keeffe 
B.A .. Salem S1a1e College. 1996 
Samantha Nicole Opong 
B.A .. S1a1c U111\er.;11y at Suny. S1on, 
Brook. 2001 
Olaniyi Oyedele 
B.Sc., Univcrsi1y of Ado-Ek11i, 
Nigeria. 2002 
Sean N 1cholas Hayes Patterson 
B.S .. Wofford College. 2003 
Jennifer Mejic.ino, Pavon 
B.A. Argo,y t,;m\Cf"-il), 2006 
Titfall) \ Pham 
B.S . L mvers11) ol Conne~t1cu1. 20W 
Claudia Cl1lette Price 
B. -\ .. Lnivcrstt~ ol :Via~ l.lnd. 
Baltimore Coum). 200'-
Jes,Ka T Pnre 
B.S W. ~k1r~an Slate Uni,ers11~. 
'2006 
J:ine Kamara Raddar 
BA .. Umwrsny of Man land. Easlcm 
Shl)~. ?006 
Juslln Edward Rnls1on 
B.S .. lndiuna l!mversll). '2006 
Jes,ica Nicole Recd 
B.S . Bowie State Uni,erslly. 2007 
Karen L. Rc:ed 
8.A., Uni,crsil) of Denwr. 1998 
Dcsiro:e Godlyn Robert, 
BA., Saint Augu~tine's Colkge. 2006 
Allison C. Robinson 
B.S.'w .. Te,a, Chn,uan Uni,crs11y. 
2007 
Lc'Ann Bonner Rodger, 
B.S .. Om Lady of Holy Cross Cvllcge. 
2007 
Maureen Sa1111-Cyr 
8 .A .. L'nivcr,ny or Ma,,achu,em ,11 
Amherst, 2007 
Latrisha Tin:ca Sanders-Wnghl 
B.S .• Coppin Stale Collc!,!c, 1999 
Anne Marie Sclcc 
B.S., U111,·er-,11)' of Maryland. 
Univcrsil) College, 1991 
Leandra Ann Smith 
B.A .. Villanova U111vcr,1ty. 2006 
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Stacey Andre · A Sm11h 
BA. 'iain1 Augu,11ne·s College, 1996 
Jocel) n Smith-Joseph 
13 S .. Howard Un1ver,11y. 2007 
Joseph Oelonte · Snider 
8 S W . Columbia Union College. 
2007 
Bnttany N1shaun Spear, 
B.A . Voorhcc~ College, 2007 
Simon Na1haniel S1ubbs 
R.S , Strayer Un1vers1ty. 2000 
B.A .. Bellarm1nc Univcr..i1y. 1960 
M.Div., We~ley Theological 
'icmmary. 1964 
Sabrina Mane Tate 
8 A., Univcr511Y of the DiMnc1 of 
Columbia. 2007 
MASTER OF SOC IAL WORK 
Deron Lamoni Taylor, Sr 
B.A .. Universuy of Pi1t-burgh. 2005 
LaK1sha Leola Shari Thomas 
B.S.W .. Columbia Union College. 
2004 
Tavon Lamoni« Thomas 
8 .A .. Morgan Staie Uni~«rsity. 2004 
Yanick rimo 
B.A .. College of S1a1cn Island, 1995 
Chris1ina Lynn Titus 
S.S .. San Diego State Univer\ity, 2003 
Marion Mellicent Turnbull 
S.S .. Lesley University. 2006 
Leon Delano Wells 
S.S. W., University of the Oistric1 of 
Columbia. 2006 
Marllana Aubrey Whitaker 
B.S., Howard University. 2004 
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Barbara A Wilkerson 
B.S., Grambhng College of Louisiana. 
1977 
Tamara Sewana William~ 
B.S .. Columbia Union College, 2002 
Jarmel Romaint: Wilson 
B.S.W. Bowie Siate Universi1y, 1990 
Amy Eli1abc1h Winkle 
B.S.W., Georgian Court Unhersity, 
2002 
Brandie Shanel Wrigh1 
B A., Universny of Arkansas. Pine 
Bluff, 2006 
Jaquc· L. Wrigh1-Tuck 
B.S .. George Mason Universi1y, 2006 
Regina Yve11e Yorkman 
B.S .. Campbellsville University, 1991 
l ' THEGRADVATESCHOOL 
The Candidates 11'il/ be pre.H·111ed b.1 
ORL A \lDO L. T .\ 'rLOR. PH.D. [)f \ \ 
GRADUATE CE RTIFICATE I. l' IYERSfTY A1'0 FACl l T\ PR EI',\R \TIO\ 
Mu,hman Ali NJJec-ullah 
Ana1om} 
B A falladcg,t College. 2002 
Ph D .. Ho" ard Um,er-11). 2009 
GRADUATE CERTIFf CATE I\, 11 T ERNAT I Q',Al STl DI F.S 
Brandy Ann Allen 
Ma,s Communica1ion and Media 
Siud1c, 
B.A .. Randolph-Ma<·<m College. 2006 
M.A .• Howard U111, crstl). 2009 
Ebony Bare, 
Political Science 
B.A .. California Universuy of 
Pennsylvania. 2005 
B.A . California University of 
Pennsylvania. 2005 
M.A.P A .. Howard Univcrsir). 2009 
Mpho Chinyolo 
Economic" 
B.B.A .. Howard Univeri;it), 2003 
M.A .. Howard University. 2005 
Jamila Akilah Cupid 
Mas~ Communication and Mcdm 
Studies 
B.A. 80~1011 Uni,ersit). 2001 
M.A .. Howard U,mcrsrt). 2003 
Ph.D .. Howard Um,er-.tt), 2008 
Sha"n D. John 
History 
B.A.. Ho" ard Unrver.it). 200., 
M.A., Howard llnrvcr:.11). 2009 
Veronica I. Mitchell 
Ma,, Communication and Media 
Studies 
8.A .. Unrvcr,,it) of California. Davi,. 
2()()6 
B.A .. Umvcrsity of California, Da, 1,. 
2006 
M.A .. I toward Uni\ cn;1t). 2009 
1'1utcha D. Mukeud1 
hnancc. Sch(-..1l of Hu,inc" 
8 A. l'n1vcr:-11, ol M.1" lan<l. Colleg..-
Par~- 200~ 
MB A .. Ho,,ard llm,·cr,11), 2009 
Y\C"•nne 'I Rihe110-r c11111tio 
Ma,s Cornmumlallon ancJ 1\lcd1.1 
Stud11', 
8 -\ .• Ehzaheth C'tt) ~1.,tc Un" crs11~. 
2002 
M.A. I llmard Ln1wr,ll). 2008 
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN WOM£N'S STUD IES 
Kesslyn Arnyt'C Brae.Jc 
Social Work 
B.S.W., Oakwood College. 1995 
M.S.W .. Ohio Str.tc University. 1996 
M. Div .. I lo,..ard University, 2006 
Ph.D .. Howard Univcr,it). 2009 
Yvem: A. Bryant 
Sd1ool of Divinity 
B.A., California S tate University. Los 
Angele,. 2005 
M Div .. Howard University. 2009 
Lakeisha Raquel Harrison 
School of Di, 1nity 
B.A.. University ol Michigan. 1995 
B.f' A .. Unl\ crsuy of Michigan. 1995 
J.D .. Howard Un,,cr,ity. 1998 
M.A.R.S .. Ho\\ ard Univcrsuy. 2009 
Randt Maines Walters 
Social Work 
8.S .. John Brown Unrver~i ty. 1992 
M.S.W. California S1a1c U111vcrsi1y. 
1995 
Ph.D. Howard University. 2008 
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Simon Christie Abramow1tsch 
Englbh 
B.A. Eugene Lang College. 2001 
Brandy Ann Allen 
Mar., Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A, Randolph-Macon College. 2006 
blana Denise Anderson 
African Studies and Re\earch 
B A , Chicago State University, 2007 
Meta M Cooper 
English 
B.A., Tougaloo College. 2003 
Lauren Crisler 
History 
B.A., lloward University. 2005 
Tasha De Marco-Ramey 
History 
B A., Universi ty of California, Los 
Angele!>, 2004 
Jelean Jancse Durrant 
Mas.~ Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. St Michael's College, 2007 
Melanie Sroufe Edmunds 
Art History 
8 .8 .A., Howard Univel'\ity. 2004 
Diana Nicole Edwards 
Psychoeducational Studies 
8.A., California State University. 
Dominguez Hills. 2004 
Meagan Ford 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. Howard Universiiy, 2004 
Trystin K. Francis 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studie~ 
B.A .. Benedict College, 2004 
Marie Antoinette Garrison 
HiMory 
8 .A .. Howard University. 2008 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Elmer Add1,on Gordon IV 
Pohucal Science 
B.A . university of Notre Dame. 2003 
Charlene Charloue John 
Philosophy 
B.A .. Howard University. 2005 
Shawn D. John 
Hbtory 
B.A., Howard University. 2007 
Kevin Johnson-Azuara 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. Howard University. 2005 
LeRoy Richmond Kirksey 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill , 2004 
Micah Wade Kubic 
Political Science 
B.A .. George Washington University. 
2005 
B.A., George Washington University, 
2005 
Hershey Andrae] Mallette 
History 
B.A .. North Carolina A&T State 
University. 2007 
Quisha Mallette 
Communication and Culture 
B.A., Hampton University, 2006 
Alexis E. Miller 
Economics 
8.A .• Canisius College, 2005 
Angela A. Mills 
African Studies and Research 
B.A .• Howard University, 2007 
Brandale Makita Mills 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
S.A., University of New Mexico, 2007 
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Miranda Tari~a Mim~ 
African Studies and RcM:arch 
B.A .. Binghamton University, 2004 
Veronica I. Mitchell 
Mas, Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. Umversny ofCahfomia. Davis. 
2006 
B.A .. University of California, Davis. 
2006 
Danielle Christian Moore 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.B.A .. Francis Marion University. 
2006 
Nicole L. Morgan 
World Languages and Cultures 
B.A., Howard University, 2002 
B.S., Howard University. 2003 
Bora Mpinja 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2004 
Chioma M. N. Oruh 
African Studies and Research 
B.A., George Wa&hington University, 
2001 
Tasha L. Parker 
Art History 
B.A., Brooklyn College. 2007 
Camila Vital Nunes Pereira 
Educational Administration and PolicJ 
B.A.. University of Silo Paulo, Brazil. 
2006 
ShaQuita M. Perry 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A .. West Chester University of 
Pennsylvania. 2004 
Yvonne Y. Ribeiro-Yemofio 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A., Elizabeth City State University, 
2002 
Damani Rl\er.. 
Mass Communicauon and Media 
Studies 
B.A.. Umversiry of California, Los 
Angele~. 2002 
Angela Lynette Roberts-Burton 
Art HtstOI) 
B.S .. Coppin State University, 2006 
Evelyn EMher Robinson 
Mass Communication :ind Media 
Studies 
8.A .. Winston Salem State Univer~ity. 
2006 
Paul Albert Scotto di Pompeo 
World Languages and Cultures 
B.A .. Univcrrn; of the District of 
Columbia, 2006 
Torrence Reunt6 Simon 
Economics 
8.A., Howard University. 2007 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Michelle Laurence Sm11h 
History 
8.A Ho" ard L'ni\er.,it}, 2007 
Shacrai Ashante Smith 
H1~tOI) 
B.A .. Howard l'niver.,it). 2008 
Traci<' Sugg~ 
Pol111cal Science 
8.A . Howard Uni\'cr.,it). 2006 
Kemyta Sonja Ten, 
PohncaJ Science 
B.A .. Northeru;tem Illinois Uni\crs11y. 
2005 
Jordan M. Thierry 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A., Univcri.it) of Oregon. 2005 
Ahcc KaTma Thoma, 
Soc1olog) 
B A., Uni\ersit) of the Dl'tnCt of 
Columbia. 1999 
Mnk1l..o Toge L;l\l son 
SOCil)I0g} 
B A .. Shitenm>JI lntemauonal 8uddh1M 
Uni\Cr-.it), 1991 
Michelle \ White 
Ma,, Communication nnd Media 
StutiJc, 
8 S .. l'n" ersuy of the \Vest lndic,. 
2005 
Melinda El11nbelh Wilham, 
Psychocducat1011.1I Stud1c, 
8.A. Univer-it) of Delaware. 2006 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT ION 
Muhammad S. Abdur-Rashid 
Public Administration 
B.S., Johnson C. Smith University, 
2000 
Alyson Faimatta Bangura 
Public Administration 
B.S., Shaw University, 2005 
Ebony Bates 
Public Administration 
8.A., California University of 
Pennsylvania. 2005 
B.A .. California University of 
Pennsylvania, 2005 
Marcus Eugene Atkinson 
Systems and Computer Science 
B.S., North Carolina A&T University, 
2007 




8.A .. Tuskegee University. 1999 
8 .A., Salisbury Universny. 2003 
Kimberly Bernice Rumph Garrett 
Public Administration 
8.A., University of Maryland, Eastern 
Shore, 2003 
B.A., Salisbury University, 2003 
Thomas Edward Glover Ill 
Public Administration 
B.S., Virginia State University, 2006 
Omonn Jahmaal James-Davis 
Public Admi111stration 
B.8.A .. Howard Uni\ers1ty. 2005 
George Isaac Kanthanom 
Public Administration 
B.S .. Towson Univcn,ity, 2005 
Ann-Sofk' Sahl in 
Public Administration 
B.A .. Howard Univcr~ity, 2004 
MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Ajoni Ricardo Blake 
Systems and Computer Science 
B.A., Columbia Union College, 
2005 
B.S., Columbia Union College, 
2005 
Johnese T. Johnson 
Systems and Computer Science 
B.S.S.C.S., Howard Universi ty, 2004 
Headley E. Murray 
Systems and Computer Science 
B.S.S.C.S., Howard University, 2006 
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Kossi Amenyo Adjaka 
C1v1l Engineering 
B EH E. lmemauonal lnsutute tor 
Water and Environmental 
Engineering. Burkina l·aw, Africa. 
2000 
Keisha Can11lle Cct·cl1a Alfred 
Hectrical and Computer f.ngmccnng 
B.S E.1!., Howard Univer.1ty, '.!004 
Neway DcrCJC Atnafu 
Mccha111cal Enginccrin~ 
B.S.M.E .. Arbaminch University. 
Ethltlpia, 2006 
Reem A Abulhamaycl 
Communication An, and Science, 
B A . George Wa.;hington Uni,cl"Hy, 
2(>05 
l.ourctha J. Adam~ 
r~ychology 
H.A., California State Un1vcn,1ty, 
Domingue,: flrlls. 2005 
Jonathon O Ajo,c 
Human Development 
B.S. Howard University. 2002 
D1ann;1 S. Armstrong 
I luman Dcvclopmenl 
B.A. California Siate University, 
Long Beach. 2004 
Janelle Thcrcgg Brown 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorder, 
8.A .. Spdman College. 2006 
Monique R Cabello, 
Communication Sciences and 
D"orders 
13. \ .. George Washington University. 
20():! 
Rent"c P. Clorkc 
P~ychc•logy 
B 1\ • Umvcrsuy of Connecticut, 2006 
MASTER OF E1'GlNEERING 
Fatou "I. O,agne 
Civil Engineering 
B.S C.c .. Howard University. 2006 
Dcr~,ie D Mebratu 
Electncal and Computer Engineering 
B.S. McMa~h:r Univer;ity. 2001 
Jo~eph Alex Musa 
C1v1I Engmeering 
B.Eng .. 1-ourah Bay College. 
University of Sierra Leone. 1989 
M.Eng .• Pachhoch~hule 
Nicdcrsachsen College, Germany. 
1991 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Ashley M. Comer 
Nutritional Sciences 
B.S .. University of Maryland, Eastern 
Shore. 2006 
Carlton Reuben Crockett 
Nutritional Sciences 
B.S .. The Culinary ln\titute of 
America, 2004 
Nicole Young Davis 
Geneticb and Human Genetics 
S.S., Howard University, 2004 
Alison Amy Dingwall 
P~ychology 
B.A .. American Universiry. 2000 
M.P.H., George Washington 
University, 2003 
Monica S. Dixon 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
13.S .. Florida A&M University, 2005 
Duane Thomas Doles 
Physics 




B.S .. Howard University. 2003 
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Omar K. P. Stephenson 
Civil Engineering 
B.S.C.E .. Howard Univers ,cy. 2002 
Alain Claude Talla-Nwafo 
Civil Engineering 
S.S .. U111versity of Yaounde I. 1994 
M.S., University of Yaounde I. 1997 
Alvester Williams Lil 
Mechanical Engineering 
B.S M.E .. Howard University. 2004 
Deena Michelle Foster 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorder, 
B.A., St. John's University. 2007 
Adzua H. Gilliam 
Psychology 
B.A .. Spelman College. 2006 
Aimee Harrison 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorder, 
B.A., Temple University, 1999 
Belinda Raynee Hauser 
Genetics and Human Genetics 
S.S., University of Maryland. Eastcnt 
Shore, 2006 
Oladimeji Olalekan [bitayo 
Chemical Engineering 




B.S .. Florida A&M University. 2005 
Louise Barbara Janus 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 





BS .. L'mver..tl) of Bndgepor1. 2005 
Larr)' D Keen II 
P,)Chology 
S.A.. Nonh Carolina A&T State 
Um\'ersin. 2005 
Jolanda Rene Kno,,lin 
Psychology 
S.A .• Hampton Um"en,il). 2002 
Alexis Michele Land~man 
Communica11on Sciences and 
D1sordcn, 
S.S .. Tow~on Unh•ersity. 2007 
S.S .. Towson University. 2007 
Oluwatoy1n Oladunni Mayaki 
Communication Science\ and 
Disorder., 
B.S .• University of Georgia. 2007 
Peter N. M cC a Ila 
Mathematics 
B.S .. Morgan State Universi ty, 2006 
Catherine A. McCanhy 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.A .. University of Connecticu t. 2003 
B.A .. University of Connecticut. 2003 
\1 ASTE R OF SC IE\ CE 
l\ 1z11c ~1d(ay 
Psycholog1 
S.S .. Ht'" ard L n1, er-.1t). 200 I 
Debra L) nn \1on:head 
P"choloe, 
, -· 
B A .. High Point Umvcr-.it}. 1992 
Ayodelc Murphy-Higg, 
Communication Science, and 
Di,order., 
B . .\ .• Lehman College. 1997 
Monique Kendin1que Rolle 
Nutntional Sciences 
S.S .. Culinary ln,111ute of Amenca. 
2004 
Melody D. Sam 
Communication Science, and 
Disorder, 
S.S .• Universi ty of the Di trict of 
Columbia. 2007 
Arvin D. Sander\ 
Psycholog) 
B.A .. North Carolina Central 
University, 2002 
B S .. Nonh Carolina Central 
University, 2002 
Shcronda Ehnt>cth Shc;iron 
P~)cholog1 
BA . Sp.:lman C<>llc!!c, 2005 
Mulugct:i D S1d,1 
Chenucal Enguieenng 
B.S .. Addi, Ab:iba \.inn cr-1t). 199(\ 
Summer Angcl,1 Sinclair 
Communica11on Science, and 
Disorders 
BS .. Andrew, Uni,cr-11). :?008 
Jose Thoma, 
P~ychology 
B.A . Fisk U11ivcr-.1t). 1()()2 
Jose M Tirado Delgado 
,\ 1mo,phcric Sciences 
B.S. Metropolitan Uni,cr..il). 1998 
Waller Eugene Wibon, Jr 
AnalOITI) 
8.S . !Iowa.rd Um\'er-.it). :!005 
M.S .. Howard llnl\crsity. 2007 
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Emad Abdel Hamid 
Physiology 
B.S., Alexandria University. Egypt. 
1980 
M.S., Howard Universiry, 1993 
M.D., Howard University, 2006 
Sabella Ogbobode Abidde 
African S1udie~ and Re)Curch 
B.A .. St. Cloud Sta1e Univers1ty, 1999 
M.A .• Minnew1a Stale University, 
2003 
Charle~ Bernard Adams 
Sociology 
B.S., Georgia Sou1hem University. 
1986 





B.S .. St. Augustine's College, 2002 
Najja Shakir Muhammad Al-Islam 
Ma1hema1ics 
B.S .• Knoxville College. 1995 
M.S., Nonh Carolina A&T State 
Universi1y. 200 I 
Waller W. Allen, Jr. 
Physics 
B.S., Chicago State University, 1999 
M.S .• Howard University. 2004 
Sharon Theresa Als1on 
Social Work 
B.S.W., George Mason Universi1y, 
2001 
M.S.W., Howard University. 2002 
Fidclis Eghoatch Alianjoh 
Anatomy 
S.S .. University of Buea. Cameron. 
1999 
Kofi Roys1on Barima 
History 
B.A., Howard Universi1y. 2001 
M.A .. Howard University, 2005 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"Reduced Levels of Neurotensin Recep1or Gene Expression 
in the Prefrontal Coneit and Hippocampus of Schizophrenic 
but not Bipolar Patients" 
"Violence, Terrorism and Instability in lhe Niger Delta: 
Understanding 1he Domestic and Global Dimensions of 
Underdevelopment" 
"Reconceptualization of Social Threat: A Time Series 
Regression Analysis' 
"Parasympathetic Control of Right Vemricular Cardiac 
Function: Ul tras1ruc1ural and Physiological Studies" 
"Pseudo Almost Periodic Solutions to Some Systems of 
Nonlinear Hyperbolic Second-Order Panial Differential 
Equa1ioos" 
"The Canonical Proper-time Applied 10 Particles and 
Fields" 
"Fu1ure Aspirations and African-American Adolescents: An 
Exploration of Aspira1ions as a Protective Fac1or for 
Posi1ive Youth Development of African-American 
Adolescems in Public Housing" 
"Analysis of Amphetamine-Induced Neuro1oxicity in 1he 
Cortices of Wild-Type and Superoxide Dismutase 
Transgenic Mice" 
•wi1hou1 Treaty: Runaways and Maroons in Jamaica. the 
Foundation of Opposition 10 the State• 
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~upur Basak 
Electrical and Computer Engmeenng 
a.Eng .. Pune Vid)'arth1 Griha's 
College of Engineenng and 
Technology. India. 2000 
M.Eng., Howard Universit). 2003 
Karen B. Bell 
History 
B.A .• Sa,..annah State Unhcrsity, 1991 
M.A .. Howard University, 1994 
Gregory LaMont Bosworth 
History 
B.A .. Southern University. 2000 
M.A .. Southern University. 2004 
Briana Lynne Boyd 
P,ychology 
B.A .. Humboldt State University. 2002 
M.S .. Howard University. 2005 
Kesslyn Arnyce Brade 
Social Work 
B.S.W .. Oakwood College. l995 
M.S.W .. The Ohio State University. 
1996 
M.Oiv .. Howard University. 2006 
Sallie M. Brodus 
African Studies and Research 
B.A., University of Baltimore. 1998 
M.S .. University of Baltimore. 200 I 
Persephone Tia Brown 
Psychoeducational Studies 
B.S .. Howard University, 199 1 
M.A., University of the District of 
Columbia. l 996 
Daphnie Bruno 
Psychology 
B.A .. University of Connecticut. 2000 
M.A., Central Connecticut State 
University, 2002 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Fabncauon and Characterizauon of JC-Silicon Carbide 
Micro Sensor for W1rele~~ Blood Pres,ure Measurements" 
Narratives of Freedom. Commu0111es of Res"tancc in Low 
Count!) Georgia. 1798-1897" 
"Black Ne" Orleans. 1955- 1985: The Rise of a Southern 
Blacl. Metropolis Out of the A~hes of Jim Cro,\ " 
'At1itudes. Subjective orms. and Perceived Bcha,..1oral 
Control as Predictors of Sexual Practices in Afncan-
Amcrican Women" 
"Let the Church Stop Saying ··Amen•·: Domestic Violence 
Perceptions and Experiences From a Cohort of African-
American Clergy in Divinity School" 
"Intimate Panner Violence in Kenya" 
"The lnflucncc of Teachers• Pcrcepuons of School Climate, 
Individual Teacher Efficacy and Teacher Expectations on 
Collective Teacher Efficacy in Public Elementary Schools" 
"Haitian Creole Dialogue, Racial/Ethnic Iden tification. and 
Psychosocial Adjustment Among Haitian-American College 
Students" 
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Candace Michelle Calloway 
Ma,~ Communication and Media 
S1ud1es 
B.A .. Wiley College. 2001 
M A .. Howard Univen,11y, 2003 
Curit\ 0. Carey 
('ommunicauon and Culture 
8.A., Un1ver~ity of the Staie of New 
York. Reg,•n1:;, 1997 
MA, Univer\ity of Oklahoma. 2003 
ShJrroya M. Charle~ 
Genetics and Human Genetics 
B.S .• Virginia S1ate University, 2000 
M.S .. Virginia State University. 2002 
Tnch1ta Marie Chestnut 
History 
B.A .. Spelman College, 200 1 
M.A .. Howard Univcn,ity. 2003 
Elijah Clark, Jr. 
Psychology 
B.S .. Xavier Univer~uy. Ohio, 1983 
0 .S., Central State University. 1995 
M.S .. llowurd Univers 11y. 200 1 
Ronald C. Clark, Jr. 
Poli tical Science 
8.C.J., Florida A&M University. 1995 
M.P.A .• Troy University, 2000 
Dionne C. Clemon~ 
Mas~ Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A., Morgan Staie University, 1995 
M.P.A .. American University. 2003 
Anthony Thomas Craig 
Genetics and I luman Genetics 
8.A., llo\,ard University. 1996 
M ~ H nw!tttf l (nj vr-~ it,v ? (\(V) 
M.D .. Howard University. 2008 
DOCTOR Of PHILOSOPHY 
"News Media. Black Women. and Hurricane Katrina: 
Comparing Localized Content to Local Percepuons• 
"Barack Obama's Transnational Translation: A Rhetonc of 
Po~tmodem Unity" 
"The Effec1s of Hypoxia on Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus-I Transcription" 
"Engendering Lynching: Women Activists and Victims of 
Lynchings and White Mob Violence in the United States, 
1837- 1946" 
"Blood Prc~sure Levels and Neurocogni tive Performance in 
a Community-Based Sample of African Americans" 
"Diversity in the Federal Executive Ranks: The Nexus 
Between Merit, Organizational Justice. Policies, 
Socialization. and Social Identity" 
"Cooriemation of the Public Relat ions Role Within the 
Public Sector" 
"An Exploration of the Potential of Using Ade no-Associated 
Virus Vectors to Transfer lmmunosuppressive Genes 10 
Transplanted Pancreatic lslets" 
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Torrean Navon Creekmore 
Atmospheric Sciences 
B.S .. Elizabeth City State Univer,it}. 
2003 
Jamila Akilah Cupid 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
8.A. Boston University. 2001 
'vi.A .. Ho,,ard Uni,crsit). 2003 
Whitnc} Bly Edward~ 
English 
B.A .. Fbk University. 2001 
M.A.. Howard Universit), 2004 
Echetona Sussan Ekejiuba 
Pharmacology 
O.V.M., University of Nigeria, 1998 
Ahmed A. M. Elhassan 
Nutritional Sciences 
B.S .. University of Khartoum. 1982 
M.S .. University of Khartoum. 1994 
Henry N. Fitzpatrick 
Mechanical Engmeering 
B.S.M.E .. University of Buffalo. 2002 
M.S.M.E., University of Buffalo, 2004 
Melissa Carol Fletcher 
Chemistry 
B.S .. Howard University, 2004 
Shaun J. Fletcher 
Communication and Culture 
S.S., San Jose State University, 2003 
M.A .. Universi ty of Central Florida. 
2005 
Wilson Karanja Gachiri 
African Studies and Research 
8.A .. University of Nairobi, 1992 
M.A., University of Nairobi. 2000 
DOCTOR OF PH ILOSOPHY 
Regional Aerosol Radiau, c and Hydrolog1c.il Effects OH·r 
the ~ltd-Atlantrc" 
Muluculturalbm 111 tht' Public Relation, .\go:nc) · \n 
E~ploratorv Stud) of the E,perienct.'~ of l\fr11 Br.111lian, a, 
Publtt' Relauons Pra,;11tmncr,• 
"Migration Trauma" D111sporan P,Hhull>g1c, 11 ,\u,tin 
Clarke's Tire Meetin~ Poi111, td" 1dgo: Dantu:at , Tit, [),·" 
Breaker, and Crbtina Garcia's Dremni11.~ 111 C111>,111" 
"Control of Left Vcn1ricular Con1ract1ltt~ by the 
lntcn cntriculo-scptal Ganglton and Pn1cn11al Circuitr:,- \\ Hh 
Cardiac Afferc111s Projecting to 1he :-S ul'leus of the Slllihu") 
Tract ( TS)"' 
"Risk Factor, and Con,cquences of o,crwc1gh1 111 
Preschool Chtldr.:11• 
"Simulation and Charactcntation ol Flo" lrn,1dc T" in 
Screw Ex ,ruder," 
"The Adsorption of 4"-Tnmeth)btlykthybulfan) 1-..t . .t' 
di(phen) lcncclhynylcnc)bcn,cne Th1ol and Al:,,lqumohmum 
Tricyanoquinod11nclhanides of Silver Surface~ for Use in 
Molecular Electronics" 
"Opening the Universe of Discour~c: A C, 1t11:al Rh.:tonc:il 
Analys1, of 2008 Democratic Pre~idcn1tal No111tncc Hriracl-. 
Obama·, "A More Pcrfec1 Union" Speech " 
"S1ructurc, and Policies lntluencing Health Cari.' t J1ili1.1111011 
in Poor Urban Areas: The Case of lllY/AIDS. Tuberculosis 
and Malaria in Nairobi, Kenya" 
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Wanda Denise Gay 
Electrical and Computer Engineenng 
B.S., Virginia State Univer;ity, I 989 
M.S., North Carolina A&T State 
University, 1996 
Crystal Michelle Glover 
Psychology 
B.S., Louisiana State University, 2001 
M.S., Howard University, 2005 
Gervais Lagoki Gnaka 
African Studies and Research 
B.A., University of Abidjan, 1989 
M.A .. Howard University. 2002 
Nadine Melissa Goldberg 
Sociology 
B.A .• University of Greenwich, 2002 
M.S., University of Maryland. Eastern 
Shore, 2005 
Sean J. Goliday 
Sociology 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1999 
M.A .. University of Missouri, 2001 
Sriram Gopalan 
Mechanical Engineering 
B.Eng., University of Madras. 200 I 
M.S .. University of Missouri. 2003 
Chanda Cottingham Graves 
Psychology 
B.A .. Rutgers University, 1997 
M.Ed .. Temple University, 2001 
Fesessu Hailu 
Economics 
8 .A. , Howard University. I 977 
M.A .• Howard University. 1983 
Thomas Jor-EI Hardy 
Biology 
B.S., Howard University. 2004 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"Optimization Tools and Techniques for Configurable 
Digital Signal Processor Synthesis" 
"The Effects of Target Ethnicity. Target Gender. and Targ, 
Income on Individuals' Perceptions of Multiple Category 
Target Groups• 
"Discourse on Regional Economic Integration Towards a 
Pan African Theory of Authentic Development• 
"Race and Gender Differentials in Self-Perceived Health 
Status Amongst the Middle-Aged: A Re-examination of th 
Health Belief Model" 
"The Role of Perceived Discrimination on Black-White 
Differences in Political Efficacy and Likelihood in Voting 
"Efficient Production of Hydrogen Through Recuperative 
Solid Oxide Electrolysis" 
"Positive Women: Mediational and Moderational Models c 
Coping. Sexual Behavior Practices, Stigma and Quality of 
Life in African-American Women Diagnosed With HIV/ 
AIDS" 
"Technical Efficiency of Ethiopian Coffee Production: An 
Empirical Study" 
"Contrasting Profiles in Heliconia and Bromeliad 
Phytotelmic Communities in Costa Rica: The Role of 
Physical, Chemical, and Trophic Cues in Controlling 
Community Structure" 
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► 
AJeenah Lateefah Haynes 
Sociology 
B.S .. University of Wisconsin. 1999 
M.A . Howard l,;niversity, 2003 
Anthony James Hill 
Social Work 
B.A .. George Washington l.Jniversity. 
1987 
M.S.W .. Howard University. 2001 
Janell Glennene Hill 
B 1ochemistry 
B.S .. Hampton Universicy. 2002 
Wilnisc Horsey 
Psychology 
B.A., University of Hanford, 2000 
M.A.. Central Connecticut State 
University, 2002 
Aquil~ Indigo* 
Communication and Culture 
B.A .. Howard University. 2003 
M.A.. Howard University, 2005 
Aaron David Jackson 
Electrical and Computer Eng.ineering 
B.S .. University of California. Los 
Angeles, 1992 
M.Eng .. Howard University. 1995 
Patrict LaNel Jackson 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
B.S., LeMoyne-Owen College, 2000 
M.S .. Tennessee State University. 
2003 
Donise Michelle Johnson 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.S .. Bowie State University, 1995 
M.A., Bowie State Universi ty, 1999 
DOCTOR OF PHILO OPHY 
'Time Di~counting. Market. and Sociocultural Factor, 
Associated \\ ith Body Mass lnde~ for a C'omb111ed Sample 
of Four t;nited State, Hispanic Populations" 
"Psycho-social Corrclaies and Predictor, of Adole~ct'nt 
Gambling Beha, ior" 
"Characterization of Germlmc CHEK2 Muta11on, in 
African-American Women at High Ri,k for Htrcditar) 
Breast Cancer" 
"Racial Identity and S) mptomatolog) Among People o1 
Afri,an Descent: An Explornt0r) Study" 
"A Critical/Afrocentric EJCamination of Proposed African-
Centered Pedagogy and Prai-.i~ Through a Clo5c Rcachng of 
Selected Afrocentric Schools' Websites" 
"The De1ermmation of Impurity Concentrm1011s and 
Activauon Encrgic~ From Hall Measurement Data" 
"The Synthesis of a Novel Series of N-Bcn/Cnc~ulfonamidc 
Enaminones as Pote111ial A11ticonvul~an1 Age111~ • 
• Assessing the Perception of the NAACP's STOP Campaign 
Against Demeaning Media Con1ent: Is There Audience Buy-
ln?'' 
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Louis M. Johnson 
Communication and Culture 
B.S., Radford University , 1995 
M.A .• Norfolk State University, 1999 
Santresda Maria Johnson 
Psychology 
B.A., Mount Holyoke College, 2000 
M.S., Virginia State University, 2003 
Kimberly Jenelle Jones 
Biology 
B.S .. Hampton University, 2002 
Sara Ka li fa 
Phybiology 
D.V.M., Leipzig University, Germany, 
1996 
M.S., University of Berlin, Germany, 
1998 
Richard C. Kalunga 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.S., University of Manchester. Im 
M.S .. University of lhe District of 
Columbia, 1998 
Sheba Kane Lo 
African Studies & Research 
8 .A .. California State University. 
Dominguez Hills, 2002 
M.A., California State University, 
Dominguez Hills, 2004 
Spiridon Ge-0rge Karavatas 
NutritionuJ Sciences 
B.S., Howard University, 1985 
M.S., George Mason Universi ty. 1997 
D.Ph.T., Massachusens Gener.ii 
Hohpital Insti tute of Health 
Professionals, 2003 
Yzeuc Angel ique- Inez Lanier 
Psyc.ho logy 
S .S., Howard University, 2002 
M.S .. Howard University, 2005 
DOCTOR OF PHlLOSOPRY 
"The Nature and Function of Nommo in Selected Rap 
Lyrics: 1997-2007" 
"Proinflammatory Cytokines, Glucocorticoids and 
Depression• 
"ldentification of Serum Pro tein Biomarke rs Indicative of 
Breast Cancer in Postme nopausal Women" 
"Cannabinoid CB I Receptors in 1he Hippocampus of the 
APP/PSI Double Transgenic Murine Model of Alzheimer's 
Disease Neuropathology" 
"Relationship of Cognitive Style 10 Phonological Awareness 
and Metalinguistic Awareness: Ramifications for Early 
Reading Instruction" 
"Pe-0ple's Poet: Mzwakhe Mbuli and the Power of the Poet 
in the Liberation Struggle and in the " New" South Africa• 
"Prevalence of the Metabolic Syndrome in Adolescents: Are 
the Diagnostic Criteria Appropriate for African Americans?" 
"Context Mauers: An Examination of the Role of Stress on 
Psychosocial Adjustment Among African-American Early 
Adolescents" 
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LP 
Leise! Ann Lashley 
Biology 
S.S .. University of Maryland. 1995 
M.S .. Howard University. 2002 
Talitha Lynette LeFlouria 
History 
B.A .. Clark Atlanta University. 2000 
M.A .• Ohio State University, 2003 
Joy D. Lewis 
History 
B.A .• Howard University. 2003 
M.A .. Howard University, 2005 
Adana Andrea Marcia Llanos 
Genetics and Human Genetics 
S.S .. Howard University. 2004 
Veronica Crawford Lynch 
Social Work 
8.A.. University of Maryland 
Baltimore County. I 996 
M.S.W .. Howard University, 1998 
Nyla P. Lyons 
Sociology 
S.S .. Howard University. 1999 
M.B.A., Howard University, 2002 
Kristie Denise Magee 
Biology 
S.S., Xavier University, Louisiana, 
2000 
M.S., Southern University. Baton 
Rouge. 200 I 
Isiah Marshall, Jr. 
Sociology 
B.A .. Texas Southern University. 1996 
M.S.W .. Howard University, 1998 
Lopez Denoble Matthews. Jr. 
History 
B.S .. Coppin State University, 2004 
M.A., Howard University. 2006 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"Characterization of Microbial Community Structures in 
PCB Contaminated Soils and With Alfalfa Rhizospheres 
Using High Throughput 16S rDNA T-RFLP Technology• 
"Convict Women and Their Quest for Humani ty: E,amming 
Patterns of Race, Class. and Gender in Georgia's Convic1 
Lease and Cham Gang Systems. 1865-1917" 
"The Virgin Islands: Bntish and American ln1erests. 1917-
1970" 
"Associations Among Tissue IGFs, Adipokines, 
Morphology. and Breast Cancer Suscep11bili1ies• 
"An Exploratory lnves1iga1ion Into the Rela1ionship of 
Mother-Daugh1er A11achmen1 and Perceived Maternal 
Emo1ional Support 10 Menial Health Outcomes Among 
Late-Stage Adolescent Female Offenders" 
"Correlates and Predictors of Health-Related Quali1y of Life 
Using Complementary and Alternative Medicines: A Focus 
on Women Diagnosed With HIV" 
"Reductive PCB Dechlorination by Induction of Ni1ra1e 
Reductase and Related Gene Expression in Medicago 
sath1a" 
"Life Deferred: An Ethnographic Study of Younger Adults 
in a Long-Term Care Facility" 
"The Southern Negro Youth Congress: Its Legacy and 
Impact" 
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Maima Fahnbulleh McQueen 
Social Work 
S.S., McGill University, 1970 
M.S. W., Universi1y of Michigan, 1971 
M.P.H , Univm11y of M,clugan. 1973 
Kari McGriff Miller 
African Studic~ and Research 
8 .A., Spelman College, 1998 
M.S .. Florida Srntc Univcrsay, 2000 
Vane,,a Montalvo 
Anatomy 
8 .A., Univer&lly of Delaware, 200 I 
Bernard Moore 
Political Science 
B A .. University of Southern 
Cali fornia, Lo& Angele~. 1980 
M.A .. Claremont Gradua1c University, 
2004 
Muslimah 'Ali Najee-ullah 
Anatomy 
B.A., Talladega College, 2002 
Nazeh H. Na1ur 
Psychoeducational S1udies 
B.A., Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 
1986 
M.Ed .. Howard University, 2005 
Jonathan I. Onuegbu 
Chcmis1ry 
B.S .. Univcrsi1y of Ibadan. Nigeria, 
1998 
Olivia N. Perlow 
Sociology 
B.A., I loward University. 2000 
M.A .. Howard Univcrsi1y, 2004 
Deandre Javaris Poole 
Communica1ion and Cuhurc 
B.A .. Florida A1lan1ic Univer~ity, 2004 
M.S .. Florida A1lan1ic University. 2006 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"The Impact of Child Welfare Workers' Attributes and 
Organizational Characteris1ics on Their Percep1ions of 
Kinship Care and Restricted Foster Care With Relatives" 
"Comextualizing Womanism; Represen1ations of Black 
Women in the Plays of Athol Fugard and Zakes Mda" 
"Expression and Accumulation of Immune-Related 
Molecules in the Healthy and Diseased Eye" 
"America·s Race 10 Incarcerate: Locking Up Communities 
of Color" 
"Examining 1he Pathophys,ology of Focal Dystonias Using 
Neuroimaging Techniques• 
"An Analysis of the Validity and Reliability of 1he Das-
Naglieri Cognitive Assessme111 System (CAS) - Arabic 
Edition" 
"Probing the Adsorption of I, 10- and I, 7-
Phenanthroline-5, 6-dione on Silver Nanosurfaces Using 
Raman Spectroscopy and Densi1y Functional Theory 
Calcula1ions" 
"Role Conflict Among Black Pol ice Officers" 
"The His1oric Presiden1ial Campaign of 2008: A Con1en1 
Analysis of Selec1ed News Magazines Ponrayal of Sena1or 
Barack Obama as a Mythical Hero in His Bid for the 
Presidency of 1he United Stales• 
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► 
Aaron Shawn Prall 
Aunosphenc Sciences 
BS. North Carolina State Umver;11y. 
2002 
M.S .. Pennsyl\'ania State University. 
2()()5 
Naiasha Christina Pran-Harns 
Sociology 
B.A .. University of Maryland. College 
Park. 1996 
M.S .. University of Baltimore. 2000 
Anyango Evelyn Reggy 
African Studies and Research 
B.A .. Eastern University, 1997 
M.A .. Clark Atlanta University. 2000 
Miliaritiana L. Robjhon 
Atmospheric Sciences 
S.S .. Polytechnic Superior School of 
Antanaoari vo. 1999 
M.S., Howard University. 2002 
Ebony D. Roper 
Chcm1s1ry 
S.S .. Lincoln University. 1998 
Liroma Salaam 
Mathematics 
S.S .. City College of New York. 1993 
M.S., Howard University. 2005 
Autumn B. Saxt0n-Ross 
Sociology 
B.S .. George Washington University. 
1998 
M.S., Howard University, 2006 
Katherine A. Smith 
History 
B.A., Queen's University, 1996 
M.A., Howard University. 2002 
Robert Adjetey Sowah 
Electncal and Computer Engineering 
B.S .. Kwame Nkrumah University of 
Science and Technology. Ghana, 
2000 
M.Eng .. Howard University. 2005 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPH\ 
•tn, 1gora11on of Eastern Atlantic Tropical Conve..:1ion by 
Saharan Dust Dunng NAM MA and lmphcatiom, for 
Tropical Cyclogene$1s• 
•Graduation and Release: K" anzaa as a Refen:nce Group -
An E~ploratory Case Stud) of Black M,1le College 
Graduates and Black Mnlc Jot! Rekasees From 8dlumore 
City" 
'Post-Conflict Reconstruction and Women in Rwanda. 
1994-2008· 
"An Evaluation of the Land Surface-Atmosphere 
Interactions Over a Heterogeneous Land~cnpe" 
"Calix(4J-Biscrown and Cahxl4 farene Fluorogenic 
Derivati, e, De,igncd a~ Optical Chemosensors of 
Hazardou, Unicharged Metal Cations" 
'Combinatorial Statistics on Phylogenetic Trees• 
"Physical Activity and the Urban Form: How the Built 
Environment, Residential Density. Residential Segrega11on, 
Income Inequality. Race, Gender and Education, Impact 
Physical Activity in Atlanta, Georgia" 
"Forging an Identity: Virg111 Islands' Slave Society. 1672-
1834" 
"Reliability Centered Asset Valua1ion for Electric 
Transmission Sy,tems: Application of Discounted Cash 
Flows (DCF) and Real Options Valuation (ROV)" 
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Andrew Robert Spieldenner 
Communicalion and Culture 
B.A., University of California, 
Berkeley, 2000 




B.A. . Howard University. 1998 
M.P.H., New York University, 2001 
Prima R. Tatum 
Chemistry 
B.S., Texas Southern University, 1998 
M.S .. Texas SouLhem University. 2002 
Victor Tebid 
African Studies and Research 
B.S .• University of Yaounde 1. 
Cameroon. I 991 
M.A., Bowie State Universi ty, 2005 
Rodney Lamar Terry 
Psychology 
8 .S .. Lincoln Universi ty, 2002 
M.S .. Howard University, 2005 
Yicshu L. Thompson 
Political Science 
13.S., San Jose State University, 2001 
M.A.P.A., Howard University, 2004 
Scgaylc C. Walford 
Atmospheric Sciences 
13.S .. Pennsylvania State Universi ty, 
2002 
Randi Maines Walters 
Sodal Work 
O.S .• John Brown University. 1992 
M.S:W .. California :mue lJi11vers11y. 
Son Bernardino, 1995 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"Critical Incidents in HIV Disclosure: Examining Context. 
Channel, Perception, and Choice in interpersonal Health 
Disclosure• 
"The Moderating Effect of Discrimination and the 
Jntersection of Race , Class, and Gender on Obesity" 
"The Study of Methods to Synthesize Silylated Calixarencs 
in the 1,3-Altemate Conformation" 
"The Quest for a Unitary State and the Rise of Subnationalis 
in Cameroon• 
"Race Self Complexity Within Multiracial College 
Students: Negotiating the Suppression of Multiracial 
Integration• 
• African Americans and United States Policy Towards 
Africa: An Analysis of the Influence of TransAfrica as the 
Pi votaJ Nongovernmental Organization Post J 970s" 
"The Impact of Water Vapor Assimilation on Quantitative 
Precipitation Forecast Over the Washington, D.C. 
Metropolitan Area• 
"Exploring the Ideology of Intensive Mothering and the 
Dialectical Tensions of Modern Motherhood: A Qualitative 
Inquiry" 
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Roben A. Wenhwein 
Psychology 
B.A .. The CoUege of New Je~y. 
2002 
M.S .. Howard Universuy. 2003 
Amy Louise Whitesel 
Social Work 
B.A., Ohio S1a1e University. 1995 
M.S.S.A., Case Western Reserve 
University. 1998 
Tamara Dionne Will is 
Psychology 
B.S .. Howard University. 1997 
M.P.H .. Howard University, 2005 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
• A Situational Approach 10 Smoking Cessation: Using the 
Straight Up S3 Intervention to Promote Ccs~a11on Among 
African Amencans" 
"Post Adoption Adjustment of Binh Fathers: The Effects of 
Relationships With Binh Mothers and Famil) • 
"Relationships Amo ng Chronological Age. Pminflammmory 
Cytokines, and Ne urocognitive Abi liues• 
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THE INDUCTION OF GRADUATES INTO 
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC. 
K L\.18ERLY C. SINGLETON, President 
THE PASSING OF THE TORCH 
Ms. J UDITH WHITTED BIAGAS 
Class of 1959 
THE PRESENTATION OF GRADUATING STUDENTS' CLASS GIFf 
AND PLEDGE 
CHARLES ADRIAN TAYLOR 
School of Business 
THE ALMA MATER 
Reared against the eastern sky 
Proudly there on hilltop high, 
Far above the lake so blue 
Stands old Howard firm and true. 
There she siands for truth and right. 
Sending forth her rays of light. 
Clad in robes of majesty; 
0 Howard, we sing of thee. 
Be thou still our guide and stay, 
Leading us from day to day; 
Make u~ true and !cal and strong, 
Ever bold 10 battle wrong. 
When from thee we've gone away, 
May we strive for thee each day 
As we sail life's rugged sea. 
0 Howard, we 'II sing of thee. 
- Words. J.H. Brooks, · I 6 
- Music, F.D. Malone.' 16 
THE BENEDICTION 
T HE R EVEREND D R. B ERNARD L. R ICHARDSON 
Dean, A NDREW R ANKI N M EMORIAL CHAPEL 
THE RETIRING ACADEMIC RECESSIONAL 
(T HE ASSEMBLY WILL STAND UNTIL THE GRADUATES HAVE FILED OUT.) 
THE FANFARE TO SIGNAL END OF RECESSIONAL 
J . W ELDON N ORRIS, Conducting 
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THE PLEDGE 
l am a graduate of Ho,H1rd University 
I am the bearer of the flame 
of a Ho,,ard Universitv education lhat has broucht , ~ 
light 10 many generations. 
It 1s through the indelible love 
and upport of my family. 
and the courage and sacnfices of Ill) ancestors 
that l am here today. 
l accept the historic trust of their gift~ 
and pledge to lift others who come after me. 
Howard University is my home. 
No matter how far I travel from her, 
no matter how long I am absent from her. 
Howard University is always here for me. 
I am defined by the privilege of a Howard University education. 
1 cannot fail in life; leadership, service. and the search for truth 
and right will light my way. 
My potential contributions to humankind are unlimited. 
and I will give them freely and in abundance. 
I am a Howard University graduate. 
The opportunity of the Howard Univen,ity experience 
has conveyed to me a responsibility 
to assure the strength of this great University. 
It is only through my support that the Capstone 
can remain strong and focused. 
r pledge suppon and understand 
that it is not a maner of choice, but one of responsibility. 
I will ne, er forget that responsibility. 
I am a graduate of Howard University! 
By Shawn Barney and Koji Rashid, 1996 
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HOWARD U"lJVERSITY HOSPITAL CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OF 
POSTGRADUATE TRAINING 
Mohammad Mon1r1:dd1n GhaLv1ni . 
. \1 D 
Siobh1an Melinda Bacchus Sprolt, 
DDS 
Johnalhan Chuppcll. M.D. 
Nabeel Mohamed, \.1 .D. 
DIVISION OF CARDIOLOGY 
Sa1fudin A. Hussein, \.1 D 
DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY 
Daquanl Hornbeak, D.D.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOGY 
Yamm1 Sanpalh, M.D. 
DI VISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY 
Marjan Vahc<li, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY & FAMILY MEDICINE 
M<>dupeola A<lewunmi, M.D. 
Dahlia Hassan, M.D 
Anugee1 Kaur. M.D. 
Mark Major, M.D. 
o~azee Osagie. M.D. 
Vivian Wireko Brobby, M.D. 
DIVISION OF GASTROENTEROLOGY 
Allan Lloyd Hardy, M.D. 
DIVIS JON OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
Shruthi Bcllapu, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Uzocshi I. Anukam, M.D. 
Bcreket H. Ascgdom. M.D. 
Frcaw N. Oejcnie, M.D. 
Thert.'<ll A Pvnn M D 
Carissa Joy Gmshard-Gibson, M.D. 
Shnhla Gui Nooman. M.D. 
Kcy1eshia Guy. M.D. 
Che' Ma11hew Harris. M.D., M.S. 
Winoah Anya Henry, M.D. 
Aditi Jaidka, M.D. 
Hemamalini Kacouraou. M D 
Nagalakshmi Koduri, M.D. 
Daniel Asah Larbi, M.D. 
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Bahiru Meketc, M.D. 
James Petit, M.D. 
Vishal A. Poddar, M.D. 
Shweta Ramsahai. M.O 
Mina Salehi, M.D. 
Sudheer Sanikommu, M.D. 
Behrooz Shamloo, M.D. 
...... 
DEP~RT\IE~T Of l:'\TER:-iAL :\IEDICl:\E 
\\olJcche ko, A Sh '->e,h1, MD. 
Lanaya \\.. Smnh MD. 
Has,an Ebrahim. \1.D. 
Tc:,ta}C.- Tetemke. MD Bem1-.: \\ m:du \1doo :I.I D. 
DI\'IS l01' OF \tEDICAL O~ COLOGY 
H,l.ir:, L'tearn, M.D 
DEP~R'fl\lENT OF ',El ROLOG\ 
'Aohammad Hossein Beiraghdar. ~-D Dulara Hu,sain. ~1 D. 
DEP.\RTMENT OF OBSTETRICS Ai\D GYlliECOLOC, 
Frczgh1 Ghebreab, M D 
Czd.1cl Osuntogun, M.D 
Carla I Bourne. M.D. 
Monique PO\\Cll-Da\1s. M.D. 
Mer,e· Tumquo!,t. M.D 
OEPARTME T OF OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Prisca A. D1ala, M D Fr.111ce,ann Ford, M D. 
DEPART\1ENT OF ORAL & MAXILLOF,\ClAL Sl RGER\ 
Akbar Muhammad. D.O.S. Sharon Sherise Russell. D D.S 
OEPART'.\1ENT OF ORTHOPAEDIC SURGER, 
Shanf A,hanti Abdus-Salaani. M.D. 
\fatthew George Clarke. M.D. 
Beamon Agarwal. M.D. 
Phuong Thao T. Duong. Pharm.D. 
Core} Adam Gilbert. M,D 
Ke\ in Charles Lutta. M. D 
OEPARTME'IIT OF PATHOLOG\ 
Payam Arya. M D. 
DIVISION OF PHARMAC) 
Anthony W Ware, Phann D. 
f·a1sal Mukhwr, M D 
DEPARTMENT OF PODIATRI C MEDICINE & SU RGERY 
Farid Hamid Quraishi. D P.M. 
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DEPARTME 'T OF PRELlMINARY ~IEDJCINE 
Kofi Amo-Men\ah. M.D 
Genrge 8Jankin~h1p, M D. 
Shcrua Chapman. M D 
Danika Dodds, M.D. 
Fariba Emamho~~eini, M D. 
Tulay Guhen. M.D. 
Andrea Hernandez Rodriguez. M.D. 
Madhavi Jink.a, M.O. 
John Joseph Kon1kkara, M.D 
Mulubrhan Teshome Negese. M.D. 
Afamcfuna Uketui, M.D. 
Bchrouz Zamanifek.ri. M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF PRELIMINA RY SURGERY 
Manin Ugochukwu Egenti. M.O. 
Shdn1que T. Cartwright. M.D. 
Al..:m Mehari. M.D. 
I{, hard Allen Alexander. Jr., M.D. 
K.,nayochukwu Jacquelyne Aluka, 
M.IJ 
Nkeu Innocent Forbang. M.D. Jonathan Ashely Collis Johnson, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY 
Anissa M. Maroof, M.D. Shana XuanLan Chau Nguyen. M.D. 
DI VISIO OF PULMONARY MEDICINE 
Alicia Natasha Thomas, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 
Felix Cristobal Blanco, M.D. 
Dustin Luis Ray, M.D . 
Daniel C. M. Williams. M.D. 
., ,1p11n1rnm·e of" 11111111! /11 thi, program is pres11mp1i1•e el'idr11ce of course comple1io11. bw ir 11111st 1101 in rmy se11se be regarded <II 
11·/,1\II t• 
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,... 
George E Johnson. 111 
Micaiah T. Anthon, 
Ty S. Axson 
icholas J. Baker 
Sa,annah A. Daniel 
$coll M. D0110 
*Separate Exercise 
IN THE DEPARTME 1T OF l\lILITARY SCIENCES 
COM\llSSlONS* 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
Second Lieutenants. The l,nacd State, Ann} 
Sh.:lb) B. Hoo,cr Bruce Cobb 
AEROSPACE STUDIES 
Second L1eu1enants. The United State, Air Force 
Joseph P. Gallagher 
Jovonsia R. Guidi") 
Blake S. Harne,~ 
Whitney 8 . Ha" l..in, 
Loren A. Hulen 
T) lcr I Juel.. ~on 
Coll in T. Ste, cnson 
Janay M W1bon 
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THE MACE 
The mace i~ the ceremonial ~ymbol of the Univer\lt) :md 1s carried b} lhc l!niver~i,) Mai",hal, D1 Gar)' L Hitrris. 
Profe~,ur of Engineering and Director of the Howard 1'ano,cale Science and Engineering Facility <HNF). One of the 
e:irllt,t v1,ual images of the mace iq thc front-,ide of the· Narmc:r Palcttt" of Ancient Egypt. an oval-,hapcd cosmenc 
palette inscribed with human .ind anthropomorphic figures. King ~arrner 1s depicted on the paleue as a mighty conql:t:ror 
w1cld111g a mace ovtr a•> mbol1c enemy. King Narmc:r. aho known as King Menes or King Midas to the ancit!nt GreeK,. 
un1ficd lipper and Lower Egypt circa 3100 BC., ushering 10 the great p)ramrd building of the old kingdom dynasues 
cc .. 1000-2150 B.C.) of Imperial Eg1p1. At today's Convocation, the entry of the mace heralds the aniva\ of the academic 
procc,,ion. 
THE BATON 
The baton, carried by the Marshals and Assistant Marshals of each School are being used 10 lead the academic 
procc\\lon of the rcspcc11vc Schools and Colleges into and out of the place of the ceremony The batons are made of 
wood, painted blue, and tied with red, whne and blue ribbons denoting the colors of Howard Un1ver,1ty 
THE ACADEMIC DRESS 
The cap,. go\~n,. and hood~ worn at college and univer,ny funcuons date oack 10 the Middle Ages. Monks and 
,tudcnt, used them 10 keep warm in medieval castles and halls of learning From the~e pracucal origins. 1hcy have 
developed into 1he accep1ed garb which ~ymboli£es scholarly achievement. 
Baccalaureate gowns have a Jong pleated front with shirring across the shoulders anJ ba~k. They are primarily 
d1Sllnguishcd by nowing sleeves, pointed at the fingertip~. Tht:sc gowns may be worn either open or closed. 
The Master's degree gown is worn opcn. and the sleeve is cm so that the fon.:ann com.:s through a ~lit just above the 
i: lbow 
Gowns for the Doc1ora1c degree are also worn open. They carry broad. velvet panels down the front. and three velvet 
bar~ on the full, round sleeves. This ~el vet trimmmg may be either blad. or the color distinctive of the degree. 
Morwr board or caps worn wi th baccalaureate and Master's gowns generally have black ta%els. The tassel of the 
doctoral cap is usuiil ly made of gold bullion 
The blue Kcntc stoic worn by the graduates was commissioned for the 1996 Commencement by the University and 
produced in Ghana. The stoic depicts the Nkasewa pattern, which means eloquence. wisdom. and intelligence. and the 
,ymbol. Fi- llankra. means safety. security. brotherhood, and solidarit}. 
Faculty member~ and guests in tod,1y·~ procession are robed in gowns and hoods which represent 1hc insmutions from 
which they huve rcce1 ved degrees. 
fhe hood gives color and real meaning 10 the academic costume. Its silk lining bears the colors of the institution 
conferring the degree. The hood i\ bordered with velvet of prescribed width and color to indicate the field of learning to 
which the degree pertains m, follow~: medicine. green: music, pink; nursing, apricot; pharmacy, ohve green: public 
udm1ni,trn11011. pcncod. blue: science, gold yellow; social work, citron: theology. scarlet; architecture, blue violet; arts, 
letter~. and hu1111111Jt1es. white; brn,in1.:ss. drab; dentistry. lilac; education. light blue; engineering, orange; fine arts, brown: 
law. purple: and philosophy. dark blue. 
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THE HO"iORS l\lEDAL AND HO"'ORS CORDS 
The llonor-. ~frdal 1s ,,om b) graduate, ,,ho h:l\e ach1e,ed cumulallH' grade p<>mt a,erage, n1.1l-1ng thcm ch!!1hk 
for the cum laud(, ma~na c11111 "1111/e, or l11mma cum lw,,J, honors. The \ledal and Honor, Cord, ,)mh1,htl' th,11 
exrellen;:e 1, a hallmark of Ho\1 ard Unners,t) The ',1cdal \\a, c0mm1"1oned b) lllH\ ard', Pr,•,11kn1 
Emi:ntu~. H Pa1nci- s,,}gen. for the 1996 graduating cla,, It, round shape" enh,inceJ "11h ., gold tm1,h, ,,mt>nli,ing 
the et,,;m:11 and unl\er,al value of e,cellence. The ,·enter of the ,eal .i,,en, the mi,,i,>n ot the L'111,er,11, "Truth ~nJ 
Sen ice." Encircling the ,eal 1, th~ phrase. "Honors Graduate :ind I eader,htp for Ameq.;a," "h11.h hcr,1IJ, c,cdknc,• .111d 
1hc contnoutions of Ho11arJ l;ni,e1>1t) 10 the 11a11<>n. Th..- ,1he1 He>nors c,,rd ') mboh,e, the high ac.1d,•m1c r.tn~ ,11 
magna cum la11de. The gold Honors Cord \\'Om by graduate, '}mbt,l11c, the h1ghc,t a,·m.k1111c r,1111- 01 111111111,1, 11111 /,w.l,•. 
THE TORCH PIN 
The Torch Pins} mboh,es th.11 respon~1b1h1) and C>.C, II •nee in leadcr,hip ha,,: ~-=n pa"cd Jo" n .md cntru,tc.l i.1 lh<' 
graduating senior,. It wa~ com1ms,1oned b~ Ho11 ard's Prc,1dtn1 Fmcritu,. 11 Pa1nc" <;11) gnt for the I <N7 )!r,1Ju.11111)! 
class. Its round shape 1s enhanced ,,1th a gold finish.~} mholuing 1he etem,1I and uni\ cr,al, ,1l11c of e,n•llcn,·c ~ n, 11,1111)! 
th,· seal 1s the phrase. "Howard Univcrsny- Bearers ot the Torch." 11 hich emboldens graduJte, to go 1or1h 111 1lw I t.m ,11J 
1rad111on to serve as beacons of hope and hgh1 in then re,p<'ctive communiue~. 
THE UNIVERSITY'S HONORARY DEGREE 1\IEDALS 
The University•~ Honorary Degree Mcdab worn toda> b} our d1stinguhhed honor,11) degree rcc1p1cn1s "ere 101 mall\ 
pre,ented to them at the annual "President's Dinner" held laM evening 1n thcir honor at 1hc F-our Sca,011, llotd 111 
Washing1on. D.C. These medals commemoratc lhc high e~tecm and honor bestowed upon 1hc111 :1, honor.tr} <lq!rc~ 
recipients at Ho,,ard Universily·s 1-11 ' 1 Corrmencement Convocauon 
THE PRESIDENTIAL C.:HAIN OF OFFICE 
The Presidenual Chain of Office. wom by President Ribeau, was presented to the Unl\Crsll) on 1hc on.1,11111 "' th<' 
Centennial Celebration in 1967 by 1hc late Trustee Emeritus. Herman B Wells, and hb late m(lthcr. Mr,. Gn1111 ilk W,·11, 
The chain symboli7es 1he current .ind pa,1 holders of the office of President. The basic m.itcriul ot rhc chum 1~ ,1crlinj! 
silver. plated with hard gold. Both 1he Univcn.i ty Seal and the Centennial Seal arc appended 10 the .:hm11. 
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LIFT EVERY VOICE A D SING 
Lift every voice and sing, 
Till earth and heaven ring. 
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, 
High as the listening skies. 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a ,ong full of the fai th that the dark past has taught us. 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present ha!> brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod. 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died: 
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet, 
Come Lo the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright i,tar is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears. 
Thou Who has brought us thus far on the way: 
Thou Who has by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee, 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee, 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, 
May we forever stand , 
True to our God, 
True to our native land. 
--- James Weldon Johnson ( 1900) 
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